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FOREWORD

The training of operators by the use of simulators is common to most
countries with nuclear power plants. Simulator training programmes are
generally well developed, but their value can be limited by the age, type,
size and capability of the simulator. Within these limits, most full scope
simulators have a capability of training operators for a range of design basis
accidents.

Analysis of most safety significant accidents, however, demonstrates
that situations actually met can be quite different from those presented to
the operator during simulator training, and include human errors, common cause
and random component failures and various types of systems interactions.
Where these conditions are essentially "beyond design" they may present to the
operator a situation that he has not faced in training for normal operation,
or has been covered by accident studies.

It is recognized that human performance under these conditions is
difficult to predict or analyse, particularly in the area of severe
accidents. These are rare events and by their very nature, unpredictable. Of
importance, therefore, is to investigate the training of operators for severe
accident conditions, and to examine ways in which simulators may be used in
this task.

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) has reviewed
this field and the associated elements of human behaviour. It has recommended
that activities are concentrated on this area.

Initially it is encouraging the following objectives:
i) To train operators for accident conditions including severe

accidents and to strongly encourage the development and use of
simulators for this purpose.

ii) To improve the man-machine interface by the use of computer aids to
the operator.

iii) To develop human performance requirements for plant operating staff.

As part of this work, the IAEA convened a technical committee on 15-19
September 1986 to review the experience with simulator training for emergency
conditions, to review simulator modelling for severe accident training, to
examine the vole of human cognitive behaviour modelling, and to review
guidance on accident scenarios.

For the purposes of the meeting a severe accident was defined as
f o 11 ows :

Substantial deviations from Operational States which are expected to be
infrequent, and which could lead to release of unacceptable quantities of
radioactive materials if the relevant engineered safety features did not
function as per design intent.



A substantial deviation may be a major fuel failure, a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA), etc. Examples of engineered safety features are: an
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), and Containment Systems.

This report was prepared by the participants during the meeting and
reviewed further in a Consultant's Meeting. It also includes papers which
were presented during the meeting.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the framework of reviewing the experience with simulator training
for emergency conditions it was generally stated that often safety significant
incidents present a situation to the operators which evolves and develops
quite differently from the scenarios trained at the simulator.

Furthermore, since emergency conditions are rare events, prediction and
analysis of human performance presents certain difficulties. However,
simulator training and retraining for operators was agreed to be indispensable
for improving safe plant operation and providing the knowledge and skills for
plant control under normal and abnormal conditions.

In reviewing the experience with simulator training, the situation in
the countries participating in the meeting was compiled and presented in form
of tables. The following aspects were compiled:

Review of Approaches to Training for Accident Conditions.
Simulator Training, Duration and Retraining Frequency.
Present Status of Simulators in Use.
Alternative Uses of Full Scope Simulators.
Review of Instructor Recruitment.
Review of Instructors Technical Competence.

Review of Instructional Techniques Training.
Review of Instructors Technical Retraining.
Review of Instructional Techniques Retraining.
The age, type, size and capability of simulators are some factors shown

to influence the effectiveness of training. A desirable simulator structure
is outlined, followed by a list of events leading to potential severe accident
conditions and the systems and phenomena required for their realistic
simulation. Specific plant areas needing particular attention when designing
models of severe accidents are also described.

The role of the instructor as a major contributor to a successful
simulator application is stressed. He not only confronts trainees with new
information during the learning period but also is expected to provide
feedback on the appropriateness of actions taken with the aim of reducing the
probability of incorrect behaviour. The importance of analysing the decision
making process in stress conditions is also emphasized including some factors
which have an influence on operator behaviour.

The overall benefits of simulator training for safety and reliability
of plant operation are discussed particularly for two aspects. Regarding
Probabilistic Safety Assessments, an interactive process can be identified.
On the one hand insights from PSA studies are used to select accident
scenarios for training and on the other hand experiences gained through
simulation can be used to update and improve probabilistic assessments. The



other aspect relates to the possibility of evaluating plant modifications from
the point of view of human factor adequacy. This includes new equipment, the
correctness and practicability of normal and emergency operating procedures
and the adjustment and updating of training programmes.

The main principles to be considered for selecting and constructing
specific accident scenarios are reviewed. Boundary conditions are discussed
including initial and final accident conditions.

Two accident scenarios currently used on 900 MW PWR simulators have
been presented by Electricité de France (EdF). The scenarios are respectively:

a secondary break and tube rupture on the same steam generator;
a small break LOCA and total loss of high pressure safety injection.

Lessons learned from these scenarios are also listed.
Finally the conclusions reached by the participants during the meeting

are presented. Some are highlighted next.

On the use of simulators for training, scenarios which have not been
analyzed with respect to simulator validity should not be used.

On simulator requirements a review of national specifications and codes
for simulators should be made, followed by a summary of international
practices.

On instructor's training a periodic refreshment at the reference plant
is recommended.

On accident scenarios specification it is necessary to consider
sequences starting at different power levels and to proceed with the
simulation until degraded core conditions are reached.



1. INTRODUCTION

The training of operators by the use of simulators is common to most
countries with nuclear power plants. Simulator training programmes are
generally well developed, but their value can be limited by the age, type,
size and capability of the simulator. Within these limits, most full scope
simulators have a capability of training operators for a range of design basis
accidents.

Analysis of most safety significant accidents, however, demonstrates
that situations actually met can be quite different from those presented to
the operator during simulator training, and include human errors, common cause
and random component failures and various types of systems interactions.
Where these conditions are essentially "beyond design" they may present to the
operator a situation that he has not faced in training for normal operation,
or has been covered by accident studies.

It is recognized that human performance under these conditions is
difficult to predict or analyse, particularly in the area of severe
accidents. These are rare events and by their very nature, unpredictable. Of
importance, therefore, is to investigate ways of training operators for severe
accident conditions, and to examine ways in which simulators may be used in
this task. Simulators may also be used to gain insights into human behaviour
and responses under the stress of severe accident conditions, although the
simulation of stress has to be approached with care if meaningful conclusions
are to be reached.

1.1 INSAG Recommendations
The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG) has reviewed
this field and the associated elements of human behaviour. It has
recommended that activities are concentrated on this area.

Initially it is encouraging the following objectives:
i) To train operators for accident conditions including severe

accidents and to strongly encourage the development and use of
simulators for this purpose.

ii) To improve the man-machine interface by the use of computer aids to
the operator.

iii) To develop human performance requirements for plant operating
staff, especially with regard to operations staff.

1.2 Technical Committee Meeting

As part of this work, the IAEA convened a technical committee to review
the experience with simulator training for emergency conditions.
Participants were experienced in the fields of simulator design,
training, emergency operating procedures and the psychology of human
behaviour.



l.3 Scope of the Meeting

The following areas were studied by the working groups of the Technical
Committee.

i) A review of the international experience with simulators and
training programmes for severe accidents.

ii) The modelling of severe accident conditions under the two areas of

a) Simulator modelling for severe accident training, and
b) Role of Human Cognitive Behaviour Modelling in providing insights

into training for emergency situations.

iii) A review of and guidance on accident scenarios, operational
experience and specific examples of scenarios.

The expertise that was available to the Committee was considerable, but
did not represent all that is available worldwide. The Committee wishes to
stress, therefore, that its conclusions, and the surveys of experience
reported should not be taken as exhaustive, or even representing all the
experience that exists in each Member State represented at the meeting. Other
views and experience exist, and may have equal validity to those expressed in
this report. Nonetheless, there were many areas where the delegates reached
strong consensus as to best practice or to where further work is required.

In many areas, discussions showed that individual Member States'
experiences had led to conclusions which concurred with those independently
reached elsewhere. The Committee agreed that some of the conclusions reached,
may at first sight, seem self evident and have been noted before in other
forums. It however, believes that there is merit in re-stating them,
particularly in the fields of human factors. Human errors have been prominent
in the world's major nuclear accidents, and indeed in other large non nuclear
industrial accidents. If the common experience of Member States continually
leads to the same conclusions, and if this experience can be applied to
prevent further accidents, then the committee believes that it cannot be
re-inforced too strongly.



2. REVIEW OF THE EXPERIENCE WITH SIMULATORS AND TRAINING
PROGRAMMES

2.1 Introduction
In conducting its review which resulted in the compilation of Tables

1-9, the working group found it useful to report the uses of simulators other
than for severe accident training in participants' countries to give a
complete picture. This included training for normal and abnormal conditions
as well as alternative uses of simulators, including procedure validation and
human factors aspects. The latter made it necessary to also consider
instructor training since the complexity of a modern simulator places more,
not less, onus on the instructor.

The tables are as follows:
Table 1 Review of Approaches to Training for Accident Conditions.
Table 2 Simulator Training, Duration and Retraining Frequency.

Table 3 Present Status of Simulators in Use.
Table 4 Alternative Uses of Full Scope Simulators.

Table 5 Review of Instructor Recruitment.

Table 6 Review of Instructors Technical Competence.
Table7 Review of Instructional Techniques Training.

Table 8 Review of Instructors Technical Retraining.
Table 9 Review of Instructional Techniques Retraining.

2.2 Training Programme Design

The design of training programmes recognises the requirement for
training to take place for severe accident conditions, and in many parts of
the world stresses the need for operators to understand the process which they
control. This is not incompatible with the use of procedures, particularly
emergency operating procedures (EOP's), based on critical safety function
monitoring and functional restoration guidelines. Indeed, as many support
systems as practicable should be supplied to an operator for the potential
stressful situation of a severe accident; this includes well designed
training, EOP's and other aids.

An integrated training programme obviously takes account of normal
operation. The understanding of this is fundamental for the building up of
operator comprehension for situations of increasing severity.

A large number of methods and processes are available for designing
training programmes but the basic principles are essentially the same. One
such method that can be used for developing training for severe accident
conditions is the systematic approach to training (SAT). A useful training
model which is in wide usage is summarized by the flow chart below:

1 1



|Analys~Ls|

loesign]

___i i___________

[Development]

limp!.ementationl

[Évaluât ion]

where: Analysis refers to the process of identifying the needs,
analyzing the job, identifying the tasks which require training and then
analyzing each task to establish the knowledge and skills required.

(Note: Analysis has led to the inclusion of severe accident training in
certain programmes.)

Design includes the establishment of training objectives, a training
delivery strategy (e.g. classroom, field, simulator, self study) and an
assessment strategy.

Development refers to the production of detailed programme schedules,
training documentation, assessment tools and lesson plans.

Implementation is the actual delivery of the programme.
Evaluation refers to the determination of programme effectiveness by

monitoring on the job performance, to ensure that original needs have been
satisfied.

2.3 Review of Approaches to Training for Severe Accident Conditions

Operator training programmes have been addressed in other meetings by
the IAEA. The Working Group concentrated on the training related to severe
accident conditions using simulator, classroom and other techniques.

2.3.1 Elements of Training
Training related to severe accident conditions has the following

elements :

Special courses or lectures related to accident assessment and
management, e.g. degraded core conditions, primary circuit,
containment, thermal-hydraulics and radioactive matter behaviour,
Simulator training programmes
Emergency preparedness training.
A review of the countries practices, as represented by the

participants, was carried out (Table 1).

12



TABLE 1 REVIEW OF APPROACHES TO TRAINING FOR ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Country Basis of Simulator Training Programmes

Ini t ia l Retraining

Use of Simulators in Training
for severe accidents

Design Basis

Emergency Preparedness
Training

Special Lecture Courses
in the Field of Severe
Accidents

Bulgaria

Canada

No permanent simulator
training programme

FSAR procedures,
SAT-methods partly used

4 weeks special course for
operators

As for initial training

Finland

France

FSAR, operational
experience, procedures,
reaching considerations

FSAK, procedures
( I , A p r o c e d u r e s )

Operational experience, crew
needs, etc.

Two yearly reviews of
individual knowledge, and
whole crew course
including severe accident
management

FRC FbAR, procedures Operation experience, crew
needs, etc.

Nc , but all analyzed
accidents, and BOP's are
considered within design
basis and the simulator is
capable of surulating these
within limits.

Yes, in sinulator
capability range

Yes, up to a l i m i t of
p r i m a r y l i q u i d
i n v e n t o r y i n c l u d i n g
radioactive es t ima t ion
and con t a inmen t
condi t ions

Yes, in simulator
capability range

1-2 exercises/year
+ lectures

during initial training
classroom and self study
and field exercise (about
3 days)
four exercises yearly with
shift operators

- lecture and self study
- yearly exercise for some

operators

Exercises ^-6 tunes/year
with operators

Yearly exercise for some
operators

- Reactor safety course for
shift supervisors.

- Reactor safety course for
Unit First Operators

- 1 t& classroom training
on severe accidents.

Special accident oriented
course developed but not
trained

-special safety and post-
accident recovery training
course for shift supervisor
and safety engineer.special
simulator (1 wk)and lecture
(2 wks) course

special course for severe
accidents under development,
(crisis team training)

- during initial training
2 weeks course coping
with unexpected events
and severe accidents

- other special courses
possible in some power
corrpanies



Country

,.,„

Spa In

Sweden

UK

Basis of iin^atoi T t . i i i i ^ Pr^ranrtts

Ini t ia l

PiAK, pi 01 c'durcs
G.O.P
b.O P.

FSAR, procedures, teaching
( onsidfr it ion ,

FSAR, nrooVuies ,
operational laqjorieim',
Leaching considerations

FSAR, procedures, teaching
considerations, cxperitrx c

(SAT in pro< ess of being
introduced and is usea for
all new programmes.)

Retraining

F!v\R, plant needs,
C-Xperienced inc iden ts .

Regulatory guide.
operational expert xc ,
crew riceds etc.

(Y>orir 'orvil expr i ipnrp ,
ci PW iTeeds , en .

As for ini t ia l tr l in ing,
but taking account of plant
nepds

se oi Simulators i.n i ra i i in j
fir ••(.wie ac< Idcnts

Design Basis

I n S l i r i i l i t u i t a p a b l l i t y
range

Yes, up to erne gpcmetry
cJungi

Yes, in MTulito ' r ^ i p i h i l i t v
range

Severe accident scenarios
within the surulator
capability range are used
for diagnostic training

hmcrgeocy P re pa re oVx s s
Training

" i t n r l y (xerc lse for eacii
nuclear power station.

- during i n i r u l fair ing
lectures and exercises

- year ly exercise with
operators

- IcM t r* s and sel * su dy
- yearly exercise for son

operators

Yearly «xercise for eadi
hi ft and rotation of places

>ased on çelf tmning

Spiecial Ijecture Courses 3
in tne Field of Severe C
Accidents H

Cr

Shi f t supervisor training ~L
rou tée (simulator ind
lecture 5 days) including
at. L i clt nt ^ssessnvnt and
iiulliple fa i lures .

- du'ing i n i t i a l training
'Viit igar ing rote darrwge"-
course (3 weeks) and
fhenrul hydraulic course
of transients and
accidents (2 weeks)

- spec, simulator ( Iwk) and
tlx_ory (1 wk) courst on
emergency operating
procedures developed

Sppf i^l s i fe ty ccxirse
('. w_ek5) for shift
supervisor every 5 yeais

Nuc l i a r safety r ourse
0 w, ,k) for shi f t
Supervisor appiox. every
r) ye irs

rtn



Consideration was also given as to how the contents of simulator and
other training programmes had been formed and what kind of techniques and
issues had been taken into account. It emerged that the main elements in the
design of the simulator training programmes in the field of severe accident
conditions were as follows:

Simulation of FSAR (final safety analysis report) type transients and
the study of plant behaviour in these conditions.
Operational and emergency procedures, technical specifications etc.,
training considerations.
Teaching considerations, e.g. to progress from simple malfunctions to
more complex situations.
Teaching plant specific features and taking into account operational
experience.

In the design of retraining programmes the following items are also
taken into account:

Local plant needs
Past operational experience
Incidents
Operator knowledge/skill level (experienced operators are capable of
handling more complex scenarios).

Table 1 presents country by country practices in this field. Some of
the participants felt that there was a need for a more rigorous methodology to
be applied to training programme design. Delegates from the U.K., Canada and
Sweden were particularly interested in the adoption of SAT as outlined in
section 2.2.

Severe accidents are covered in simulator training programmes in most
countries within the capability and validity ranges of the simulators.
Typically these accidents are design basis events with extra malfunctions or
with safety system failures added. Simulation is extended to the limit of its
validity range when core damage occurs. The most extended programmes in this
direction were reported by France and Spain. Other delegates expressed
concerns with regard to a training simulator operating outside of the plant's
design basis.

In addition to simulator programmes emergency preparedness training and
other training related to severe accidents was covered in the review. Every
country has emergency preparedness training annually but there seems to be
differences in how often and to what extent the operators take part in this
training. Simulator use in emergency preparedness exercises was rare. Only
France reported the use of simulators in this context.

Special courses relating to severe accidents have been implemented in
some countries. Considerable differences exist between the courses but
typically they are classroom based and cover i) transient and accident
analysis, ii) mitigating core damage and iii) thermo-hydraulics.
2.3.2 Initial Training

Table 2 presents the amount of initial training using a simulator by
dividing training into normal, abnormal and accident operation periods.
During initial training, typically one week is spent with design
basis-accidents. (France and Japan have two weeks.) Generally programmes
seem to cover practically all FSAR-accidents but some use a subset of selected

15



TABLE 2 SIMULATOR TRAINING, DURATION AND RETRAINING FREQUENCY

Country

Bulgaria

Canada

Finland

France

FRG

Japan

Spain

Sweden

UK AGR

PWR

Initial Simulator Training (weeks)

Normal operation

-

3,5
4-6

2

2

4

2
3

1

2

Abnormal operation

-

U

1

2 + 2(*)

2

2

3

2

1,5
2

Accidents

-

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1,5

2

Retraining per y&ar

4 weeks special course for some
operators (not yearly)
2

1 - 2
f] per 2 yrs. individ. ttvumnj
|l per 2 yrs. crew training

1 - 2

(BWR) l/2~3 years
(PUR) 1 -v2/year

t 2-3 days/year crew training

1

1 - 2

1

1

Remarks

(v) systems malfunctions
and partial losses of
electrical sources

Intensive training with
nul functions and
accidents.



more useful sequences for training purposes. Only a few countries have severe
accident classroom training packages in their initial programme.
2.3.3 Retraining

Table 2 also presents the amount of annual simulator retraining,
typically one week/year. There is considerable variation in the amount of
accident simulation varying from 10% to 60% of the time. In France severe
accidents are included in simulator retraining programmes, but in nearly all
countries flexibility is exercised to provide for plant management
requirements and operational feedback. In all countries emergency
preparedness exercises take place, at least annually, with appropriate
retraining provided for all staff.

2.4 Training Simulator Uses

2.4.1 Uses of Simulators for Training
Full scope simulators are in use in most countries. Table 3 indicates

however, that other types of simulators are also used to a varying degree.
Only the U.K., however, uses other than a full scope simulator for accident
training.

2.4.2 Definitions of Simulators
(1) Full Scope Simulator

A simulator incorporating detailed modelling of systems of the
reference plant with which the operator interfaces in the control room
environment. Control room operating consoles are included. Such a
simulator exhibits the correct plant responses to normal and off-normal
conditions.

(2) Part Task Simulator
This type of simulator is usually specified to provide training for a
particular control room activity, e.g. control panel replication or
emulation; automatic post trip actions monitoring panel.

(3) Basic Principles Training Simulator
Most simulators of this type provide a simplified plant system overview
with less scope than is required for fullscope operator simulator
training. The modelling is usually for a generic, simplified plant and
the emphasis is on understanding plant dynamics.

(4) Concept Simulators
Particularly difficult concepts associated with a plant can be
simulated to isolate them from other considerations to reinformce
theoretical training, e.g. Xenon effects on reactivity during power
changes.
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TABLE 3. PRESENT STATUS OF SIMULATORS IN USE

Part

Task

Simulator

Basic

Principle

Sinulator

Concept

Similatot

Full

Scope

Simulator

UK

Dera. /Hands On

(N; A.N.; ACC)

No Assessment

Dem. /Hands On

(N; A.N.)

Assessment

by W.T.

Dan. /Hands On

(N)

Assessment

by W.T.

Dem. /Hands On
Investigation
(N; A .N . ; ACC)

Instructor
Assessment

Canada

Hands On

(N; A.N. ; AOC)

No Assessment

-

-

-

-

Dan. /Hands On

(N; A . N . ; ACC)

Instructor
Assessment

S«cdcn

Self-Paced

(N; A .N. )

No Assessment

-

-

Den. /Hands On

( N ; A . N . )

No Asssessment

Dern./riands On

(N; A . N . ; ACC)

Instructor
Assessmenr

Japan

"~

-

Dem. /Hands On

( N ; A . N . )

No Assebsnerst

-

-

Dem./ï'und Ou

(N;A..\.;ACC)

Lnstrjcccr
A-Sses^ner.r

F Ko

-

-

LJH.i./lUrxli, On

( N , A . N . )

No ASSOS'J;TV:'L

7 * ' . . i '.j . 's i •

' : ̂  L r ic * ~ v
K' , . ,>J-IM :

- ; p a i ' ,

-

-

-

-

C. ; . ' . . X N . ; V ;

I Y - - • , • v
S i . i f - ,jTän- -.
A- . ' ;7'r

~f i u ! . i n . )

-

-

,' ; \.!.-. ,A'JC)

* • vs r %T H r ^ i
' • , •,',Ii1nr

F r a n c e

Iion./IUnds On

(,N; A . N . )

No Assessntnt

-

-

-

-

w:n. tiinds Cn

\ ,A .N . ,ACTJ

T " M i - u t " I

^ '-•• j-jn-nü

Notes: N: Norral A . N . : Abno:T,at ACC: Ar.cu-vnrs



2.4.3 Aljternajt ive Uses of Simulators

Although the primary function of simulators is operator training, the
capability and fidelity of some full scope simulators is such that today some
utilities are using them for other purposes. These range from informal review
of plant procedures to detailed analysis of operator and plant behaviour under
accident conditions, and for the purposes of assessing the adequacy of
procedures, panel designs, operator aids, etc. The experience of certain
utilities is summarized in Table 4.

Based on this review the following observations were made.

( 1 ) P la nt Con tro_l JR qom Des ign Reviews

The use of simulators for this activity differed sharply based on
whether the reference plant was in service or not. These cases will be
reviewed separately.

In the case where a simulator is available while the reference plant is
under construction, the review of plant system and control room designs on the
simulator is a useful activity and may result in savings to the utility.
Design errors in logic systems can be readily identified while executing plant
procedures and hence corrected.

Similarly, control room design errors can be corrected if identified
early in the design. Without a simulator, these problems are normally
identified during the commissioning process, which may result in schedule
delays and expensive down time after service while the problem is corrected.

After a plant is put into service, plant and control room design are
not formally reviewed unless a very specific problem or need is identified.
If, during the normal course of training a design deficiency is identified
most utilities will ask the reference plant to investigate the problem.

( 2) Operator Support System Validation

The use of simulators to assist operator support system development or
validation is limited. This could be due to limited development work in this
area or lack of simulator availability for the purpose. Clearly a simulator
plays a useful role in this area since it closely reproduces the control room
environment for normal and accident conditions.

(3) Operating Procedures Validation

As demonstrated by the utilities experience, a high fidelity simulator
is an effective tool in the validation of emergency operating procedures. The
operating staff can verify that:

1. Indicators and controls identified in the procedure are available.

2. The sequence and prioritization of actions and checks is appropriate.

3. Sufficient staff are available for execution.
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TABLE 4. ALTERNATIVE USES Of FULL SCOPE SIMULATORS

Country / Utility
Plant/Control Room
Design Reviews

Operator Support System
Validation

Operating Procedure
Validation

Plant Behaviour
Analysis

Operator Behaviour
Analysis

United Kingdom CEGB Informal

Canada - Ontario Hydro Informal

Finland

Japan - Training Centres

Japan - Plant
Manufacturers

Has not been used so far,
but is applicable.
Reconstruction of plant
protection signals.

Not done to date.

Informal

Not done to date.

Simulators used to evaluate
new plant energency
procedures and operator
aids *s required by the
plant.

Tested the use of Safety
Parameter Display System
on the simulator as part of
retraining process (6 mths)
Critical Function
Monitoring System study

Not done to date.

Simulators used to
evaluate new computerized
operator support system.

Formal Validation of
normal operating procedures
as required.

Qnergercy procedures
validation.
1 vfc/year

Formal validation of
operating procedures as
required.

tot done co date.

tot done to date.

Limited use with due
regard to simulator
limitations.

Not done to date.

Simulator used to assess
plant behaviour under
accident situations and
ircpared changes to
lystems as a result.

iot done CO dsce.

toe done to date.

Not done to date.

Not done to date.

Several studies have been
undertaken and results
summarized in a technical
presentation. Several
studies of human factors
during retraining.

Not done to date.

One study related to the
analysis was performed at
the same time as the
advanced control room
development eval. of new
computerized operator
support system evaluation.



Country / Utility

Spain - Before plant in
service

- After plant in
service

France

Sweden

Plant/Control Room
Design Reviews

Planned - Case by case basis
on certain proposed
features

Informal

Informal on existing plants.
Formal control room design
review for N4 plant -
3-4 years.

Informal

Operator Support System
Validation

Not done to date.

Not done to date.

Formal validation of
French Post Accidfnt
Monitoring system
(KPS) -J 3 weeks/year

Not done to dace.

Iterating Procedure
Validation

Verification and validation
of start up test procedures
(2 wks)

Validation of HOP'S
(2 wks)

Abnormal and emergency
procedures validated:
4-6 wks/year
per type of plant

toutine validation
~1 wk/year

Plant Behaviour
Analysis

Not done to date.

Not done to date.

Informal

Occasional with due regard
:or modelling limitations.

Operator Behaviour
Analysis

Not done to date.

Not done to date.

Human factors analyses.
(4 J^s/year)

Two studies conducted
~1 wk/study.



4. Actions and checks are clearly stated.

5. Roles and responsibilites of staff are identified.

6. The procedure takes the unit to a safe and stable state.

In addition, in specific cases, participants indicated that simulators
were used for technical verifications. Based on the review, all utilities
should be encouraged to use simulators for the validation of emergency
operating procedures. As far as verification is concerned, the quality
depends heavily on the fidelity of the simulator. This has to be clearly
recognized and taken into consideration. It is possible that for EOP's the
use of a simulator should be confined to human factors validation and that
technical validation should be the role of a plant analyser.

(/( ) F.L%J1 k_B_ßhay.Lqur_ Analysis

As demonstrated by the experience in Table 4, use of simulators for the
purpose of analyzing plant behaviour during accident conditions is very
limited. Current simulators are designed for training purposes and as such,
the modelling techniques are somewhat simplified so that the simulator can
operate in real time. The limitations of simulators should, therefore, be
clearly recognized. Plant behaviour analysis in emergency situations may be
better suited to the use of plant analysers and detailed computer codes.

( 5 ) PEerat_qr__B_ehavJ_gur_ Analysis

Use of simulators for this purpose appears very limited, primarily due
to simulator unavailability because of heavy training programmes. This
application is quite appropriate since operator behaviour can be observed in
an environment which closely resembles the plant. Based on this review,
simulators could be used for thii, iole if psychological data is required (see
chapter 4).

2. 5 Review of Instructor Training Approaches

The training value to be obtained from the use of any simulator is
highly dependent upon the technical and instructional competence of
instructors. This is particularly the case in the training for severe
accidents, when even the most modern, sophisticated, full scope, replica
simulator will be operating at or close to its range of validity.

Tables 59 summarize the approaches used in different countries with
respect to recruitment, training and retraining of instructors.

2.5.1 Re£T_u_i_tment

Committee members indicated a preference for simulator instructors to
be drawn from NPP's. However, many recognized that this was not always
practicable and, hence, in some cases instructors were recruited directly from
colleges and provided with comprehensive initial training as shown in Table 5.

In all cases NPP experience is required and is, therefore, provided to
trainee instructors when they are not recruited from a plant.
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TABLE 5. REVIEW OF INSTRUCTOR RECRUITEMENT

to
UJ

SOURCES OF RECRUITMENT

SELECTICN METHODS

ACE CRITERIA

CCM-ŒXTS

Bulgaria

NPP
10C%

Technical
tests,
reference
3y manager
at NPP

No

Canada

NPP
10C%
Others
OX,

Selection
rased on:
- techn.
corrpetence
- instruc-
tor ability
- conrmunic
skills
- interest
in training
- perform.
at NPP

No

England

NPP
1007.

Interview,
reference
fron NPP,
short
jresenta-
tion test

No

Secondment
:

personnel
ram NPPs
or 2 yrs.
s used
xtensively

Finland

Sc.hool
3370
NPP
33%
Others
33-/0

Partly
technical
carpet price
.Ability to
teach,
667,, Kive
valid
license

No
(~30 yrs)

France

School
~607.
NIT
~4O7.

Psychol.
test ,
technical
test,
interviews

No more
than ~ 35
years old

FKC

School
50%

Others
50Z

iased on:
- teclmical
corrpetence
- instruc-
tor ability
— commit..
skills
- LiHert 'bt
in training

No

Jriiversi L y
degree,
jnd

pract. exp.
it L\Y-

l iant for
whic-h i o
x?i_omi'

: is t r uw [ ^r

Japan

School
357.

NPP
33%
Others
33^;

Based on:
- techn.
corrpetence
- opera-
tion exp.
- plant
test oper.
experience

No

The most
important.
soirir i<-,
experience
in NPP
operation
()' te ,(

Spain

School
W
NFP
5%
Otliers
5%

Psycho 1.
test ,
technical
test

No more
than 30 yr:
old

School,
<30X t ran

In ivers i ty

~7O;g f rcm
erhnir.il
I U \ / l " Si 1 .

3 5 VTS
l i e r Ixisu

Sv^cdcn

NPP
907.
Others
ICf/i

Reference
by manager
at NPP

No

Vrsonal
character-
istics
suitable
"or
caching
! ('

c qui red



2.5.? Instructor Initial Training

Initial training was found to fall into the two categories, namely:
ensuring technical competence (Table 6) and instructional techniques training
(Table 7).

None of the countries represented had a licencing system for
instructors but in general it was found that training centres required the
same technical qualifications as for a shift or control room supervisor.

Due to careful selection procedures employed only one delegate reported
any failures amongst instructors.

In most instances it was found that instructional techniques training
included:

training psychology
teaching and communications skills
use of a simulator as a training tool
systems approach to training.

2.5.3 Retraining
All delegates reported that technical retraining was provided for

instructors in the form of training at a NPP and in most cases on a formalized
regular basis of at least annually (Table 8).

Table 9 indicates that instructional techniques retraining is also
provided by some training centres.

2.6 Training Organization
During discussions in working groups and in the main committee, issues

related to the organization and management of training were raised.

Although there was some dissent, the concensus view of all the
delegates was that training should be provided by a "stand alone" organization
with the independence to provide fully integrated training, particularly to
operations staff but also to staff working in other areas.

It was felt that severe accident training for operators could be
enhanced by this integration with other aspects of training. The concensus
was that it should be provided in a training centre with organizational back
up and liaison with other staff groups within and outside the utilities.
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TABLE 6. REVIEW OF INSTRUCTORS TECHNICAL COMPETENCE

EXTERNAL LICENSING OF
INSTRUCTORS

INTERNAL CCMPETENCE
REQUIREMENTS

INSTRUCTOR OPERATIONAL
EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT

INSTRUCTOR FAILURES IN
TECHNICAL TRAINING
PROCRAttE

Bulgaria

None

-

Yes

07.

Canada

None

Authorized
as a Unit
First
Operator
at
reference
plant

Yes
They are
se lected
from the
réf. plant

0%

Fjigland

None

Trained to
level of
control
room
supervisor

Yes

0%

Finland

None

Trained to
licensed
operator
level

Yes

07.

France

None

Continuous
supervision
and assesa-
nent by
manager

Yes
Several
weeks at
>lants.

* y i.

FRG

None

Simulator
training
centre
conducts
exam, of
candidates
for
instructor
position

Yes
Several
weeks at
plant .
Trained to
level of
Shift
Supervisor

a?.

Japan

None

Internal
license of
training
center
after more
than 3
months
training

Yes

07,

Spain

None

Internal
licensing
of shift
supervisor

ïes
'rovide
~2 months
at initial
training

~5%

Sweden

None

Technical
competence
equal to
that of
shift
supervisor

Yes

07.
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TABLE 7 REVIEW OP INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES TRAINING

FQPMAL TRAINING IN
INSTRUCTIONAL TEQNIQUES
EXTENT OF
INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS
TRAINING

Bulgaria

-

Canada

Yes

1 week
instruc-
tional
technique
and/or
coaching

by
training
development
section

hngland

Yes

2. weeks
instructnl.
;echnique
including
course
resign,

observTt lor
of
simulator
sessions

Finland

Yes

1 week in
»roup and
co-oper.
training.
5 days
lesson of
inst HK Lio-

TVjl

)hilosophy
in sliri'la! .
mining

France

Yes

3 weeks
pedagogic
course,
2 months
teaching
training,
and
6 months
siTulator
training
with
another
inst njctor

FRG

Yes

Sewral
nxmths,
training
psychology
teaching
and

corrrunic.
ski l ls ,
use of
Mini la' d'-
il trainj»
tool

Japan

YCJ

3 nrntbs
Le -H .hi rig
and
CUIIllJlii. .

sk ' l l ind
icw to use
s TU! itor
as a
tiainin^
tool

Spain

Yes

1 week
sodagogic
course

Sweden

Yes

8 weeks
Training
psychology,
teaching
and
carmunic.

ski l ls ,
use of
sifnj l itor
as a
tranig
tool,
S', jtCTlS

approach
to tr i in ink



TABLE 8. REVIEW OF INSTRUCTORS TECHNICAL RETRAINING

FOfWAL TECHNICAL
RE-TRAINING

THEORETICAL TRAINING

REQUIREMENT FOR
OBSERVATION OF NPP

RETRAINING AT NPP

Bulgaria

-

Yes

Canada

No

Jpgrading
training on
slant
changes is
given

Yes

Average
1 week/ year

England

Yes

Sinulator
instructors
are also
required tc
3 re sent
theoretical
material.

Yes

Average foi
simulator
instructors
~4 wks/yr

Finland

Yes

Because
they have
licenses
they most
take part
in
retraining

Yes

They are
situated
at the
plant site

France

No

ijntinuously
jpgraded by
»dditional
courses,
co labor a ting
in new
Jeveloprent

Yes

1-2 weeks

FRC

No

Plant
visits
every year

Yes

2-4 weeks

Japan

Yes

Special
lecture
given by
utilities
and manu-
facturers
experts

Yes

Average
1 week/yr.

Spain

Yes

Nuclear
phys ics ,
radiologi-
cal pro-
tection,
special
courses

Yes

~4 wks/yr

Sweden

Yes

5 dyas per
year parti-
cipation
in
retraining
for
operator

Yes

6 wks/yr
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TABLE 9. REVIEW OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES RETRAINING

RETRAJJflNG GIVEN

DURATION

Bulgaria

—

Canada

No

lonitoring
ira
coaching on
the job as
required

England

Yes

. week/year

Finland

Yes

France

Yes

3 days/year

FRG

No

Japan

No

Spain

No

Sweden

Yes

[ week/year



3. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FULL SCOPE SIMULATORS
TO BE USED IN SEVERE ACCIDENT TRAINING

3.1 Introduction
Training simulators of various countries have been reviewed. The

review makes useful comparisons between many simulators but does not address
itself directly to training for severe accidents. Many of the issues raised
in this chapter will apply to training situations but the objective is to
concentrate on features pertinent to severe accident situations.
3 . 2 Instructor Systems

Simulator manufacturers offer many sophisticated means for an
instructor to interact with a simulator. The following are considered to be
particularly useful for severe accident training.

3.2.1 Scenario Construction
A means to construct scenarios prior to a particular training session

should be available. This would allow instructor time to be dedicated to
simulator and trainee monitoring throughout the session. In addition an
instructor should be able to initiate malfunctions at any time and from any
starting condition.

3.2.2 Replay
In order that debrief and discussion sessions can usefully and readily

be undertaken a replay of a particular scenario should be made available which
will also indicate trainee responses for analysis.
3.2.3 Simulator Time Base

Real time operation is required for all plant conditions used in
training but operation in slow speed could also be useful. Slow speed replay
should be possible as should the ability to freeze the status of the plant, in
order to study conditions during a transient.

3.2.4 Training Displays
Specific displays not available in the control room should be developed

to aid the understanding process of a trainee. These could include plant
parameters which are not possible to instrument in practice.

3.3 General Considerations
3.3.1 Communications

A control room simulator usually incorporates the communications system
and, therefore, in the case of severe accident training, role playing could
well be required to represent:

field operators
technical support centre (TSC)
plant management
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utility managment
regulatory body
emergency services
emergency offsite facility (EOF)
load dispatcher and/or grid switching engineer.

3.3.2 Simulation of Other Plant Locations

In the event that a control room becomes uninhabitable, then
consideration is required for the simulation of:

TSC & EOF (for communication purposes)
Auxiliary Shutdown Room (ASK) (for evacuation and operational purposes)

Note, the control room could become uninhabitable in practice for a
number of reasons:

f ire
gas release
radioactivity

This may require the application of protective clothing or breathing
apparatus and it may be more appropriate for this training to take place in
the exercising of the emergency plan.

3.3.3 Human Factors Requirements

In specifying the requirements for a simulator, a training manager may
well take into account the potential for human factors research in that
specification. This may involve automatic trainee performance systems, error
reporting by an instructor or a means of including trainee stress. (See also
Chapter 4) .

3.4 Present Simulator Models
Many of the simulators operating today are machines built up to 20

years ago, and do not have sufficient capability for simulating many of the
severe accident conditions included in today's advanced training
requirements. An excellent critical review on the present status of simulator
technology is given in Ref. 5 which classifies the simulators and presents the
modelling techniques that were applied.

3.4.1 Limitations of Some of the Present Simulator Models
The cost of a new advanced simulator may be several million dollars

which could be prohibitive for many utilities. Therefore, in order to meet
the demand for emergency training many of the simulators in use today may have
to be modified and their software upgraded. In many cases the personnel that
developed the original software are not available and the necessary
modifications can become a time consuming and expensive process. The major
limitations of some of the existing older simulators are as follows:

1. Limited number of emergency conditions and accidents that can be
simulated.

2. The neutronic, thermohydraulic, control and logic models built into the
simulator were intended mainly for operational transients and cannot
adequately represent the plant response under a variety of accident
conditions.
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3. The computer associated with the simulator does not have sufficient
capacity and speed to simulate some of the accident conditions in real
time.

4. Many of the real time simulation programmes are written in some
specific machine or assembler language to increase execution efficiency
and are often very difficult or impossible to modify.

5. Existing mathematical models in the simulator were not validated for
the wide range of transients existing under some severe accident
condit ions.

6. After several years of operation the simulator often does not reflect
all the changes that have been introduced into the physical plant. It
is also very difficult to verify that the changes introduced reflect
the actual changes made in the plant. These might include changes to
the physical plant, plant control system, the plant logic and
operational procedures.

7. Many of the simulators can initiate a transient or an incident starting
from full power only. However, accumulating experience shows that many
incidents actually started at low power. It is therfore obvious that
models are needed that can start the simulation sequence from any
desired power level with any setting of control rods, and any level of
Xenon poisoning.

3.4.2 Desirable .Sirnul^ator Structure

To overcome the above limitations the simulation software package
should optimally have the following features:

1 - A versatile standard simulation programme which should have the
capability:-

a) to describe the plant dynamics (neutronics, thermodynamics, hydraulics,
control, etc.)

b) to describe the plant logic (alarm, warning, status, and control
functions)

(This software should be as close to reality as is practicable.)
2 - An easy-to-use software package having a modular structure for ease of

modification and replacement.

3 - The capability of setting up different plant configurations.
4 - The capability of setting up different control systems and control

strategies.

5 - Capability of modelling operator response.
6 - Validated models for all the operating conditions listed above, and if

necessary, different models for different operating conditions.

7 - An efficient data base management system.
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3.4.3 Software Modularity

The importance of modularity cannot be overemphasised. At any given
time the concept of "accident" is limited to a given set of scenarios. As
time goes on more experience is continuously gained and new accident scenarios
can be experienced and developed. These in turn might lead to the necessity
for the of modifying, upgrading or replacing of certain components or process
models. This task can be only feasible if a well documented modular software
package is available.

3.4.4 Maintenance/Upgrading/Configuration Management
In terms of software these items are covered above. However, in terms

of hardware, systems simulator specifications should require that upgrading
maintenance and the assurance of plant replication is achievable on a
continuing basis.

3.5 Desirable Level of Modelling

3.5.1 Events Leading to Potential Severe Accident Conditions

Many delegates felt that accidents beyond the design basis of a
particular plant should be approached with extreme caution in relation to
simulator training. However, other delegates considered that the following
types of events, which could lead to severe accident conditions could have
value in simulator training:

1. Loss of coolant accidents (small - large)
2. Total loss of heat sink
3. Total loss of electrical supply
4. Loss of feedwater
5. Steam generator tube rupture
6. Steam line rupture
7. Reactivity accidents
8. A wide range of accidents under the heading of ATWS
9. Loss of Natural Circulation Capability
10. Control rod ejections

For scenarios of these types to be correctly represented it will
probably be necessary for an improved level of modelling to be incorporated
into most simulators.

To permit the proper simulation of the above events, sufficent
attention must be given (at least) to the simulation of the following systems
and phenomena according to the type and size of the reactor for which the
simulator software is being developed or upgraded.

1. Two phase flow
2. Containment response
3. ECCS
4. Core thermal-hydraulics and neutronics
5. Fuel behaviour
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3.5.2 Specific Plant Areas

3.5.2.1 Core Modelling

For normal plant events and for many malfunctions lumped parameter
models, particularly for a PWR, seem to be a sufficient representation. For
severe accidents, such as assymetric reactivity accidents this is not the
case, as the neutronics, the decay heat, flow rates and heat transfer are
assymmetrically redistributed in the core. This is particularly true for
large cores such as BWR, HTGR or HWR.

3.5.2.2 Core Neutronics

Some form of spatial representation is needed particularly for BWR and
HTGR's where the core has a size of many mean free paths. The larger the core
and the more assymetric the accident scenario, the more detailed should be its
representation.

3.5.2.3 Core Thermal-Hydraulics

If a severe accident is understood to be an event leading to at least
partial core damage, the simulator response can be subdivided into two periods:

1. simulation of the period before core damage
2. simulation of the period after core damage.

The first period:-

The experiences from different simulators (see for example papers in
the Appendix and Refs. 3,4,5,6), show that simplified LOCA models may be quite
adequate for the simulation of the first period. If the LOCA model is able to
calculate the core heatup until 1200 C due to core uncovery, it could possibly
be used for the simulation of the accident for long periods.

The second period:-

However, if the heatup proceeds at a fast rate and the scenario assumes
ECCS partial or full failure, significant core damage is sustained.

At first the core is damaged due to the cladding oxidation, which
finally weakens the rod structure and disassembles the fuel geometry. More
deformations take place, if the core heatup continues. The first ruptures of
the cladding cause a radioactivity release, which in the case of a LOCA are
detected with several measuring instruments. For the simulation of the second
period more detailed modelling is needed particularly for:

1. two phase or non-homogeneous flow condition
2. fuel rod behaviour
3. stratified flow and geometry changes
4. steam zirconium reaction
5. radioactivity release from clad rupture and its spreading.

All the above phenomena may be very assymetric and therefore during an
actual accident different core quadrant indicators could give conflicting
readings as to the core status. This should be appropriately represented in
the model. The model for the disassembled core cannot continue to be based on
a thermal-hydraulic model. For this purpose the simulator should be expanded
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with an appropriate version of a severe accident model. The physical
processes in this case are so complicated that the primary thermal-hydraulic
model must be very simple and the main emphasis should be given to the
following physical phenomena.

1. core cooldown via multidimensional gas circulation,
2. effects of geometrical deformations on flow channel resistances and

cooling paths,
3. meltdown process of the pressure vessel,
4. core concrete interactions in the containment
5. the effect of a melted core on the containment energy and mass balances.

This kind of simulation might call for switching between models during
the process of simulation. However, this should be no problem with present
day computer technology where part of the programmes can be stored offline.

3.5.2.4 RCS Modelling

Since energy storage and transport plays the major role in the
evolution of an accident the various elements of the reactor coolant system
should be adequately modelled with respect to the flow of both phases (each
might have a different flow rate) and with respect to the different storage
and holdup elements.

3.5.2.5 Pumps and Circulators.

Simplified models might not be sufficient during accident conditions.
It should be possible to account for phenomena such as flow reversal and
cavitation. A two-phase pump model should be developed.

3.5.2.6 Pressurizer Modelling

As has been observed in the past the stuck open pressurizer safety
relief valve or PORV might lead to small LOCA conditions. Therefore adequate
two phase modelling, nonequilibrium conditions, and appropriate critical flow
models are necessary for sufficient description of this component under
accident conditions.

3.5.2.7 The Steam Generator

The amount of energy transmitted between the primary and the secondary
systems is one of the major elements contributing to an accident sequence.
Detailed non-homogeneous two phase flow conditions have to be properly
described. They should be able to handle extreme situations such as SG
dryout, flooding and steam line breaks.

3.5.2.8 Balance of Plant Modelling

Many accidents could start on the plant secondary side. Steam line
breaks might result in a loss of heat sink, and if the ECCS does not respond
properly or is damaged due to a large steam release a severe accident
condition could result. Therefore sufficient two phase modelling of the BOP
is also necessary. An important aspect of the specification of scope and
fidelity is the balance of plant which must behave, on a replica simulator,
identically to the reference plant. Normal operations must be carried out
realistically if a trainee operator is to place any credence on low
probability event training.
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3.5.2.9 Containment Modelling

During a severe accident when steam and radioactive materials are
released to the containment, its temperature, pressure, humidity and
radioactivity are monitored in the control room. The operator must be able to
recognize these conditions, and if necessary take possible actions or
communicate information accordingly. Therefore, appropriate modelling of
containment response during severe accidents is necessary. The model should
include the phenomena of the steam and water moving between compartments with
entrained radioactive materials. The behaviour of different chemicals,
tracing the location of hydrogen, the action of safety devices such as sprays
and vents, the influence of external events and conditions on the containment
response should be included in the simulation.
3.5.2.10 Environment

The means of accident mitigation adopted will in some cases depend on
environmental conditions pertaining. It may, therefore, be necessary to have
the capability to simulate:

cooling water temperature
tide level (for coastal sites)
ambient temperature
earthquake consequences
aeroplane crash consequences
radioactive pollution
wind speed and direction.

3.5.2.11 Modelling the ECCS

ECCS requirements can usually be satisfied with simple modelling and
most simulators have adequate models for them. Particular attention should be
paid, however, to the exact timing and sequences of the differenct actions
and flows. It should be possible to introduce malfunctions on the
availability of some or parts of the ECCS.
3.5.2.12 Modelling the Control and Safety System

Most simulators give detailed representation of the control and safety
systems since they are an integral part of the control room.

3.5.2.12 Model Limitations

Mathematical models can easily produce conditions that go beyond the
physical boundary and plant design limits. For example containment pressure
can rise beyond its design limits or temperature can rise beyond melting
points of materials.

Instructors must be made aware, preferably by the software, when
unrealistic conditions at the limit of physical processes are likely to
pertain.
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3.6 Performance Requirements and Validation Procedures
3.6.1 Fidelity

Basic requirements and specifications for nuclear power plant training
simulators are defined in ANS 3.5 (Ref. 1) and the requirements of NRC are
described in Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations part 55 (Ref. 2). As far
as training for normal plant events and plant malfunctions is concerned the
above documents give a sufficient specification as to the required fidelity
and level of modelling that should be included in a simulator. However, for
severe accident training the fidelity and consequently the level of modelling
in most simulators has to be increased.

In general, the fidelity requirements for a training simulator can be
stated as follows: the accuracy of all the simulated plant state variables
presented to the trainees in the simulator control room must be such, that it
is not possible to detect any major differences between the simulator and the
actual plant responses to the simulated transients. This means, for example,
that the steady state values of the variables in a simulator must be within a
small percentage of the real plant values. In transient situations the
direction of change of each variable must be correct and the rate of change of
the variables (time constants) must be of the right order of magnitude so that
the event sequence in the simulator is the same as it would be in the real
plant. During severe accident conditions training, the simulator must give to
the trainees a good feel for the time scales of the various processes, the
order of magnitude of all the relevant state variables and the precise status
of all the logical indicators.

To achieve this goal, representation of the power plant with the best
estimate models is not necessary. These would be very difficult to execute in
real time, even with the most modern computer resources. However, it should
be as close to the best estimate approximation as is feasible.

There is a trend in normal operation for simulator users to specify
more and more stringent accuracy requirements when compared to plant or
validated code data. In the circumstances of an accident it is difficult to
specify accuracy requirements in terms:-

with respect to which accident code
of time accuracy with respect to transient turning point
with respect to absolute values during a transient
It is probable that for severe accidents some less stringent

requirements will be necessary.

3.6.2 Model Validation Procedures
Following the development of the simulator software to the required

fidelity, the simulator must undergo an extensive set of validation
procedures. The validation should be performed on several levels.
3.6.2.1 Testing component response.

Each component (assuming a modular modelling approach is used) must be
tested with regard to its steady state output for a large set of given
boundary values. This output is then compared either to the actual
power plant output or the output of best estimate codes.
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3.6.2.2 Testing the software package.
A full scale test of the software has to be performed prior to its
installation with regard to its capability to calculate correctly the
values of the various state variables of the simulated system. Many
accident scenarios should be executed and compared to experimental
results wherever available or to best estimate codes whenever
experimentally based data is not available.

3.6.2.3 Testing and validating the simulator
The last stage of validation is to check and verify whether the
simulator, as a training tool, responds with the desired level of
fidelity, whether the software drives all the panel indicators and
switches correctly. Malfunctions specified for operator training are
incorporated into appropriate scenarios or activated by an instructor
and should be tested against the best known data for the given
scenario. Random or predicted human errors should be introduced and/or
modelled and the consequent emergency event recorded and analyzed to
verify the fidelity of the simulated accident.
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4. THE ROLE OF HUMAN COGNITIVE BEHAVIOUR MODELLING IN PROVIDING
INSIGHTS INTO TRAINING FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

4 .1 Introduction
This part of the report discusses some of the factors which influence

the psychological behaviour of operators which will affect their actions and
decisions in emergency situations. It has been written specifically from the
viewpoint of training operators for such emergencies. Certain theories of
human error causation are reviewed and the discussion concentrates on how
these may be taken into account when using simulators for training.

4-2 A State of the Art Review

Recently there have been a number of developments in the modelling of
human cognitive behaviour. The purpose of this section is to briefly outline
the general conclusions emerging from such theories which are of particular
importance in determining the nature of an operator's response during an
emergency situation. As the information contained here is selective rather
than exhaustive the reader is referred to papers by Reason and Embrey (1983)
(Ref. 20) and by Woods and Roth (1986) (Ref. 25) for more detailed reviews.

The term 'cognition' refers to knowledge and the act or process of
knowing (as opposed to emotions or wishes). A model of cognitive behaviour
tries to describe, explain and predict human behaviour by modelling the
information people acquire, how they represent it, and how it is used to guide
behaviour. A fundamental assumption is that error and correct performance are
two sides of the same coin; by understanding how the human responds in a
specific situation we will also be able to explain and predict those errors he
may make.

It is widely recognized that there are two basic types of human error:
sJULEIL and mistakes. Slips (also known as lapses) are cases where a diagnosis
is correct but the intended actions do not proceed according to plan. Slips
are also referred to as execution errors. On the other hand mistakes occur
when an operator has incorrectly diagnosed a situation or has chosen an
inappropriate procedure. Mistakes are also referred to as errors of
intention. Slips and mistakes have different psychological origins. The
processes causing execution errors are more clearly understood than those
giving rise to mistakes. However, mistakes are probably more serious than
slips particularly since they are more difficult to predict and are less
likely to be detected and corrected than errors of execution.

A NPP operator's role during an emergency situation covers various
cognitive tasks such as

diagnosing the nature of the problem
monitoring automatic safety functions
the selection or development of an appropriate mitigation strategy if
the event is not handled by automatic safety functions
the execution of this strategy to bring the system to a safe and stable
state
It is therefore clear that there are opportunities in such tasks for

both mistakes and slips to arise.
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It has been proposed that slips are likely to occur when an operator is
performing a task with which he is very familiar and hence highly skilled. In
this case he is said to be operating at the "skill-based" level of performance
(Rasmussen, 1983) (Ref. 19). Since skill-based tasks may be performed without
the need for conscious effort slips tend to arise through the failure to
monitor execution of actions at appropriate points in the sequence. Studies
of published reports of incidents in NPPs (Rasmussen 1980; Lucas and Embrey,
1986) (Ref. 15 and 18) have found that most slips take the form of errors of
omission. These may occur particularly during normal operation or maintenance
of a plant and are probably due to the person losing his place whilst
performing a well-known task.

Another common type of slip is spatial misorientation where an operator
inadvertently performs a task in the wrong place or on the wrong object.
Finally, many slips appear to take the form of strong habit intrusions where
actions are diverted along some more familiar but unintended pathway.

The origin of mistakes is more complicated. Firstly, they may occur
when an operator is using knowledge in the form of automatically retrieved
"rules", for example

IF ( INDICATORS X.Y.Z. ) THEN ( EVENT A )
IF ( EVENT A ) THEN ( ACTION B )

This type of processing is referred to as "rule-based". A number of
heuristics have been identified here, which, although they are normally
useful, may give rise to mistakes under certain circumstances. In particular,
the tendency towards applying the most frequently used rule (the
'availability' heuristic), and the selection of rules that appear to match the
current situation in certain key aspects (the 'representativeness' heuristic)
have been widely discussed in the psychological literature (Tversky and
Kahneman, 1983) (Ref. 23). An additional factor often cited in this context
is the difficulty humans have in using negative information to best effect.

Secondly, mistakes may be caused when the "off-the-shelf" routines are
exhausted and the operator is forced to "reason through" the diagnosis and
planning of a situation. Such a situation may well be represented by the
severe accident where, since these are, by definition, unplanned events, no
appropriate rules of action may exist. The operator will have to rely on his
own abilities (to understand the scenario) and any emergency operating
procedures which are available. A number of error producing tendencies have
been identified in this type of cognitive processing.

One major source of mistakes may be due to operators having incomplete,
inconsistent or erroneous mental representations of the NPP, its process and
its controls. Such "mental models" are very important when operators have to
guess the current status of a process or when they have to make inferences
about how a given sequence of actions will affect a system.

Other limitations of knowledge based processing stem from the
difficulty of retrieving information from the long term memory store and the
problems of sustaining attention for lengthy periods of time. Such retrieval
is rarely systematic and, as a result, people tend to move between issues,
treating each superficially, or alternatively, dwelling on certain topics to
excess whilst ignoring other important issues (see Doerner, 1984) (Ref. 8).
This problem would be exacerbated when decision making has to be carried out
under stressful conditions (see Janis and Mann, 1977) (Ref. 14). An actual
emergency situation would obviously be a highly stressful situation.
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The majority of these psychological insights into the causal mechanisms
of human error are incorporated into a recent model proposed by Reason (1986)
(Refs. 21). Future trends in this area include the use of selected Artifical
Intelligence Models to explore the nature of human mistakes in NPP situations
(see Woods and Roth, 1986) (Ref. 25).

The models described above are qualitative in nature, that is, they
concentrate on explaining how human cognitive processing operates and why
errors arise. Such approaches do not attempt to quantify the occurrence of
different types of human errors directly. However, a number of recent studies
(e.g. Rasmussen, 1980; Woods et al, 1982; Norros et al, 1986; Lucas and
Embrey, 1986) (Refs. 15 ad 17, 18, 26) have produced preliminary data bases of
human errors in NPPs during simulator training and actual incidents where the
classifications of errors are based on this type of model.

A different approach to the modelling of human cognitive behaviour
exists in which the main focus is on the quantitative prediction of the
probability of non-success of an operator during a task. Models such as the
HCR correlation (Hannaman, Spurgin and Lukic, 1984) (Ref. 11) are designed for
the specific requirements of PRA analysis. Such analysts prefer to use an
algorithm directly related to the gross features of the operator's environment
rather than a detailed mental process model. The models may potentially be
valuable in establishing the relative influences of situational factors, such
as the time available for response. Further research is underway to validate
these models. One interesting development is the attempt to take account of
the recursive nature of corrections of mistaken actions (see Worledge, 1985)
(Ref. 27).

4•3 The Relationship between Theory and Current Practice

An overview of the major insights from models of psychology was
presented above. In this sector the relationship between these insights and
current practices in simulator training for emergency situations is
discussed. The major point to be made here is that there has been very little
transfer of information between models of psychology and training practices.
It is recommended that efforts should be directed to improving such transfer
of information.

There are two schools of thoughts in the practice of training operators
for emergency scenaria. One school recommends the use of emergency operating
procedures (E.O.P.s) whilst the other emphasises the need for the operator to
be able to understand the emergency in order to diagnose the situation
correctly and develop appropriate mitigating strategies. From a psychological
viewpoint there are advanges and disadvantages to both approaches. The
provision of E.O.P.s for the operator is a means of giving him rule based
appropriate knowledge. The major problem is that, unless an operator also has
in depth knowledge of the plant's processes he may be unable to comprehend the
nature of the emergency situation.

If E.O.P.s are inappropriate, incomplete or inconsistent the operator
will have very little scope for coping effectively with the situation. Since
emergency situations may be beyond design basis it cannot be certain that
every possible scenario will be covered by E.O.P.s.

Care should be taken therefore that the training of operators for
emergency situations does not concentrate exclusively on the use of E.O.P.s.
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Efforts should be made to ensure that each individual operator also has a
complete, consistent and correct mental model of the NPP plant, its operations
and controls. One method of testing that operators' mental models are
complete is given in the paper by Lucas which is attached to this report, but
further research is needed in this area.

E.O.P.s however are necessary for the operator in an emergency
situation in that they provide checklists of actions which ought to be taken
to guarantee that critical plant safety functions are not breached. Under
stress such information may not be retrieved or carried out correctly by the
human operator. Written prompts are highly appropriate in this context.
Since E.O.P.s will be used in stressful situations, they need to be written in
a format which is clear, concise and unambiguous. Instructions should be
simple and written i*i the form of active statements avoiding embedded clauses
and negatives where possible. Research has shown that complex, passive,
negative sentences lead to errors of interpretation (see Wright, I975) (Ref.
28). E.O.P.s, where possible, should be validated through simulator
training. An additional factor is that all operating procedures, including
E.O.P.s, should be consistent. That is, all should be cast in the same format
using the same page referencing system and symbols. Under stressful
conditions operators will show a strong tendency to use formats that they are
most familiar with, and this should be taken into account when devising
E.O.P.s.

In order to make the E.O.P.s complimentary to the operator's mental
model, research needs to be undertaken to find the most appropriate method of
presenting the content information which is necessary to safeguard critical
plant safety functions.

One other important area where psychological models can provide
important insights is in the design of computerised operator decision aids and
intelligent alarm systems. Such systems need to be designed to complement
operator's 'mental models' of the plant systems and controls. Factors such as
the difficulties of retrieving information from memory and sustaining
attention, as well as the various predictable error types, need to be taken
into account when designing such aids. Such ideas have been discussed in an
IAEA technical report on the use of computerised operator decision aids and
are not expanded further here (Ref. 13).

4.4 How May We Use Simulators to the Best Advantage for Training?

While the use of simulators can provide many useful insights, the main
objective of simulator training must be to prepare the operator/crew for their
roles in safe, reliable and economic operation. The severe accident scenario
must of course be considered.

It would be simple if the quality of training were directly
proportional to the sophistication of the hardware and software used in such
training, but unfortunately this is not necessarily the case. This section
describes some factors which need to be considered if simulator training is to
be successful.

4.4.1 Psychological Aspects of Simulator Fidelity
There are two aspects to simulator fidelity, the software and the

hardware, and in both cases the degree of fidelity relates to the extent to
which the simulator corresponds to real plant operation. The choice of
fidelity should be governed by the training requirements of the operator and
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objectives of the training programme. Economic factors have also to be taken
into account, as high fidelity systems are considerably more expensive than
low fidelity systems. However, it is important to select a systems approach
in taking these decisions, if the use of limited resources is to be optimized
and the quality of training is not to be compromised. This means analysing
closely the types of operator error that must be avoided and the means by
which the likelihood of these errors can be reduced. The paper by Lucas
(1986) (Appendix paper no. 2) describes the two types of error that occur,
slips and mistakes and the various factors which contribute to the occurrence
of these. From this work it is clear that the probability of mistakes can be
reduced by ensuring that the operators mental model or understanding of the
plant is correct. To do this, it may not be necessary (at least initially) to
use high fidelity (plant specific) simulators. In fact the operators mental
model or understanding can be developed through the use of inexpensive paper
and pencil simulations and stand alone micro-computers. The effect of
training on non specific simulators on the operators mental model is not
known; arguments can be made both for and against. On the one hand, it can be
argued that the operator is learning basic reactor principles, on the other
hand, it can also be argued that an extra load is placed upon the operators
limited attentional and memory capacity as he converts his experience on the
simulator to that in the real event.

While evidence on the likelihood of mistakes is uncertain,
psychological research on the effect on slips is more complete. There is
unlikely to be a problem in the cases where operators have received training
with low fidelity simulators (e.g. paper and pencil and micro computers)
because the hardware is so different from the actual control room. Rather, it
is the case where the training has been done on a non-reference plant
simulator, or on a simulator which has not received the same hardware
modifications as the actual control-room, in which problems could occur. In
these conditions it is possible that actions which the operator has learnt for
the same scenario, but on different hardware, could interfere and produce
s lips.

For this reason, it is recommended that operators should not be trained
on non specific high-fidelity simulators. Additionally, where control-rooms
have received hardware alterations, the corresponding simulators should also
be modified. Where the situation is uncertain then specialist human factor
advice should be sought.

4.4.? The Selection of Scenarios for Severe Accident Training
Scenarios should be selected to achieve two aims. Not only should the

operator be provided with experience of dealing with specific severe
accidents, but he should also learn general principles and hazards of all
situations.

Care must also be taken to avoid giving inappropriate over-emphasis on
one severe accident scenario. This may result in the operator being
predisposed to a particular diagnosis and subsequent course of action. Again
the aim should be to give the operator experience in collecting information
necessary to make a diagnosis (whether this is choosing an emergency procedure
or deciding on a course of action) rather than making an instant decision on
the basis of only a very limited number of displays.
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4.4.3 Factors to be taken into account when running a simulator session
One of the long standing principles of training, which has both

research justification and considerable conimonsense appeal, is the concept
that the operator should practice tasks which require behaviour as near as
possible to "real life". This is an efficient means of transferring skills,
and lies behind the rational of the use of simulators.

Simulators are also used in training where operators have to acquire
motor skills, and combine these with cognitive skills into a complete
performance. Where there are complex interdependencies between individuals,
groups and hardware, teamwork will be required for effective operation. The
simulator has a major role in this area, and should be exploited for this
purpose in training.

4.5 Training Simulators

Depending on the degree to which they mirror "real-life" situations,
simulators should provide for considerable transfer from training to on the
job situations. They are dynamic and permit operators to see the consequences
of decisions. At the same time they are non- punitive, in that mistakes or
erroneous decisions will not result in actual loss.

Perhaps because of the "face validity" of many simulators and the
extent to which they are employed for specific training objectives, there is a
surprising absence of conclusively controlled research to test their
effectiveness or to identify general principles for their design.

The general purpose of a training simulator is of course to train the
operators, that is to provide them with the knowledge and skills necessary for
controlling the plant. The specification of what these skills should be and,
the criteria by which they should be evaluated are issues which may be quite
problematic.

It is assumed that there is available a sufficiently precise
description or definition of what is required of the operator when he has
finished the training. Here the concern is with some essential aspects of
training and the use of a training simulator. This then means that it is
necessary to look at the role of the instructor as a teacher and the role of
the operator as a student or learner.

The general uses of a training simulator may be supplemented by the
detailed investigation of operator performance. There is a practical need for
a more extensive knowledge of operator behaviour and especially the
psychological mechanisms which are assumed to lie behind observed behaviour.
This knowledge is needed by analysts for the explanation of so-called human
errors, as well as for the planning and design of new control and display
systems. The primary sources for this knowledge have so far been reports from
plant events, plant interviews and a few experiments using research
simulators. The former provide a large number of cases of abnormal behaviour
but with only a limited number of observations made in each case. The latter
provide a small number of cases of normal behaviour but with detailed and
comprehensive observations. The training simulator would be able to provide a
considerable number of cases of both normal and abnormal behaviour in
realistic environments with the possibility of detailed observations. This
would obviously constitute an important source of knowledge.
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4 .6 The Instructor's Role - Feedback
The role of the instructor as a teacher and the role of the operator as

a learner implies that the operator is informed by the instructor about his
progress. The operator is, in other words, given feedback about his
performance. The quality of this feedback is crucial for learning. If the
operator does not get feedback, he will not learn. This is a basic
psychological fact that has been demonstrated in a large number of
experiments. The better the feedback the more detailed the resulting
knowledge and the easier it will be for the operator to assimilate and to
change or modify his performance.

The feedback may of course be provided from various sources, either
internal, that is from the person himself, or external, from others observing
and evaluating the performance. In the case of a training simulator it is the
task of the instructor to provide this feedback. The operator may, to a
limited extent, be able to evaluate his own performance and to learn. That
requires, however, that he is provided with information about a goal state,
and this must obviously be given by someone else. This is normally the task
of the instructor, who does this based on his experience as an expert. In all
this the instructor can never guarantee that the operator learns anything but
only that he is provided with appropriate feedback and the opportunity to
learn.

One important aspect of the role of feedback in teaching/learning is
that it can only be given when there is a discrepancy between what happened
and what was expected to happen, that is between what the operator did and
what he should have done. In other words, the important situations as far as
training is concerned are the ones where the operator does something wrong or
incorrect, and is observed.

The feedback may specify the nature and the extent of the fault, and
the operator may use this to change his performance so that the discrepancy is
reduced. It is therefore the faults that the operator makes which require
special interest in training, since these provide the best opportunities for
improving his skills and knowledge.

The feedback must be of a qualitative rather than a quantitative
nature, that is, it must describe and explain the mistake to the operator
rather than simply measure it or point it out to him. The feedback must not
only inform him that he did something wrong, but also provide him with
knowledge of what he did wrong and why. The errors can also be viewed as
mistakes between man and machine, operator and console. From this point of
view, errors give important clues for improvement of systems and new designs.
From the analysis of a number of cases, and by removing individual features,
it should be possible to relate errors to general psychological mechanisms and
aspects of system design.

To train an operator correctly it is necessary to know what he should
learn. During the session therfore an analysis method is required. For the
purpose of describing the expected operator performance the instructor needs
an instruction flowsheet. The basis for observations is usually found in the
Emergency Instructions, since these describe the steps which an operator must
go through to diagnose a situation, as well as actions which are required to
bring the system back to a safe state. The instruction flowsheet may be made
with varying degrees of detail.
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Similarly a diagnostic flowsheet should be prepared. This is often
easy since the Emergency Instructions may supply a flow diagram for the
accident diagnostics. There is of course no substantial difference between
the structure of an Instruction Flowsheet and a Diagnostic Flowsheet (E.
Hollnagel & J. Rasmussen, 1981).

A positive feature of using a simulator is that the instructor can
"freeze" the situation and talk, through the situation with the operator. He
may even go back and run the sequences again. The basic instructional
techniques of running a session are:

1. Stop the simulator as soon as the operator makes mistakes.
2. Run the whole sequence and question the operator after the sequence

is over.

It is well known that the former is better when training a beginner.
The latter is better when training a skilled operator. The instructor must
know and have registered all mistakes the operator has made and can then run
the sequence once again. Considereable benefit to the training process would
be gained by videotaping team communications in the control room. The
instructors and the operators could then go back and see and listen to what
really happened during a drill. There is a great deal of knowledge on how to
improve team work and to improve communications amongst team members, and
similarly there has also been an enormous growth in courses on how to train
management. This method would increase the benefit gained from simulator
training.

4 • ' Insights to be Gained from the Use of Simulators in Training

Apart from the immediate benefit of improved training there are many
other benefits which can be gained from the use of simulators. The extra
information, if correctly applied, can also have real benefits in terms of
safety and reliability.

4.7.1 Benefits for PSA

The use of PSA studies in the selection of scenarios is briefly
discussed in chapter 5, but it is also useful to use the results of simulator
studies in PSA, thus making it an interactive process. Current PSA studies
are performed using both qualitative and quantitative human factors data which
are very limited. While current PSA studies provide a useful starting point,
an improvement in the quality and depth of human factors data would confirm
the choice of scenarios for simulator training.

At present there is some knowledge on the various factors which can
affect cognitive tasks, but clearly more detailed information is required.
Greater insights could be gained if human errors could be analysed by human
reliabilities specialists and thus typical error producing situations could
become more obvious during analysis. Eventually this could result in the
production of more formal models of human cognition which could help to
simplify and systematise the application of this qualitative knowledge. A
further benefit would be in the production of quantitative data which feeds
directly into PSA studies. Present methods of quantifying the probability of
cognitive human errors use time reliability curves (see Hannaman 1984) (Ref.
11) but it is unclear whether this is applicable to the sort of complex
diagnostic tasks which would occur in severe accident conditions; validation
is obviously necessary.
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4.7.? Evaluation of Equipment, Procedures and J_rainjLn&

Inevitably the design of control-rooms, procedures and training
schedules are made from a theoretical standpoint, and although the experience
learnt from previous systems is invaluable, perhaps the most useful technique
for evaluation is the use of simulators.

There are a number of examples where equipment has been evaluated
through simulation, such as alarm reduction techniques (Marshall, 1986) (Ref.
16) and safety parameter display systems (Haapanen, 1986) (Appendix paper no.
6) .

Using simulators for this purpose can also be of benefit in that
operator acceptance of new technology is improved. For the purpose of
enhancing human performance there would appear to be definite advantages in
providing some facility to the operator which would provide support for
decision making. However, countries have had different experiences in the
acceptance of such aids, and while the reasons for this are complex, the use
of simulators as a testing ground could provide a valuable contribution
towards relieving the fear and suspicion which may be present.

Similarly, simulators can be used for the validation of emergency
operating procedures (Charlebois, 1986; Depond, 1986) (Appendix papers no. 3
and 1). Thus it will become clear whether there is a possibility of confusion
in the choice of EOFs and whether the EOPs are realistic. It should be
possible to check that the demands that are placed on the operator are
reasonable, and that the operator is not overloaded with information or fasks.

Finally knowledge gained from human errors on simulators may be used as
feedback into the training programme. However, it may again be necessary to
make use of specialist human reliabilities advice so that the cause of errors
can be better understood. For instance, a mistake due to an incorrect mental
model may be prevented through a slight modification to training, whereas a
mistake due to an overload of memory or attentional capacity may require
equipment or procedural improvments.

Whereas modifications to training and procedures design are
inconvenient retro-fitting to existing control-rooms may be very costly. This
underlines the importance of ergonomie analysis at the beginning of the design
process. At this stage it may be impossible to use high fidelity simulators
and in any case, this may be inappropriate, as the fidelity of the simulator
should always be commensurate with the current stage of design or training.
Thus, very simple mock-ups may be preferable at the early stage, leading
through micro-computer simulations. Only towards the end, when basic faults
have been corrected and the operator is well versed in reactor behaviour may
high fidelity simulators be required.

4.8 A Discussion of the Relationship Between Simulator Training and Actual
Operating Experience

In simulator training the operator is trained and expected to perform
as if he was handling a real event. The scenarios used will have been devised
by his own utility or will have been taken from actual incidents on other
plants in the world. Operator performance in handling these incidents is
monitored, and it is to be expected that eventually he will perform
satisfactorily and carry out the correct sequences. He will then be
considered a competent operator, and the extrapolation is that he will perform
to the same standard in a real incident.
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This assumption may be valid under certain circumstances, for example:
the exact same event happens at generally the same time of the day
that the alarm picture is the same as in the simulator
the team is exactly as it was in the training
the team perceives that the risks both for the environment and for the
personnel are not too different from the simulator situation
that the new event has not happened more than one or one and a half
years after the training situation.
If these conditions are not met, then there is little to support the

supposition that an operator would act in a correct way in a real emergency,
simply because he has performed well in a simulator.

4.8.1 Selection of Personnel

When a person is put in a position that he cannot handle, or when he
perceives himself to be in danger, a stress situation arises. We know, from
war studies, that many soldiers do not act in the way that they are trained
to, and we know from certain catastrophy situations that some people react
adequately, and some react inadequately. To connect these situations as to
how operators in a nuclear power plant would react if put in a situation of
perceived danger from a severe accident situation could be extrapolating too
far. We do know that we have no facts that tell us if the operator or the
operating crew will react adequately in a situation that they perceive as
threatening. Most people can handle some degree of stress; the problem is
that we do not know where every person's stress tolerance levels are.

The aircraft industry has successfully used tests to monitor pilot's
stress tolerance levels, and their ability to discriminate between different
and contradictory stimuli. A question is therefore, should similar tests be
carried out on operators of NPP? If so, it is recommended that these tests
are only carried out on new entrant operators, and only as a complementary
method of understanding stress tolerance. The results of such testing would
not have adequate validity with experienced operators, whose existing skills
and knowledge would bias the results (Saint-Jean, 1986) (Ref. 22).

4.8.2 Problems of Simulating Stress
One factor that is of utmost importance is how we can, or if we can,

simulate stress in simulator training. All operators are well aware that when
they are undergoing simulator training, they are there not only for training
but for testing their ability to handle different incidents. They even know,
in most cases, how many incidents they will work through. A high level of
alertness exists. However, when they are doing the job in their normal
control room they do not have the same levels of alertness. A reason for this
is that the plant functions well today, with few disturbances. In the
simulator situation operators know that whatever is happening, there will be
no core melt, and no release of radioactivity to the surroundings.

Many operators and instructors, however, believe that simulator
training is stressful, because the operator is under evaluation. To equate
this to a real-life stress situation however is taking conclusions too far. A
significant point, however, is that the possibility of an operator losing his
licence as a result of failure in training is thought to introduce extra
stress. Again, this should not be taken as indicative of 'real life' stress,
or as an indicator as to how an operator would perform in a severe accident.
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4.8.3 The Effects of Shift Work

There is a great deal of knowledge as to how shift work influences
human beings, both physiologically, and socially. We know that the time
between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. is the toughest time of the day. During this time
people experience a significant decrement in their ability to think and in
their alertness. The way that shift schedules are constructed and the number
of hours worked at one time is of great importance (S.C. Vickroy, 1986) (Ref.
24).

4.8.4 The Problem of Maintaining Knowledge

One area that has not received much attention is the situation of
under-stimulation. Most of the utilities today function well, and hence there
are operators that have not carried out a shut down during the past three
years, although they have done it on a simulator. How best to keep highly
competent operators knowledgeable and alert in a situation when they do not
practice their skills is a real problem. Much more research is needed in this
area.

4.9 Organizational Factors Affecting Operator Performance

One of the most important issues in simulator training is its level of
independence within the organizational structure.

In order to get good results from a training programme, a training
organization which has close connections to operations is needed, and which
furthermore is strongly supported by the management and has a financially
independent basis. When it comes to simulator training the most efficient
organization is obtained if this training is carried out completely separate
from the utilities. The simulator training has also to be quite independent
of the governing authorities.

Standing by itself an organization can get a high level of independence
when producing and carrying out training programmes. It is also in a better
position to make an impartial evaluation of the operator or the team that has
been trained.



5. SEVERE ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

5 .1 Introduction

Upon entering a severe accident, the operators of a NPP must be
prepared to systematically face situations without a predifined knowledge of
what is going to occur. The strategy is generally based on a symptom or state
approach, because it is impossible to study and to construct procedures for a
very large number of combinations of possible events.

Nevertheless, the only possible way to create severe accident
conditions on a simulator consists of a well defined sequence of events or
failures, which is called a scenario.

Consequently a scenario must be representative of the widest spectrum
of events combinations or of substantial deviation combinations (in accordance
with the IAEA definition). The main difficulties which can be met by
operators must also be represented. Otherwise, operators must be trained with
a limited number of scenarios because training courses are limited.

This chapter presents the main principles that have to be considered in
the whole process leading to the choice of and to the construction of specific
scenarios for any type of nuclear plant.

Dealing with this process, two examples of specific scenarios on PWR
plants are presented in the last part of the chapter.

5 . 2 Objectives of Scenarios
The following objectives are quoted in a generalized form with the

intention to be applicable to different plant designs and should be taken into
account when chosing a scenario:

Training of NPP personnel in existing procedures strategies and other
operational aids.
Optimizing shift crew performance
Optimizing the performance of communication and organization between
the shift crew and the technical support.
Enhance the cognitive performance of the phenomenological aspects of
the plant
Increase crew self confidence and their confidence in procedures and
strategies
Support theoretical training by means of practical exercises on a
s imulator
Validation of procedures, strategies and operator aids
Validation, to the extent possible, of emergency operating procedures
Gain more knowledge of human behaviour in severe accident-prone
situations.

5.3 Guidance on Selection of Scenarios

5.3.1 Selection of main categories of scenarios is done with the help of:
PSA's and other reliability analysis
Operating experience
Expert judgement
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The results from already existing safety studies can help to define
categories of important accident scenarios to be simulated. At this stage,
there is no need for plant specific analysis. The results from a safety study
or equivalent will, however, primarily lead to those categories which are
dominating the risk topography.

This is not necessarily enough for the determination of specific
scenarios. It is important that the safety study results are combined with
operating experience and expert judgement as well. A reason for this is that
accident sequences containing multiple malfunctions cannot easily be
identified in safety studies. Very often they are not even included due to
the low probability rates. Nevertheless, such sequences can be of great
interest from a training point of view. Operating experiences as they are
documented in event reporting systems are a good basis for defining the
scenarios that will complete the picture of which scenario to chose. This can
also play an important role in the question of motivating the NPP personnel
when working with simulators.

5.3.? Adaptation to Plant Specific Scenarios
The main categories of scenarios will have different impacts for

different plants. If an interesting scenario is identified on one plant, this
scenario could be adapted to other NPP's with respect to differences in, for
example, the safety systems. This would make it possible for different NPP's
to practice on comparable symptoms, states and levels of degradation leading
to similar consequences. Adapting these scenarios does imply extensive
technical analysis and best estimate studies.

5.3.3 Adjustment of Scenarios to be Detailed and Plant Specific for
Particular Applications

Every specific scenario has to be adjusted for different applications.
One application is to create stress situations for the shift crew in case of
unexpected events. This is short term with respect to a scenario duration.

A different application concerns the involvement of emergency teams
which have to follow up the event sequences during the short and long terms.

A further application is to verify that pre described procedures and
strategies are usable.

In determining the capability of the simulator it is necessary to
decide for which application it should be used. It will become extremely
difficult to simulate scenarios in the long-term and remain within the range
of a full-scope training simulator. The simulator limits the training of
operations personnel (shift crews and other personnel) up to a time limit when
mitigating measures at the plant would be possible.

For training the pre designed strategies and emergency procedures, the
main characteristic of a scenario must be to recreate highly realistic
situations in the control room. It is, therefore, necessary that the scenario
includes the following three phases:

Phase 1
From normal conditions a normal operational transient is followed by

disturbances with gradually increasing severity to motivate and integrate the
operator into the scenario.
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Phase 2
Introduction of main failures in parallel or sequentially. Gradual

activation of minor failures or disturbances to create as much stress as
possible for the operator.

Phase 3

The length of the scenario must be sufficient to enable the occurrence
of specific difficulties which may appear in the longer term.

For the application of training in the comprehension of the process it
is possible to simplify the scenario in order to facilitate the understanding
of the main phenomena. Scenarios can be used for emergency plan training by
addition of complementary information in order to give the members of expert
teams and technical support centres the opportunity to give advice and to take
decisions.

The evolution of a scenario must be verified by other means than a
simulator. This will make it possible to verify that the behaviour of the
simulator is correct.

5.4. Boundary Conditions

5.4.1 Initial Conditions

Severe accident sequences can occur at different power levels as well
as from a subcritical state. For these reasons it is necessary to take into
account scenarios that are initiated from conditions different from full power.

Plant behaviour starting from such conditions is currently not
sufficiently analyzed. It is therefore important to focus on this subject,
otherwise the possibilities for developing accident scenarios and related
accident training is very limited.

Some of the reasons why severe accident sequences can develop from
other power levels than 100% are as follows:

The alarm situation in the control room is such that a correct
diagnosis is difficult to perform.

Possible lower availability of safety related systems.
Operations personnel may be occupied with tasks that prevent them from
paying full attention to important plant parameters.

These considerations should ensure that scenarios originating not only
from full power operation will be analysed and used in order to complete the
picture of possible scenarios that could occur.

5.4.2 The Termination of Simulated Scenarios
The length of the simulated scenario should be sufficient to cover the

accident phases where manual interactions could put the NPP under control. It
is of great interest that the simulation covers the main manual interactions
that are generally defined in emergency operating procedures up to the stage
of core heat up.
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Once that degraded core conditions have been reached the philosophy of
interactions will change. It is therefore not necessary to proceed with the
simulation for such situations. The accuracy of computer calculations will
decrease as a function plant degradation. The accident simulation has to be
terminated when the calculations appear to be unreliable. Worst cases and
conservative analysis are not useful for this type of accident simulation.

From the training point of view it is not possible to keep the quality
at a high level for too many hours.

5.5. Specific Examples of Scenarios (EOF examples)

5.5.1 General

In general training for accident conditions, as well as specific
scenarios used on simulators, mainly depends on the EOP's and the organization
developed by EOF for the control team. All incidents or accidents
corresponding to event procedures (I, A, H) have been tested on simulators
which themselves have been validated for the use of these procedures.

Within the devlopment and validation policy for states procedures (SP1,
Ul, SPU) and the refresher and the advanced training courses, the scenarios
used generally correspond to multiple failures or accidents, whether
simultaneous or sequential, for example:

SGTR -t small LOCA,
SGTR -f total loss of SG feedwater,
SGTR for 2 or 3 SGs,
steam line breaks or feedline breaks + SGTR or small LOCA
credible break t ATWS,
SG feedline break - LOCA -f loss of HPS1.
Furthermore, these scenarios are in certain cases made more complex or

confused by the additional loss of sensors and indicators in the control room,
or of the control-monitoring electrical source. This is to create the stress
conditions and disturbances as close as possible to reality.

5.5.2 Cases Presented
More detailed scenarios of different types are presented which

correspond to situations not included in the design basis and which are
currently used on 900 MW PWR simulators. These highly-complex situations
enable operators to gain experience in operating methods to assimilate their
roles in the team within the "state" procedure framework, and to highlight the
relational and technical difficulties under stress conditions.

The two scenarios deal with two categories of accidents for which many
physical studies and technical analyses have been performed since 1981 to
demonstrate that core safety is ensured by using existing systems and devices
and by optimal manual actions required in state based procedures (Depond, 1986
- Appendix paper No. 1).

The first scenario corresponds to a highly complex and confused
situation but without any major downgrading of the physical state of the
NSSS. It does not require very quick operator actions within a short
timescale. However, this situation includes a certain amount of human error
risks and poor comprehension of the phenomenon may eventually lead to a
downgraded situation and to core meltdown if the appropriate actions are not
taken.
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The second scenario corresponds to a situation that is easier to
understand but at the same time includes more serious failures. The operator
reaction times are shorter in order to mitigate the accident and to avoid core
meltdown.

5.6 Scenario No. 1

5.6.1 Introduction
The accident is a secondary break and tube rupture on the same steam

generator.
This type of accident is considered as not being in the design basis

and is a simultaneous failure of the second and third barriers.

The safeguard systems and the automation devices ensure the first
barrier and core integrity during the first phase of the scenario.

The main task of control consists of:
identifying and isolating the damaged steam generator,
maintaining the reactor coolant inventory with the SI and then the
charging system. Ensuring the residual heat removal with the intact
steam generators and then the RHRS in accordance with the general
safety principles (core safety priority),
establishing the cold shutdown configuration as soon as possible which
is the only option available to stop the release and leakage.

If the core is not damaged, the maximum activity release feasible
corresponds to an external transfer via the secondary break of all the reactor
coolant fluid activity.

However, the major risk connected with this type of accident
corresponds to drainage of the RWST before the leakage is completely
suppressed. Under these conditions, SI recirculation switchover to the
containment sumps is not possible as they are empty and hence reactor coolant
system drainage and core uncovering could occur. In fact, this is an
extremely improbable situation no matter how large the break is and
necessarily implies other additional failures.

5.6.2 General Description of the Scenario
In the first phase, the scenario includes two safety valves of SG No. 1

stuck open following loss of external electrical power supplies and initial
malfunctioning of the bypass to the condensor (plant initially close to full
power, at end of life).

In the second phase, at about 1 hour into the scenario, a tube rupture
on SG No. 1 the size of which develops corresponding to the cross-section of
one or two tubes (approximately 90 tons/hour) occurs.

The EOF used: 12.1 then AO, A2.1, SPI, Ul, ensure core safety and the
transition to cold shutdown.
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The operator must take into account all the difficulties encountered
and some additional disturbances:

reactor coolant in assymmetric natural circulation,
no normal spray,
two SGs unavailable (SG 1 + SG 3 isolated later on activity criteria),
formation of a steam bubble in the vessel dead volume,
necessary to depressurize and isolated radioactive SG (SG 3),
momentary loss of the LNE A.C. 220 V electric switchboard,
reliability of certain measurements doubtful.

Also the risk of the RWST draining occurs due to a large leak that
cannot be isolated upstream of the charging pumps. This risk makes it
necessary to go to cold shutdown as quickly as possible and to study all the
means available to resupply this tank.

5.7 Scenario No. 2
5.7.1 Introduction

The accident is a small break LOCA and total loss of high-pressure
safety injection (HPS1).

Depending on the speed at which the operators act, the core is
uncovered to a varying degree before injection of water from the accumulators
and low-pressure safety injection (LPSI). If maximum RCS cooling by the steam
dump is undertaken (procedure Ul), the core is quickly recovered to a safe
state.

5.7.2 General Description of the Scenario

After 10 minutes of normal control (load variation), a small LOCA
(slightly greater than 1 inch) is introduced. After reactor emergency
shutdown and HPSI start-up, the injection lines to the RCS are blocked by a
crystallized boron plug (the 900 MW PWR NSSS is fitted with boric acid
injection tank, with a 21,000 ppm concentration at the HPSI pumps discharge).

The two HPSI pumps (charging pumps) trip automatically due to their
electric motors overheating as the minimum flow lines of the pumps are
isolated. The third charging pump is being repaired. The EOPs applied are:

AO for the diagnostic then Al.1 (LOCA), SP1 (states monitoring
implemented by the ISR), then Ul.



CHRONOLOGY -- SCENARIO No.

Time

Before
the

accident

0

4 mm

9 mm.

IS mm.

Approx.
20 mm

Approx
40 mm

46 mm.

1 hour

1 hour
5 mm.

Approx
1 hour
15 mm

Approx
7 hour

20 mm

Approx
1 hour

45 mm.

From
2 hours

to
3 hours

From
3 noun

Events • Automatic Controls

Unit at 90% NP
End of life
Charging pump No 1 unavailable

- Loss of external electrical power
supplies

- RT + U + AFW(TAFP triggered)
- Turbme by pass malfunction
• Opening then blocking of 2 valves

of SG 1

- SI (reactor coolant low pressure
signal)

- Charging pump No 2 failure at
startup

• Progressive increase of activity of
the three SGs

• Major leakage (around 100 t/hour)
(valve RIS 17 VP) in SIS

- Temporary opening - pressuruer
discharge

- Beginning of a developing primary-
secondary break on SG 1 (0 -
90 t/hour m a few minutes)

- Definitive loss of auxiliary power
Plant has no external electricity
source available The two diesel
generators are in service

(SIWR tank level criteria)
U1 implementation

Loss of LNE causing appearance of
activity alarms and temporary loss
of recorders

Operator Actions

DEC application
(diagnostic instruction)

Diagnostic and entry in
122
Steam isolation following
cooling

- AO implementation

• Diagnostic then entry m
A2 1

- SG 1 isolation
- SI control as per A2 1

- SI termination —
charging mode

- SG 3 isolation asper
activity criteria (SPI)

- SSSS stabilization asper
A2.1

- Wait return auxiliary
power

Manual control of
charging flow
Discharge isolation
Maximum charging rate
(around 95 t/hour)

Leakage location
upstream of charging
pump No 3 (information
given by the instructor)
feakage not isolatable

Beginning of cooling
using SG fat 15°C/hour

Maximum cooling

Progressive
depressunzation of the
reactor coolant system by
auxiliary spray
Draining and
depressunzation of SG 3
bySGBP
AFW tank and SIWR tank
filling up

Beginning of
conditioning and start-up
of RHRS

Physical Development

Natural circulation in PCS
Abbrupt cooling

- Pressunzer draining
- Depressunzation and

gradual draining of SG 1

Pressure level increased
by SI
Reactor coolantsystem
pressure increase

- Complete drainage of
SG1
T stabilization then
tendency to reheat

NSSS dissymmetric
natural circulation SG 2
sound, SG 1 isolated
empty, SG 3 full isolated
(T around 24S*)candP
around 100 bar)

Drop of pressunzer level
and subcooling

- Pressunzer level, pressure
and subcooling again
stabilized (T around
240°C- P around 100 bar)

- High-speed drainage ol
SIWR tank

Steam m dead volume
between 40 b and 30 b
Drainage of SIWR tank to
minimum threshold 3 is
foreseeable around 7 h
without resupply

Reactor coolant system at
1 7 5 ° C - 2 7 b a r
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CHRONOLOGY - SCENARIO No 2

Time

0

10mm.

Approx.
11 mm.

Approx.
13 mm.

Approx.
17 mm.

20 min.

25 mm.

Approx.
40 mm.

45 mm

50 min

1 hour

1 hour
15 mm

1 hour
45 mm.

2 hours

2 hours
15 mm.

Events - Automatic Controls

- Plant at 100* NP. End of life.
- Load drop.
- RCV 03PO pump unavailable

- LOCA (around 1.1 inches)

RT then SI
- (RCS low pressure signal)

- Definitive loss of charging pumps
No. 1 and No. 2

- CSS start-up
- (high pressure containment signal)

- CSS switchover to recirculation on
containment sumps

- Air input to condenser

- Charging pump No 3 is repaired
and available

Operator Actions

- AO implementation

- Checking of automatic
actions

- Stopping of RCP
Diagnostic then
application of A1 1

- Cooling at 56*C/hour
- Arrival of ISR (application

of SPI)
- Start-up request for RCV

OBPOpump
- U1 entry criterion

- Maximum cooling -
(condenser) (around
200°C/hour)
Maximum rooting
(atmosphere) (around
150°C/hour at beginning)

- Start-up of one HPSI file
injecting through hot leg
and by pass (Ul)

- Continuation of cooling
Isolation of accumulators

- Filling of pressurtzer
using auxiliary spray

Conditioning then start-
up of RHRS
Transition to cold
shutdown

Physical Development

- Depressuruation of
Reactor coolant system to
70 bar

- Loss of subcoolmg
margin in RCS

- P reactor coolant system
around 60 bar - T around
275T.

- Partial core uncovering

Core recovering to
around 40 bar
(accumulators)

- Filling of reactor coolant
system and return to
subcoolmg

- P reactor coolant system
approx 20 bar
ATsat >'40 bar
Pressunzer level returns
to normal value

Reactor coolant system
conditions (20 bar -
160°C) enable switchover
to RHRS
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The procedures enable the best possible safety of the core to be
achieved by all available means:

voluntary shutdown of the reactor coolant pumps,
cooling of the RCS at 56° C/hour then at 200°C/hour or more
(approx.) utilizing steam dump to the condenser and then to atmosphere
when the condenser becomes unavailable,

monitoring of containment conditions and CSS,

charging pump No. 3 start-up attempt,
when the charging pump No. 3 becomes available, correct pressure,
pressurizer level and temperature conditions are restored in the RCS
followed by RHR system operation for transition to cold shutdown.
The transient chronology is given in the enclosed tables.

5.8 Lessons To Be Learnt From The Scenarios
The aspects which can be especially analyzed with operators using

scenarios of this type are:

Technical Aspects

Understanding of the NSSS behaviour and operating phases (risks -
strategies - key actions).
Operating actions very different from normal operation and also
different from event based EOF.
Instrumentation problems (measurements sometimes erroneous).
Event diagnosis and state diagnosis.
Action response time to mitigate the consequences of the accident.
Operating problems encountered as time goes by.

Interteam relations and operators attitude

Effect of multiple disturbances (stress).
Team/ISR relations before Ul implementation.
Team/ISR relations during Ul implementation.
Requests/transmission of information between team members.
Role of the shift supervisor
- coordinates the team in highly disturbed situations,
- follows through all goals concerned with the procedure
implementation

Role of the safety engineer (ISR)
- ensures human redundancy (physical state monitoring, detection and

correction of errors),
- answers team questions and explains the situation.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction
Each of the Meeting's three Working Groups made a number of

independently derived recommendations. All of them are reproduced in this
section to indicate some of the common conclusions reached by delegates
working in different areas. A plenary discussion was held and cross
fertilization did take place between groups.
6.2 Working Group 1 Recommendations

6.2.1 Training Programme Design
1. Initial training and retraining of operators should be designed using a

systematic approach. Use of the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT)
could be considered.

2. In retraining it is desirable to include simulator sessions as well as
complementary field activities, (e.g. shutdown outside the control room
exercises).

3. Mitigating core damage, including thermal-hydraulics, classroom
training should be included in operator initial training programmes.

4. Crew training should be incorporated in initial and retraining modules.
5. The use of simulators for training in severe accident conditions

requires extreme caution with respect to:

- Simulator validity
- The point at which the scenario should be terminated

Therefore, scenarios which have not received analysis prior to training
simulator usage should not be included in training sessions.
(Simulator validity is usually based on the design basis of the plant.)

6. The delegates considered the question of the location of simulators.
They concluded that a training centre was the optimum situation in
order that training could be properly integrated and that it would be
independent of the production department pressures. It is, therefore,
recommended that simulator location should be in a training centre even
for utilities operating only one nuclear unit. It is further
recommended that although the training centre may be adjacent to a
plant, it should be outside the site boundary and under the control of
an independent training department.

6.2.2 Use of Simulators

1. Each delegate confirmed that a full scope replica simulator is
indispensable for every phase of training in developing or upgrading an
operator's capability in the control room. In any nuclear utility,
therefore, it is recommended that serious consideration be given to the
optimum use of a full scope replica simulator (i.e. plant specific) in
operator training programmes.
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2. In some utilities, different types of simulators are used effectively
and this has been reported. It is recommended that utilities consider
the validity of other than full scope simulators.

3. During training sessions, any plant design problems, procedure errors
or difficulties uncovered should be identified to the reference plant
for their review and correction as required.

4. Training simulators can be an effective tool in the validation of
emergency operating procedures. Utilities are encouraged to make use
of full scope replica simulators for this purpose.

5. The analysis of human behaviour during emergencies is important to
probabilistic safety analysis. Simulator insights can be an effective
tool and should be considered in such an analysis.

6. Many existing simulators were designed for training and should not be
used for plant behaviour analysis unless specifically designed and
validated for this purpose. This function is best fulfilled by plant
analyzers or detailed computer codes.

7. Research into operator support systems is being carried out in many
places. In order to evaluate the proposed systems, use of a fullscope
replica simulator is recommended when available.

8. In specifying the requirements for a simulator, a training manager
should take account of the potential for human factors research in that
specification. This may involve automatic trainee performance
monitoring systems, error reporting by an instructor or a means of
including trainee stress.

6.2.3 Instructor Training

1. The technical knowledge and skills required for a simulator instructor
should be equivalent to that of a shift supervisor at the reference
plant. (This would normally be achieved by hiring qualified staff from
the reference plant or developing staff to the required level including
experience at the reference plant.) This requirement is not
necessarily requested in Japan.

2. The rotation of qualified shift supervisors between the training centre
and the reference plant as temporary instructors is considered useful
in order to update the instructor's knowledge on current plant policies
and procedures.

3. Periodic refresher and upgrading training at the reference plant for
simulator instructors is recommended. This allows them to remain
current with existing plant procedures, policies and practices (This is
in addition to recommendation 2 above).

4. All simulator instructors should receive training in instructional
techniques. This should include fundamentals of training, teaching and
communication skills, fundamentals of human factors and simulator
training delivery techniques using the various simulator features (e.g.
freeze, playback, etc.)

5. It is desirable that all simulator instructors responsible for training
design and development should receive training in the systematic
approach to training (SAT).
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6.3 Working Group 2 Recommendations

6.3.1 Simulator Requirements

Further work is desirable in many areas. The following list suggests
fields of investigation which may be beneficial.

1. A review of current national specifications and codes for simulators,
which should include definitions of emergency conditions and scenarios.

2. Following such a review, a summary of the best international practices
and usages should be prepared, taking into account advances in
computing methods and modelling techniques.

6.3.? Psychological Considerations

1. There should be more transfer of knowledge between
ergonomists/psychologists and engineers and training instructors. In
particular, psychological expertise should be sought to establish the
root cause of operator errors since these have implications for
training and equipment design.

2. It is highly desirable that operators be trained on plant specific high
fidelity simulators. Extreme caution needs to be exercised when
training operators on non-plant specific high fidelity simulators.
Specialized human factors expertise should be sought in the latter case.

3. It could be advantageous to use recorders in simulated control rooms to
record operator actions. Such recordings could be replayed after the
training session to help operators understand any errors that were
made; in some cases a simulator replay facility may be appropriate.

4. Emergency operating procedures should not be trained in isolation. An
operator's understanding of the NPP should also be fully developed.

5. In the use of specific emergency scenarios for training purposes, care
should be taken to avoid giving inappropriate over-emphasis to one
particular scenario. Such emphasis may result in a higher probability
of human errors in actual emergencies.

6. The advantages of team training need to be specified clearly in a
training programme and particular emphasis should be directed to
methods of improving communication skills between team members.

7. Errors made during simulator training by experienced operators are a
very useful source of data for PSA. It is desirable to have such
errors collected systematically by a human factor's specialist in
conjunction with the training instructor and compared with reports of
operator error in actual plant incidents; similarly, in cases of
"near-misses", as they contain useful information on error detection
and correction.

8. The simulator training unit should have a high independence from the
sites/utilities or authorities. It also should have its own
organization and budget.
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9. The design principles for writing emergency operating procedures should
be reviewed. An Emergency Operating Procedure should be written
considering recognized human factor principles where such principles
exist.

10. All procedures in a plant should, where possible, be written in a
standard format according to human factors guidelines where they exist.

11. It is desirable that emergency procedures are validated using a high
fidelity plant specific simulator, when available.

12. Further work is desirable to investigate the value of testing new
operating personnel for their ability to tolerate stress and
discriminate between inconsistent stimuli.

13. Further research on methods of ensuring that an operator possesses
appropriate plant knowledge is considered desirable.

14. Further research could be beneficial into those organizational issues
which may have adverse effects on plant safety.

6.4 Working Group 3 Recommendations

1. When specifiying a scenario for severe accident training, it is
desirable to utilize a simulator capable of fault initiation from any
power level, and any shut down condition.

2. It is strongly recommended that scenarios used in training must first
be analysed and the simulator response verified.

3. A scenario should be terminated according to specified criteria. These
are required for training and technical reasons,
for example:
training may cease to be effective
the simulation could become invalid, if for example core geometry
changes should have occurred.

4. It would be of great interest to start a project to investigate the
character of existing scenarios. The objective would be to provide a
list of scenarios and define a methodology to adapt and adjust these to
plant and simulator specific requirements.

5. The determination of accident scenarios should not only aim at the
development of emergency procedures but also towards the practical
training of operations personnel on simulators in the framework of
emergency plans as far as suitable simulator models are available.
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SIMULATOR TRAINING FOR EMERGENCY
CONDITIONS: EDF'S PWR EXPERIENCE,
EXAMPLES OF SCENARIOS

D. DEPOND
Electricité de France,
Paris, France

Abstract

Tho various courses and tests provided to operators for training on
severe accidental conditions arc presented. Two types of training are
distinguished, namely a preliminary phase where training on full-scope
simulators is intended to help comprehension and to familiarize operators with
the utilization of emergency operating procedures of the respective event
typo. The second phase in form of refresher courses is designed to enable the
operator to maintain and complete his knowledge. During this type of course
the operators learn how to control accidental situations which can be very
complex (multiple failures) and downgraded as regards physical states (core
melt down hazards). The type of simulator used to create these situations is
described nox't, followed by several examples of the scenarios reflecting
accident control conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Preliminary operator training in control in accidental situations is

mainly provided in the EOF training centers where full-scope simulators

(Ref. l) are widely used. This preliminary training is mainly intended to

help comprehension and to aid utilization of emergency operating

procedures (EOP) of the event type. This training is also an initial

approach to the "physical states" of the NSSS (Ref. 2, 3 and 4).

In addition, refresher courses enable each operator to maintain and

complete his knowledge. During this type of course, in particular each

operator learns how to control accidental situations which can be very

complex (multiple failures) and downgraded as regards physical states

(core meltdown hazard).
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Within this context, this paper presents:

1 - The various courses and tests on simulators with an aim to provide

training with regard to severe accidental situations.

2 - The type of simulator used to create these situations.

3 - Several examples of the different scenarios used, including two more

especially detailed scenarios make it possible to precisely obtain the

goal desired and test running.

1 - TRAINING COURSES AND TESTS ON SIMULATORS

In this paper, a severe accidental situation is a situation corresponding

to simultaneous or time-staggered multiple failures or accidents (beyond

design basis) which could damage the core if the operators do not carry

out the appropriate actions as specified in the EOF.

In fact, the scenarios used to give the operators the possibility of

returning the NSSS to a safe status. These types of scenarios correspond

to severe or complex accidental situations and are used in the following

cases :

1.1 Validation of Physical Based States Procedures (SPI - Ul - SPU)

The exact goal is to cover, in the best possible manner, the downgraded

situations in which the event procedures (I, A, H) are totally useless or

inefficient (Ref. 3).
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The tests are carried out with a complete control team and the safety

engineer (ISR). These tests last 3 to 6 hours on the simulator.

1.2 Real Life Situation Tests

These tests are organized by the human factor specialists within the

framework of the risk probability studies (complete team - tests lasts 2

to 3 hours) (Ref. 5). Up to now, these tests were limited to the most

simple scenarios covered by event procedures (two campaigns on a 900 MW

simulator and one campaign on a 1300 MW simulator).

1.3 Real Life Situation Course

This is a mandatory complementary course taking place once every two

years. Its purpose is to train a complete team with the ISR (working

together in a plant in service) to face up to all highly-troubled or

downgraded situations within a context as close as possible to reality

(5 days - 3 hours/day on the simulator + 3 hours/day for analysis in the

training room). The course enables the team to improve its overall

performances. In particular, the "observation forms" used by the two

instructors enable the relations between the members of the team to be

analyzed and to study in-depth certain control actions.

1.4 Operating Safety Training Course (FSE)

This advanced course is intended for shift supervisors, ISRs and control

engineers (lasting 3 weeks, including 1 week with tests on simulator).

The purpose is to develop individual thinking processes and control

methods in very-troubled situations or corresponding to real incidents.
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l.5 National Crisis Organization Training

In event of a severe accident, the control room team do not rest alone for

a long time. A national crisis organization is set up in a very short

delay (1 to 2 hours) in order to deal with all the problems (from plant

control to problems concerning the environment).

EOF has several teams of specialists ready to help the power plant. The

different members of these teams as well as the members of the decision

centers (PCD) follow special courses which enable them in particular to

thorougly simulate the principles of emergency operating control.

Regular exercises (at least 4 per annum) enable these crisis teams to be

tested under real operational conditions. These tests last 8 to 10 hours

or more. More and more frequently, these exercises are carried out using

a simulator based in a training center. It is not to be forgotten that

all the information on the simulator safety panels are retransmitted in

all the crisis rooms which are also equipped with a safety panel (one room

on the accidented site - one room in EOF in Paris - one room in CEA in

Paris).

The scenarios used for these exercises are derived and complicate the most

severe scenarios used in the previously described courses and also take

into account a great number of incidents, loss of systems and information

over a greater period of time.
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2 PRESENTATION OF EOF FULL-SCOPE SIMULATORS

2.1 Introduct ion

The purpose of a full-scope simulator is to teach the operating staff how

to operate a PWR plant in a wide range of situations: from normal control

up to control under the most severe conditions possible.

A full-scope simulator mainly consists of a control room which is

identical to the rooms in the operating plants, including the safety panel

and all the general environments usually found in the room. The main

characteristics of the computer are presented in Appendix Al. The main

pedalogical functions available to the instructor are described in

Appendix A2.

2 .2 Modelizat ion

All safeguard and normal systems concerning PWR plant control under normal

or accidental conditions are simulated. In particular, note that:

- all protection devices, automatic control systems are simulated.

- all systems incorporating control devices or measurement devices in the

control room are fully simulated.

- all control devices which the operator may require the use of outside

the control room are performed by an auxiliary operator (the instructor

plays the role of the auxiliary operator).
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- all control, monitoring (polarity) and power sources enabling the

simulation of electrical source losses are simulated.

- all pressure, temperature and activity conditions in the containment as

well as all ventilation systems.

- a great number of faults (around 800), for example sensor offsets,

leakages, locked valves, electrical or regulation faults, all design

basis accidents and incidents (I, A, H) and the possible accumulation of

such faults (except guillotine breaks and intermediary breaks LOCA).

The thermohydraulic design, especially the reactor coolant systems (RCS)

and the steam generators (SG) are based on conventional time and space

discretional methods of matricial resolution, impulse, energy and mass

balance equations (see Appendix A3). The minimum time step is 100 ms.

The modelization of the reactor coolant system (DEFI code derived from

FRARELAP code of Framatome) enables core uncovering and two-phase

conditions to be handled for dynamics corresponding to break sizes less

than or equal to 4 inches. This modelization also makes it possible to

handle normal and abnormal operation of subsaturated states in the most

realistic manner possible:

- dissymmetric or symmetric natural circulation (with the SC isolated),

- steam bubble in the dead volume of the vessel,

- one-dimensional pressurizer with non equilibrium model,

- structure inertia,
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- boron concentration and calculated activity,

- one-dimensional neutronic diffusion model.

The steam generator secondary part is also realistically modelized:

- recirculation loop (downcomer and tubular bundle) represented by a one-

dimensional model (realistic void rate correlation),

- The dryer and separator cavity takes the possible thermodynamic

imbalance between liquid and vapor phases into account.

2 . 3 Validat ions

In order to fulfill their role, the simulators must be reliable, follow
real time and restore NSSS behavior in a realistic manner.

The development of softwares is based on the reference codes used by EOF

and Framatome for accidental studies. These reference codes are qualified

by means of different types of tests:

- plant tests (limited) to qualify physical behavior models encountered

under slightly troubled or normal conditions,

- analytical tests on mockups relating to physical phenomen specific to

accidental conditions in the core, the steam generators, the confinement
(separate effect experiments),

- system loop tests (LOBI - LOFT and later BETHSY - ROSA 4).
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The main test and calculation codes are presented in Appendix A4-A5.

Checking and validation of simulators is carried out at plant acceptance

time using a list of transients calculated with the reference codes

(around 50 normal transients, both incidental and accidental). These

tests last approximately 3 months.

3 SCENARIOS USED ON FULL-SCOPE SIMULATORS

3.1 General

Generally speaking, training under accidental control conditions as well

as the scenarios used on simulators with this aim in mind mainly depend on

the EOF and the organization developed by EOF for the control team. All

incidents or accidents corresponding to event procedures (I, A, H) have

been tested on simulators developed and validated for these procedures.

Within the development and validation policy for states procedures (SPI,

Ul, SPU) and the refresher and the advanced training courses, the

scenarios used generally correspond to multiple failures or accidents,

whether simultaneous or otherwise (multiple events), for example:

- SGTR * small LOCA,

- SGTR + total loss of SG feedwater,
- SGTR for 2 or 3 SCs,

- steam breaks or credible breaks + SGTR or small LOCA,

- credible break + ATWS,

- SG feedline break -> LOCA -> + loss of HPSI.
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Furthermore, these scenarios are in certain cases made more complicated or

confused by the additional loss of sensors, indicators in the control room

or of the control-monitoring electrical source in order to reproduce as

far as possible the stress conditions and the disturbances as close as

possible to reality.

3.2 Cases Presented

For example, in Appendix 2, more detailed scenarios of different types are

presented which correspond to situations not included in design basis and

which are used on 900 MW PWR simulators. In the two cases, the risk of

severe damage to the core is very low (estimated less than
I0~7/reactor/year). However, these highly-complex situations enable

operators to gain experience in operating methods, and to assimulate their

roles in the team within "state" procedure framework, and to highlight the

relational and technical difficulties under stress conditions.

The first scenario corresponds to a highly-complex and confused situation,

without any major downgrading of the physical state of the NSSS and which

does not require very quick operator action within a short delay.

However, this situation includes a certain amount of human error risks and

poor comprehension of the phenomen which may eventually lead to more

downgraded situations and to core meltdown if the appropriate actions are

not undertaken.

The second scenario corresponds to a situation that is easier to

understand but at the same time includes more serious failures. The

operator reaction times are shorter in order to mitigate the accident and

to avoid core meltdown.
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3.3 Lessons to be learnt from these scenarios

The aspects which are more especially analyzed with operators using

scenarios of this type are:

- Tecnical Aspects

. Understanding of NSSS behaviour and operating phases (risks -

strategies - key actions).

. Operating actions very different from normal operation and also

different from event based EOF.

. Instrumentation problems (measurements sometimes erroneous).

. Event diagnosis and state diagnosis.

. Action response time to mitigate the consequences of the accident,

. Operating problems encountered as time goes by.

- Interceam relations and operators attitude

. Effect of multiple disturbances (stress).

. Team/ISR relations before Ul implementation.

. Team/ISR relations during Ul implementation.
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Requests/transmission of information between team members.

Role of the shift supervisor
- coordinates the team in highly disturbed situations,

- follows through all goals concerned by the procedure being

implemented.

Role of the safety engineer (ISR)

- ensures human redundancy (physical state monitoring, detection and

correction of errors),

- answers team questions and explains the situation.
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APPENDIX A1: SIMULATOR: CALCULATOR SPECIFICATION

1 PROCESSOR SEL 32/87 (System Engineering Laboratories)

+ 2 PROCESSORS SEL 32/27

Number of bits 32

Memory capacity 704 K words (1 K word = 1024x32 bits)

Mass storage 80 Mb magnetic disks

I/O -5900 binary outputs

1000 analog outputs

3800 binary inputs

100 analog inputs

APPENDIX A2: SIMULATOR. AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS

INITIAL CONDITIONS -130

BREAKDOWN - 800

(incidents - accidents - failures)

LOCAL ACTIONS -2000

(handvalves, circuit breakers,...)

MEMORIZATION: AUTOMATIC - 1 mm

MANUAL - 1/3 mm

PLAYBACK 10mm

FAST MOTION x8

SLOW MOTION 1/4

FREEZE
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APPENDIX A3: SIMULATORS; MODELIZATION

VOLUME DESCRIPTION EQUATIONS RESOLUTION

RCS
(code DEFI)

3 loops
+ dead volume
+ 1D pressurizer (29
volumes)
+ reactor kinetics and decay
heat
+ 1D radial fuel rod

two phase flow (drift flux
model)
non equilibrium model
explicit coupling
finite difference

semi-implicit + Newton
iteration method (1)

STEAM
GENERATOR
(secondary

side)

recirculation loop (4-5
volumes)
upper capacity (level)

two phase flow (realistic
void fraction
correlations)
non equilibrium model

semi implicit
explicit coupling with RCS

RCS + SG
codeSIPA

axial modelization +
volumes
3 loops — > 135 nodes and
vol.

two phase flow derived
from CATHARE advanced
model

fully implicit
Newton (n iterations)
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APPENDIX A6; PRESENTATION OF SCENARIO No. 1

1 - INTRODUCTION

The accident is a secondary break and tube rupture on the same steam
generator.

This type of accident is considered as not being in the design basis and

is a simultaneous failure of the second and third barrier.

The safeguard systems and the automation devices ensure first barrier and
core integrity during the first phase.

The main task of control consists in:

- identifying and isolating the damaged steam generator,

- maintaining the reactor coolant inventory with the SI then the charging

system and ensuring the residual heat removal with the sound steam

generator then the RHRS in accordance with the general safety principles

(core safety priority),

- establishing the cold shutdown configuration as soon as possible which

is the only possibility available to cancel release and leakage.

If the core is not damaged, the maximum activity release considerable

corresponds to an external transfer via the secondary break of all reactor

coolant fluid activity to the iodine peak.
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However, the major risk connected with this type of accident corresponds

to drainage of the SIWR tank before the Leakage is completely suppressed.

Under these conditions, SI recirculation switchover to the empty sumps of

the containment is not possible and therefore reactor coolant system

drainage and core uncovering occurs. In fact, this is an extremely

improbable situation no matter how Large the break is and necessarily

implies other additional failures.

2 - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENARIO

In a first phase, the scenario corresponds to stuck open position of two

safety valves of SG No. 1 following loss of external electrical power

supplies and initial malfunctionning of the bypass to the condenser (plant

initially close to full power, at end of life).

In a second phase, the transient takes into account a tube rupture on SG

No. 1 as of to + 1 hour whose size develops corresponding to the cross-

section of one or two tubes (approximately 90 tons /hour).

The EOF used: .2.2 then AO, A2.1, SPI, Ul, ensure core safety and the

transition to cold shutdown.

Operation must take into account the difficulties encountered and some

additional disturbances:

- reactor coolant in dissymmetric natural circulation,

- no normal spray,

- two SGs unavailable (SG 1 + SG 3 isolated later on activity criteria),

- formation of a steam bubble in the vessel dead volume,
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- necessary to depressurize an isolated radioactive SG (SG 3),

- momentanary loss of the LNE A.C. 220 V electric switchboard,

- reliability of certain measures doubtful.

Also, the risk of SIWR tank draining has occurred due to a large leak, that

cannot be isolated upstream of charging pumps. This risk makes it

necessary to go co cold shutdown as quickly as possible and to study all

means possible to resupply this tank.

2.1 Behavior of the Reactor Coolant System Under Temperature

After cooling due to the secondary break in SG I, the residual power is

mainly released by SG No. 2. The natural circulation flowrate is mainly

established in loop 2 but there are also slightly positive flows in other

loops.

The temperature difference between reactor inlet and outlet remains around

20°C but temperature measurement at the cold branch of loop 2 is no longer

significant as it is flooded mainly by the flow of cold water arriving

upstream from charging pumps.

Loop 1 is slightly cooled by the secondary break of SG 1 whereas loop 3

slightly cools the hotter water of the secondary of the isolated SG 3.

As of around 135°C, cooling is limited by the capacity of the atmosphere

steam dump of SG 2.

After switchover on RHRS, no significant flow runs in the loops.
Therefore, the loop temperature measurements are no longer significant.
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2.2 Behavior of the Pressurizer and of the Dead Volume of the Vessel

The pressuriser empties following reactor coolant contraction due to the

secondary break on SG 1, then fills up with make-up water from safety

injection. The charging system then enables the leak to SG 1 and the

contraction (maximum flow) to be compensated.

Just after SI termination, the pressunzer is practically full with a verv

unsaturated liquid phase. The heaters enable slow return to saturation

(around 2 hours). Until saturation point is not reached, the reactor

coolant pressure is very sensitive to pressunzer level variations.

Auxiliary spray start-up entails a rapid drop of the level if the reactor

coolant leakage flow is no longer compensated by the charging flow.

Around 40 bar, vaporization starts in the dead volume of the vessel.

However, the formation of this bubble does not stop depressurization from

continuing if it has priority. Auxiliary spray start-up and charging flow

cut off entails preferential drainage of the dead volume in relation to

the pressunzer. From 30 bar, the dead volume is all steam and it no

longer has an effect on the reactor coolant depressurization until the end

of the t ransient.

2.3 SG 1 Behavior

The initial secondary break (two valves stuck open) drains and

depressurizes SG 1 in around 40 minutes. During a second phase, part of

the tube rupture leakage flow goes directly through the external valve in

the form of emulsion. Part of the reactor coolant leakage is vaporized in
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the secondary side mainly by expansion and slightly by reactor coolant
energy transfer.

Due to RCS cooling, the leakage flow vaporization becomes less and less

and part of the fluid remains in the SG 1 secondary side which gradually
fills up.

Beyond to * 45 minutes, the SC 1 is depressurized to around 1 bar and the

activity measurement of SGBP is no longer significant (flow = 0).

2.4 SG 3 Behavior

The SG 3 is affected by a small primary-secondary leakage at the beginning

of the incident and is isolated as per the SPI radioactivity criteria.

Its level is controlled without any problem by the SGBP system (leakage 2

to 3 t/hour).

SG depressurization by SGBP system is not very efficient while its level

is above the tube bundle (pressurizer effect).

When the bundle is partly uncovered, the reactor coolant condenses the

steam phase and depressurizes the SC even though flow in loop 3 is low.

After RHRS actuation, loop 3 remains around 170°C. The only means to

depressurize SG 3 quickly to less than 8 bar remains the temporary opening

of SC3 steam dump.

2.5 Loss of LNE Electricity Switchboard (220 V - A.C.)

Immediate consequences are:

- Loss of all control room recorders, radioactivity chains, coolant water

temperatures, boremeter,



- appearance of radioactivity alarms,

- loss of control rod cluster position.

An important part of this information may be restored rapidly once back-up
electric power supplies are connected.

The transient chronology is shown in the following table:

CHRONOLOGY -- SCENARIO No 1

Time

Before
the

accident

0

4 mm

9 mm

IS mm

Approx
20 mm

Approx
40 mm

46 mm

1 hour

1 hour
5 mm

Approx
1 hour
15 mm

Events • Automatic Controls

Unit at 90% NP
End of life
Charging pump No 1 unavailable

- loss of external electrical power
supplies

- RT t TT + AFW(TAFP triggered)
Turbine by pass malfunction
Opening then blocking of 2 valves
olSGl

SI (reactor coolant low pressure
lignai)
Charging pump No 2 failure at
startup

• Progressive increase of activity of
the three SGi
Major leakage (around lOOt/hour)
(valve RIS l7VP)inSIS

Temporary opening • pressunier
discharge

Beginning of a developing primary
secondary break on SG 1 (0
90 I/hour in a few minutes)

Definitive loss of auxiliary power
Plant has no external electricity
source available The two diesel
generators are in service

Operator Actions

• DEC application
(diagnostic instruction)

Diagnostic and entry m
12 2
Steam isolation following
cooling

- AO implementation

Diagnostic then entry m
A2 1

- SG 1 isolation
• SI control as per A2 l

SI termination —
charging mode

• SG 3 isolation asper
activity criteria (SPl)

NSSS stabilization as per
A2 1
Wait return auxiliary
power

Manual control of
charging flow
Discharge isolation
Maximum charging rate
(around 95 t/hour)

Leakage location
upstream of charging
pump No 3 (information
given by the instructor)
leakage not isolatable

Physical Development

Natural circulation m RCS
- Abbrupt cooling

- Pressuriser draining
• Depressuruation and

gradual draining of SG 1

• Pressure level increased
by SI

• Reactor coolant system
pressure increase
Complete drainage of
SGI
T stabilization then
tendency to reheat

NSSS dissymmetric
natural circulation SG 2
sound. SG 1 isolated
empty, SG 3 full isolated
(T around 245°)c and P
around 100 bai)

Drop of pressur izer level
and subcoolmg
Pressunier level, pressure
and subcoolmg again
stabih/ed (T around
240X P around 100 bar)
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CHRONOLOGY -- SCENARIO No. 1 (cont.)

Time

Appro«
1 hour

20 mm

Approx
1 hour

45 mm

From
2 hours

to
3 hours

From
3 hours

Events - Automatic Controls

(SIWR tank level criteria)
U1 implementation

Loss of LNE causing appearance of
activity alarms andtemporary loss
of recorders

Operator Actions

Beginning of cooling
using SG 2 at 1 5°C/hour

Maximum cooling

Progressive
depressunzation of the
reactor coolant system by
auxiliary spray
Draining and
depressunzation of SG 3
bySGBP

- AFW tank and SIWR tank
filling up

Beginning of
conditioning and start-up
of RHRS

Physical Development

High-speed drainage of
SIWR tank

Steam m dead volume
between 40 b and 30 b
Drainage of SIWR tank to
minimum threshold 3 is
foreseeable around ^ h
without resupply

Reactor coolant system at
175°C 27 bar

APPENDIX A7: PRESENTATION OF SCENARIO No. 2

1 - INTRODUCTION

The accident is a small LOCA and total loss of high-pressure safety

injection (HPSI).

Depending on the speed at which the operators act, the core is uncovered

to a varying degree before injection of water from the accumulators and

low-pressure safely injection (LPSI). If maximum RCS cooling by the steam

dump is undertaken (procedure Ul), the core is quickly recovered in a

safety state.
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2 - GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENARIO

After 10 minutes of normal control (load variation), a small LOCA

(slightly greater than 1 inch) is created. After reactor emergency

shutdown and HPSI start-up, the injection lines to the RCS are blocked by

a crystallized boron plug (the 900 MW PWR NSSS is fitted with boric acid

tanks, with a 21,000 ppm concentration on the HPSI system).

The two HPSI pumps (or charging pumps) are quickly triggered by electric

motor overheating as the minimum flow lines of the pump are isolated. The

third charging pump is being repaired. The EOPs applied are:

- AO for the diagnostic then AI. l (LOCA), SPI (states monitoring made by

the ISR), then Ul.

The procedures enable the best possible safety of the core with all

available means:

- voluntary shutdown of the reactor coolant pumps,

- cooling of the RCS at 56°C/hour then at 200°C/hour or more (approx.)

with steam dump to the condensor then with steam dump to the atmosphere

when the condensor becomes unavailable,

- monitoring of containment conditions and ESS,

- charging pump No. 3 start-up attempt,

- when the charging pump No. 3 becomes available, correct pressure,

pressurizer level and temperature conditions are restored in the RCS

then the RHR system is started up for transition to cold shutdown.

The transient chronology is given in the following table:
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CHRONOLOGY - SCENARIO No. 2

Time

0

10 mm

Approx
1 1 mm

Approx
13 mm

Approx
17 mm

20 mm

25 mm

Approx
40 mm

45 mm

50 mm

1 hour

1 hour
15 mm

1 hour
45 mm

2 hours

2 hours
15 mm

Events • Automatic Controls

- Plantat 100% NP End of life
- Load drop
• RCV03PO pump unavailable

- LOCA (around 1 1 inches)

RT then SI
- (RCS low pressure signal)

• Definitive loss of charging pumps
No 1 and No 2

- CSS start-up
- (high pressure containment signal)

- CSS switchover to recirculat ion on
containment sumps

- Air input to condensor

- Charging pump No 3 is repaired
and available

Operator Actions

AO implementation

- Checking of automatic
actions

- Stopping of RCP
Diagnostic then
application of AI l

- Cooling at 56°C/hour
Arrival of ISR (application
ofSPI)

- Start-up request for RCV
03PO pump
U1 entry criterion

Maximum cooling -
(condenser) (around
200°C/hour)
Maximum roolmg
(atmosphere) (around
1 50°C/hour at beginning)

- Start-up of one HPSI file
injecting through hot leg
and bypass (U1)
Continuation of cooling
Isolation of accumulators
Filling of pressunzer
using auxil iary spray

- Conditioning then start-
up of RHRS
Transition to cold
shutdown

Physical Development

Depressunzation of
Reactor coolant system to
70 bar

Loss of subcoolmg
margin in RCS

- P reactor coolant system
around 60 bar • T around
275°C
Partial core uncovering

Core recovering to
around 40 bar
(accumulators)

- Filling of reactor coolant
system and return to
subcoolmg
P reactor coolant system
approx 20 bar
ATsat > 40 bar
Pressunzer level returns
to normal value

Reactor coolant system
conditions (20 bar -
160°C) enable switchover
to RHRS
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IMPROVING ERROR FEEDBACK TO TRAINEES
DURING NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SIMULATOR
TRAINING

D.A. LUCAS, D.E. EMBREY
Human Reliability Associates Ltd,
Parbold, Lancashire,
United Kingdom

Abstract

The paper d i s cus se s possible ways of providing tho trainer at a nuc lear

powor plant t ra ining s imulator w i t h tho necessary information to provide

feedback for tho two major types of human error, that is: errors of in ten t ion
where incorrect act ions are taken because the operator has incorrect ly

diagnosed tho s i tuat ion or has chosen an inappropriate procedure, and errors

of execut ion whore the diagnosis is correct but a s l i p has occurred in

carrying out tho planned act ions.

The paper also describes a method for i den t i fy ing an operator ' s

knowledge of tho particular accident sequence that is being used for s imula to r -
training. Ideal ly the knowledge of each operator should bo checked for any

potential problems and to do this some method for e l i c i t ing his in ternal

mental model is required. The paper also describes a computer based t echn ique

called IMAS ( In f luence Model l ing and A s s e s s m e n t Sys t em) which has been
developed to e l ic i t an operator's understanding of the dynamics of tho
accident sequence. This method po ten t ia l ly al lows any major d e f i c i e n c i e s in

tho understanding of the operator to bo determined. Knowledge of those
déf ic iences would allow appropriate remédiai training to be appl ied .

Introduction

A nuclear power plant t raining s i m u l a t o r is typical ly used to take

trainees through s tandard scenarios such as loss of coolant acc idents ,
steam line breaks or loss of o f f s i t e power , f o h e n the t ra inee makes an
error, the s imula tor is s topped , the error pointed out , and the scenar io

then resumed. Although this use of the simulator undoubtedly has benefits
as a training aid, the process would be much more effective if the trainer

was aware of the causal m e c h a n i s m s under ly ing the observed errors. In
this case he could provide more speci f ic f e e d b a c k to the operator about
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the root cause of the error. There would be a number of positive benefits
if trainers could provide such feedback.

Providing t ra inee opera to r s w i t h clear explanat ions for their errors

should enable t hem to unde r s t and why they m a d e the errors and, in many
cases, suggest an app rop r i a t e m e t h o d of correct ing the mis take or
recoverying f r o m the lapse. There would also be other advantages.

Acquainting operators with the conditions that give rise to errors should
enable them to recognise situations which are likely to induce errors of a
particular type. In addi t ion to improv ing recognit ion of error-prone
situations, operators should be able to propose efficient error-reduction
strategies for these situations.

One indirect, but still important benefit, is that the quality of reports
of ac tua l p lant events invo lv ing h u m a n error would be improved if

operators were bet ter i n f o r m e d abou t possible causal mechan isms . Two

recent repor ts (F leming and M o s l e h , 1985; Lucas and E m b r e y , 1986) have

both stated that published reports of incidents concerning human errors in
nuclear power plants ( N P P s ) are o f t e n vague and omit essential details
about the nature and cause of such errors.

Finally, there is a possibility that knowledge of the causal mechanisms of
human errors may enhance the ability of operators to detect errors as well

as to correc t t h e m . Woods et al ( 1 9 0 2 ) (see table 1) has shown that the
majori ty of errors which occur during simulator studies are not detected
and corrected. There is some indirect evidence (see Fromkin, 1973) which

TABLE 1. ERROR CORRECTION IN SIMULATED EMERGENCIES (WOODS)

PROBLEM

FAILURE TO
IDENTIFY
SYSTEM STATE

FAILURE IN
EXECUTION OF
REQUIRED ACTIONS

T O T A L S

NOT

CORRECTED

14 (74%)

10 (50%)

24 (62%)

CORRECTED BY

EXTERNAL AGENT

5 (26%)

0 (0%)

5 (13%)

CORRECTED BY
CREW ALONE

0 (0%)

10 (50%)

10 (25%)
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suggests that k n o w i n g why errors occur may improve the abi l i ty to spot

slips and lapses w h e n t h e y h a p p e n . T h i s h y p o t h e s i s needs to be

empirically tested.

The distinction between slips and mistakes

There are two main categories of human error: slips and mistakes. Mistakes
or errors of intention are where incorrect actions are taken because an
operator has incorrectly diagnosed the situation or has chosen an
inappropriate procedure. Slips (also known as lapses) or errors of
execution are cases where a diagnosis is correct but the intended actions
do not proceed according to plan. Mistakes are less well understood than
slips although they are potentially far more dangerous. Mistakes are also
more difficult to predict than slips and as the data from Woods (table 1)
shows are less likely to be detected and corrected than execution errors.

Since slips and mistakes have different psychological origins, it is
necessary to devise two distinct techniques which could be used by a
trainer to help him provide appropriate feedback to operators who make
errors during simulator training. We will first outline a method for
establishing the causal mechanisms for execution errors. Then a technique
for ascertaining possible causes of mistakes will be described.

Establishing the causes of execution errors

The first technique which could be used by trainers to determine the
psychological mechanisms for slips made by operators during training is a
modification of the Human Error Analysis of the systematic human error
reduction and prediction approach (SHERPA) (Embrey, 1986). HEA is a
development of a systematic search strategy for human error identification
which was proposed by Rasmussen and Pederson and is described in Pederson
(1985).

The HEA technique has been designed to be systematic, reliable and easy-
to-use without extensive psychological knowledge. A trainer would require
only a short introductory course before being able to use the technique
effectively. For maximum benefit to be gained from using this approach
for training purposes, all operators should also attend a short course to
introduce them to the main causes of human error and the feasible methods
of error reduction.
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The first stage of HEA is for the trainer to classify an observed
execution error using a purely behavioural taxonomy (see table 2). This
is a usually straightforward operation but guidelines have been developed
for difficult situations. This stage of the analysis provides a precise
indication of the external form of the slip, that it, what occurred. The
next stage determines why the error occurred. The psychological causes of
execution errors have been extensively researched in recent years (eg
Norman, 1981; Reason and Mycielska, 1982; Rasmussen, 1983). A number of
examples of alternative classification schemes for such causal mechanisms
exist. In the HEA approach the taxonomy of causal mechanisms has been
constructed so that it requires a minimum of psychological knowledge to be
able to use it effectively. In addition the need to determine effective
error reduction strategies has been taken into account in developing this
classification. The mechanisms proposed, which are adapted from those
listed in Pederson (1985), are given in Table 3. The trainer would also
be provided with definitions for each mechanism, for example, a place
losing error is defined such that "the position in the action sequence is
misidentified as being later or earlier than the actual position".

TABLE 2. TAXONOMY OF EXTERNAL ERROR MODES FOR SLIPS AND LAPSES

Physical actions: - Action too early/late
Action omitted
Action too much/little
Action too long/short
Action in wrong direction
Right action on wrong object
Wrong action on right object

Visual checks: Check omitted
Check on wrong object
Wrong check on right object
Check mistimed

Other: Information not obtained
Wrong information obtained
Misalign
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TABLE 3. HEA TAXONOMY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

Failure to consider special circumstances

Short cut invoked

Stereotype takeover

Need for information not prompted

Misinterpretation

Assumption

Forget isolated act

Mistake among alternatives

Place losing error

Other slip of memory

Motor variability

Spatial misorientation

Certain possible error reduction strategies may also be listed here if
appropriate. For example, in the case of an omission caused by a losing
place error one method of error reduction could be to provide the operator
with a check list as a memory aid.

The novel approach of the HEA technique is that the trainer's choice of
the most probable causal mechanism for an observed error is guided. This
is done by a number of question-and-answer routines cast in the form of
flow charts. One example is given in Figure 1. This is a flow chart to
identify the most likely psychological mechanism when an operator has
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omitted to carry out an action that he intended to perform. The trainer
is taken through a series of questions to guide him to the feasible causal
mechanisms. Having identified the most probable cause of the omission the
trainer would then be directed to look at a list of possible error
reduction strategies. Initial research with an engineer who was only
given a short training session, has shown that such routines are both easy
to use and highly reliable. The nature of the questions is such that the
trainer may have to ask the trainee operator for certain items of
information. It would thus be important that the operators received a
brief introduction to the technique as well.

Currently, the HEA approach is being implemented as an interactive
software system to run on a microcomputer. This makes the technique
quicker to use and ensures that the results may be audited. One other
advantage of using a computerised system is that it would be possible to
collect a database of slips and lapses. This could provide useful
information about the incidence of different external errors and their
causal mechanisms as well as forming a partial record of each operators
performance during simulator training as well.

Establishing the causes of mistakes

As we have already described, not all operator errors in NPPs take the
form of execution errors. Studies of actual incidents (eg. Pew et al,
1981) and simulations of such incidents (Woods et al, 1982) confirm that a
major aspect of the operator's role is concerned with exercising higher
level cognitive skills such as diagnosing, planning and problem solving.
It is here that the detection, correction, and prevention of mistakes or
errors of intention becomes a key issue.

A definitive classification of mistakes has not yet been established.
However, a number of error-producing tendencies which could cause mistakes
have been identified. One such tendency is the inbuilt limitation of the
human cognitive system such as the limited capacity of the working memory
system and the attentional resource. Another limitation is the difficulty
of retrieving information from the long term memory store. Such retrieval
is rarely systematic and as a result people tend to flit between issues,
treating each superficially, or alternatively, dwelling on certain topics
to excess whilst ignoring other important issues (see Doerner, 1984).
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Such problems may be exacerbated when decision making has to be carried

out under stressful conditions (Jams and Mann, 1977) such as would occur
in an actual incident.

Another m a j o r source of mis takes may be due to operators ' hav ing

incomplete, inconsistent or erroneous mental representations of the N P P ,

i ts process and its controls. Such men ta l r ep resen ta t ions or ' m e n t a l

models' are very important when operators have to guess the current status

of a process or w h e n they have to make in fe rences about how a given
sequence of actions will affect a system.

In establishing the cause of a mistake made during simulator training, it
i s i m p o r t a n t to d e t e r m i n e w h e t h e r the opera to r ' s m e n t a l m o d e l was

incomplete or non-veridical or whether there was a failure to retrieve the

relevant i n f o r m a t i o n . If the error was due to an erroneous or an

inadequate m e n t a l r epresen ta t ion then t ra in ing should be d i rec ted

appropriately. (If an opera tor possesses an a d e q u a t e m e n t a l m o d e l but

does not re t r ieve the re levan t i n f o r m a t i o n then a t t en t ion needs to be
turned to providing him wi th some form of decision support.) To date, the

main d i f f icu l ty has been in establishing whether an operators mental model

is complete and consistent. To do this a method of specifying the mental
representation expl ic i t ly is needed. This may now be done using the
Influence Modelling and Assessment System (IMAS).

IMAS is a t echn ique wh ich elicits f r o m opera tors thei r in te rna l men ta l

model of the perceived relationships between indicators (mainly located in

the control room) and the events to which these indicators relate. These

events can be seen as ei ther causes or consequences d e p e n d i n g on their
position in the causal chain being considered. The mental model elicited

using I M A S is r ep resen ted in the f o r m of a n e t w o r k . F igure 2 shows a
fragment of a m e n t a l model of an operator for a chemica l plant . It

concerns the sequences which could give rise to a blockage in the transfer
of p o w d e r . It should be noted tha t there are two types of l ink be tween
elements in the model . The f i rs t type of l ink ( ind ica ted by solid lines
and a r r o w s ) is the s t e m s - f r o m or leads-to l ink. Consequences may have
multiple causes and causes may give rise to many consequences. The second

type of link connects information observed in the control room to events

within the plant process.
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This n e t w o r k r ep re sen ta t ion of an operator 's men ta l mode l is buil t up
through interaction with a computer programme called LINKCC. The building

process is s tructured around some aspect of the situations being assessed

eg "High oxygen reading from analyser" in the example in figure 2. LINKCC
asks the operator if this is an event or an indicator. If it is an event,

then the operator is asked to name a cause, a consequence or an indicator
which is associated w i t h this even t . If the event or ind ica tor so n a m e d
is a l r eady in the da tabase the p r o g r a m wi l l l ink the re la ted events
together. The process c o n t i n u e s un t i l the opera to r can t h ink of no more

events or ind ica tors associated w i t h the ini t ia l event . Then another

aspect of the situation can be considered.

An operator's mental model of a process is thus built up through repeated

interaction w i t h the L I N K C C p r o g r a m m e . Typ ica l ly the el ici tat ion of a

complete mental representation will take a number of sessions perhaps over
a few days. Ideally the process should take place when trainees are not

under stress, t i m e p re s su re , etc. so that they are able to retr ieve a

high p r o p o r t i o n of the k n o w l e d g e that they possess abou t a process. In

the training situation, specific t ime tabled slots could be set aside for

such elicitation. Interaction wi th LINKCC is not required during actual
simulator runs .

The m a j o r advantage of us ing I M A S to elicit opera tor ' s knowledge

explicitly is that it is then possible to c o m p a r e such an indiv idual ' s
mental model wi th a standard model or 'norm' which has been elicited from

a number of expert operators. Such a comparison process would ensure that
there are no gross misunders tandings or ma jo r omissions in the model of

the t ra inee . H o w e v e r , i f such p r o b l e m s are f o u n d then t raining can be

directed to providing the operator concerned with the relevant knowledge.
The process of c o m p a r i n g each opera tor ' s menta l mode l w i th the n o r m or

consensus m o d e l cou ld be done au toma t i ca l l y w i t h i n the package of

programmes that comprise IMAS. The trainer could be given regular updates

on each operator's knowledge limitations.

When a m i s t a k e occur s d u r i n g a s i m u l a t o r r u n , the opera tor ' s p rev ious ly

elicited m e n t a l m o d e l can be c o m p a r e d w i t h the consensus m o d e l for the

specific scenar io u n d e r s tudy . This shou ld provide the means of

establishing why the mistake occurred. If the cause of the mistake was an
incomplete or inaccurate mental model then, once again, training could be
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used to correct the operator's representation. An updated model elicited
through the IMAS process w o u l d then act as a check that the appropriate

information had been encoded in memory.

Using such a structured technique it should be possible to gradually build
up a pattern of the causes of the majority of mistakes which are likely to
occur during s imulator studies. Such a database wou ld be of value in

determining a comple te psychological theory of h u m a n error and it would
also be very usefu l for Probabi l is t ic Risk Assessment . The most likely
causes of mistakes could then be estimated more reliably. By establishing
the common types of knowledge deficiencies, specific training programmes
could also be devised where necessary.

It is q u i t e probable that the in te rac t ive process of e l ic i t ing a menta l

model, using the s t r u c t u r e d approach provided by I M A S , w o u l d help an
individual operator to i d e n t i f y those areas of the process w h e r e his
knowledge needs to be improved. That it, the IMAS technique may be useful

as a means of self-monitoring of knowledge.

An additional advantage of IMAS is that, since the mental models elicited
are aud i t ab le , it may be feasible to use t h e m as one cr i ter ion for
successful training. When retraining operators it would also be useful to
be able to compare past and present mental models of specific scenaria as
a check of knowledge acquisition.

Finally, the mental model developed using LINKCC could be used to support

the trained operator's reasoning process during emergency situations. In
particular, using a compute r program called E X P L O R E , the operator can
retrieve i n f o r m a t i o n f r o m his own database of knowledge . The m a j o r
benefit of this would be that an opera tor ' s m e m o r y for a par t icu la r
scenaria could be searched systematically thus ensuring that all relevant

information w o u l d be re t r ieved . The sys tem could not tell an operator
information he did not already possess, but it would prompt him to use the
available knowledge to m a x i m u m advantage . In a d d i t i o n , since the

knowledge representation explored will have been built up on an individual
basis, t h e r e w i l l be l i m i t e d o p p o r t u n i t i e s fo r an o p e r a t o r to
fundamentally misunderstand the information retrieved. Further details of

EXPLORE and LINKCC are given in Embrey (1985) and in Embrey and Humphreys
( 1 9 8 4 ) .
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Conclusions

The tv»o techniques described briefly in this paper appear to be very
suitable for use by a trainer to establish the origin of a variety of
human errors during simulator studies. The causes of both execution
errors and certain types of mistakes may be clearly and easily ascertained
using these techniques. Neither method requires more than a short
training session before it can be used effectively. The techniques are
not time consuming for the trainer although each operator must spend time
during training interacting with the LINKCC programme to elicit his mental
model. In theory, providing specific feedback on the causes of slips and
mistakes could lead to a number of advantages which were outlined at the
beginning of this paper although to do this each operator should also
receive a short course on the psychological nature of human errors.
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ONTARIO HYDRO'S EXPERIENCE
WITH SIMULATOR TRAINING

P.R. CHARLEBOIS
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre,
Ontario Hydro,
Pickering, Ontario,
Canada

Abstract

The pol icy of Ontario Hydro has been to procure a fu l l - scope simulator

for c>c»ch m u l t i - u n i t nuclear p lant . The respons ib i l i ty of the overal l

s imula tor t raining programme is assigned to the Eastern and Western Nuclear

Training Centres respect ively whi le each plant is responsible for the content
of the programme and the provision of supporting documentation. In add i t ion ,
Ontario Hydro also developed smal l stand-alone computer s imulators cal led

micros imula t ions which are used for part-task s imula t ions . f l f ter a brief

out l ine of the operator f a m i l y structure the actual training programme for the

various levels of plant staff is presented. The design process for an

advanced arid improved training programme, recently implemented, is descr ibed.
Simulators are used in support of 3 overall areas: standard plant operation,

integrated plant operation and refresher training. The techniques u t i l i zed
for training de l ivery and assessment in each case are d i scussed . F i n a l l y the
use of full-scope simulators for Operating Procedure val idat ion is described.

Introduction

The continued safe and reliable operation of CANDU nuclear units

in Ontario is extremely important to the power consumers of our

province. But reliable operation at high power for lengthy

periods also reduces the opportunity for operators to maintain

their skills and knowledge or even develop new s ta f f .

Since maintaining high quality operating staff is key to this

success, we at Ontario Hydro procured our first full-scope

simulator for Pickering NGS-A in the mid 1970 ' s for operator

training. The success of the first simulator was such that a
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decision was made to procure a simulator for each multi unit
plant which followed. In this paper the training program for the
key operating staff and the role the full-scope simulator plays
will be discussed.

Ontario Hydro Nuclear Generation Program

Ontario Hydro had a total installed electrical capacity of
29,157 MW as of the end of August 1985. This capacity is
comprised of three types of generation; nuclear, thermal and
hydraulic. The contribution of each to overall capacity is shown
in Table 1.

Table 1

Ontario Hydro Installed Capacity
September 1, 1986 - MWe (Net)
Hydraulic 6,542
Thermal 12,998
Nuclear 9,027
Total 29,157

In 1985, nuclear generation was about two fifths of the total
production. By the early 1990's the nuclear contribution is
expected to be about 70% of energy requirements.

The total nuclear capacity in operation and under construction is
indicated in Table 2.
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Table 2
Ontario Hydro - Nuclear Program Capacity MWe (Net)

(as of December 31, 1985)

In Operation
Under Construction
Total

9,627
4,339

13,966

The operating units arc all of the CANDU-PHW type and are
tabulated in Table 3.

Table 3

Ontario Hydro - In-Service Nuclear Capacity - August 1986

Net Capacity
Station

NPD

Pickering NGS-A

Pickering NGS-B

Bruce NGS-A

Bruce NGS-B

Unit

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

MWe

22

515
515
515
515

516
516
516
516

759
759
759
759

815
815
815

In-Service Date

Oct

Jul
Dec
Jan
Jun

May
Feb
Jan
Feb

Sep
Sep
Feb
Jan

Mar
Sep
Apr

1962

-1971
1971
1972
1973

1983
1984
1985
1986

1977
1977
1978
1979

1985
1984
1986

Ontario Hydro currently has 5 units under construction as
indicated in Table 4.
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Table 4
Ontario Hydro - Nuclear Capacity under Construction

Station
Bruce NGS-B
Darlington

Unit
8
2
1
3
4

Net Capacity (MWe)
815
881
881
881
881

In-Service
Jan 1987
May 1 988
Feb 1989
Nov 1991
Aug 1992

Date

As discussed earlier Ontario Hydro's policy has been to procure a
full-scope simulator for each multi unit nuclear plant. Today a
simulator is available for each major plant in operation.
Table 5 outlines the current status of simulators.

Table 5
Ontario Hydro Full-Scope Simulator

Station
Pickering NGS-A
Bruce NGS-A
Pickering NGS-B
Bruce NGS-B
Darlington NGS

In-Service
First Unit
July 1971
Sept 1977
May 1983
Sept 1984
Oct 1988

Date
Simulator
Sept
Apr
July
June
Jan

1976
1983
1984
1986
1988

Up to now simulators «/ere available after the first unit at the
plant went into service but this is about to change with
Darlington NGS. This is proving to be quite a challenge for the
simulator designers due to 'the lack of operating data and late
design information, but will be quite beneficial to the initial
operating staff if the target is achieved.

Two training centres are responsible for simulator training. The
Western Nuclear Training Centre located adjacent to Bruce NGS-A
and NGS-B plant, houses the associated simulators. Similarly,
the Eastern Nuclear Training Centre is located near Pickering
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NGS-A, Pickering NGS-3, and Darlington NGS and houses the
associated simulators. The training centre is responsible for
the delivery of the program but each plant is responsible for the
content and providing the supporting documentation.

Full-Scope Simulator Features

All Ontario Hydro simulators are designed to be an exact replica
of a specific unit at the station. Because the control centre
panel design is essentially identical for each unit this does not
present a problem. In addition to identical panels the
simulators have the following design features.

- The individual system response to specific panel operations
matches the actual plant behaviour -with no significant
differences, eg, closing a valve or starting a pump.

- The overall simulator response to unit maneuvers or upsets

matches the actual plant behaviour with no significant
difference, eg, reactor trip, turbine trip . . .

- The total unit and the associated emergency systems respond as
predicted in the safety analysis to plant emergency conditions,
eg, loss of coolant, loss of heat sink . . .

In addition to full-scope simulators, Ontario Hydro also
developed small stand-alone computer simulators called
microsimulations. These computers are used as part task
simulators where a major change has yet to be implemented on the
full-scope simulator or for a new power plant, (eg. Darlington).
The unit panel is represented using graphics. The operations are
carried out directly on the screen through the touch sensitive
screen features. Their use is limited at this time to individual
system training.
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Organization of the Operating Staff

Before discussing the training program, a brief outline of the

operator family structure is necessary. The structure is shown

in Figure 1. A. Shift Supervisor ( S S ) is responsible for the

day-to-day operation and maintenance of the nuclear plant. The

Shift Supervisor is normally a graduate engineer but may also be

a previously authorized Unit First Operator who received

additional technical and station specific training.

SHIFT
S U P E R V I S O R *

SHIFT
O P E R A T I N G
S U P E R V I S O R *

1 UNIT F IRST
l OPERATOR
, IN T R A I N I N G

YEAR
DEVELOPMENT

P R O G R A M

TWO YEARDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM

MAINTENANCETRADES

^ TWO YEARDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM

H I R I N G INPUT KEY OPERATING STAFFRE Q U I R I N G AUTHORIZATION

FIG. 1. Operating staff structure.
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The Shift Operating Supervisor (SOS) is responsible for the
operating aspects of the plant and normally has six Unit First
Operators (UFO) reporting to him. Each unit is (normally 4 in a
multi unit plant) operated by a Unit First Operator. In addition
one Unit First Operator oversees the operation of common systems
and another the operation of fuelling machines.

All individuals assigned to the above position must be authorized
by a Canadian government agency, the Atomic Energy Control Board
(AECB).

The remaining positions are filled with various levels of field
operation staff. These positions do not require authorization.

The typical trainee hired into the operator family is a grade 13
graduate with essentially no previous operating experience. The
trainee commences a structured program that eventually through
training, work experience could lead to the position of Second
Operator. This would normally require 4 to 6 years. Each
position in the family has a specific level of training required
and satisfactory completion of this training, good performance on
the job is a requirement before progressing to the next level.

The full-scope simulators currently in service are primarily used
to train the Shift Supervisors, Shift Operating Supervisors and
the Unit First Operators. But, because the demand for newly
authorized staff is dropping with the completion of the nuclear
construction program, alternate applications (eg, training of
technical support staff) are being studied.
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Unit First Operator Training Program

The Unit First Operator training program is outlined in figures 2
to 4. Completion of this program to the satisfaction of the
Station Manager including successfully completing 5 written
examinations from the Atomic Energy Control Board is required
before an individual is authorized as a Unit First Operator.
This authorization is specific to one plant only. The duration
of this program is planned for 36 months and the target success
rate is 80%. The program outlined below in more detail is the
result of a job analysis conducted at Pickering NGS-A. Details
of the job analysis process will be discussed later.

SELECTION 12 MONTHS

NUCLEAR GENERAL (12 WEEKS)
SCIENCE FUNDAMENTALS
EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
75Z CLASSROOM
25Z SELF STUDY
W R I T T E N CHECKOUTS

CONVENTIONAL GENERAL (13 WEEKS)
- SCIENCE FUNDAMENTALS
- EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS

AECB - 751 CLASSROOM
EXAM - 251 SELF STUDY

- WRITTEN CHECKOUTS

ON SHIFT
- WORK

ASSIGNMENTS
AECB
EXAh

FIG. 2. Unit first operator training program.

21 MONTHS

STATION SYSTEM (13 WEEKS) ON SHIFT (6 WEEKS)
STANDARD OPERATION

- SYSTEM T R A I N I N G
- STARTUP/SHUTDOWN
- TESTING
- 50Z CLASSROOM
- 25Ï SIMULATOR
- 25Z SELF STUDY
- W R I T T E N / S I M U L A T O R CHECKOUTS

STAT ION SYSTEM (16 WEEKS)

- F I E L D CHECKOUTS

INTEGRATED PLANT OPERATION
- SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS
- UNIT UPSETS AECB
- EMERGENCY PLANT EXAMS

PROCEDURES (NUCLEAR
- 40Ï CLASSROOM AND
- 30Z SIMULATOR CONV)
- 301 SELF STUDY
- WRITTEN/SIMULATOR CHECKOUTS

FIG. 3. Unit first operator training program.
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36 MONTHS

ON SHIFT RADIATION PROGRAM (8 WEEKS)
WORK - SEMINARS
A S S I G N M E N T - FIELD SKILLS

- EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
- CLASSROOM T R A I N I N G
- WRITTEN/FIELD CHECKOUTS

ON SHIFT

WORK
ASSIGNMENT

CO-PILOT (12 WEEKS)

AECB EXAM

FIG. 4. Unit first operator training program.

AUTHORIZATION

Technical Training

The technical training consists of two distinct programs dealing
with the nuclear and conventional topics separately. These
programs are common for all nuclear plants in Canada and
therefore are not repeated when a first operator is assigned from
one plant to another.

The programs consist of approximately 75% classroom training and
approximately 25% self study. At the end, after meeting the
Ontario Hydro requirements, the candidates must successfully
complete an AECB exam before proceeding to the next phase of the
training.

The content has been established over a number of years and deals
with the science fundamentals and system and equipment principles
applicable to Canadian nuclear plants. Written checkouts are
used for assessment throughout this program since it deals mostly
with general knowledge.
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Station System Standard Opération

The standard operation training is based on the station operating
documenta dealing with operating policies and principles, station
system startup, operation and shutdown, system testing and
chemistry control. This 13-week program gives each candidate
sufficient plant knowledge and operating skills to be able to
operate the plant on a day-to-day basis under normal conditions.
Each candidate spends approximately 50% of his time in classroom,
25% in the simulator, and 25% in self study. The assessment of
the candidate includes field and simulator checkouts, as well as
written checkouts. The use of the simulator will be discussed
further later.

Integrated Plant Operation

This portion of the program deals with non standard operation of
individual systems, overall unit upsets, loss of auxiliary
services and emergency operation under accident conditions and is
based on the station operating document. This 16-week program
gives each candidate sufficient knowledge and skills to be able
to respond to minor or major plant malfunctions or upsets. Each
candidate spends 40% of his time in the classroom, 30% in the
simulator and 30% self study. The assessment of the candidates
consists of simulator and written checkouts.

During this program, once a candidate satisfies the Ontario Hydro
requirements, he must successfully complete two Atomic Energy
Control Board exams (Nuclear and Conventional Plant Specific)
before proceeding to the co-piloting phase of this program.
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Radiation Specific

This portion of the program deals with station radiation
effluent monitoring, radiation monitoring within the plant,
emergency radiation procedures and radioactive work control based
on the station procedures. This 8 week program gives the First
Operator the knowledge and skills to be able to effectively
oversee and control radioactive work on his unit, monitor
effluent releases and act in case of an emergency. Assessment of
candidate progress is by periodic checkouts as well as
demonstration of skills in the field.

Once Ontario Elydro requirements are satisfied, the candidate must
successfully complete the last AECB exam before proceeding to the
co-piloting phase.

Field Experience

Throughout the program the candidate periodically returns to his
crew where he receives additional assignments related to the UFO
job. In addition a number of field checkouts must be completed
which gives crew supervision an opportunity to assess his
performance.

Co-Piloting Phase

This last phase of the program is an opportunity for the
candidate to perform all the duties of a Unit First Operator
under the observation of an existing qualified operator. It also
gives the shift supervision and station management an opportunity
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to assess the candidate on a periodic basis during this 3-month
period. Upon successful completion of this phase the Station
Manager will formally request authorization from the Atomic
Energy Control Board. This authorization is granted following a
review of the training status and the candidate's performance on
the 5 written exams.

Shift Operating Supervisor Training Program

All candidates for this position are previously authorized Unit
First Operators and the additional training requirements are
mainly administrative and supervisory in nature. A specific
program has been developed but it does not involve full-scope
simulator training.

Shift Supervisor Training Program

The Shift Supervisor program is shown on Figures 5 and 7. The
basic layout is the same as the Unit First Operator program. The
difference lies in the depth of knowledge expected in each area
and the role the Shift Supervisor plays during tne simulator
portion of the program. Candidates are selected from the plant
technical section. In addition to satisfying the Ontario Hydro
requirement a candidate must successfully complete 5 Atomic
Energy Control Board written exams set at various points in the
program. To date the program has been established based largely
on the experience of a few Shift Supervisors who developed a
study guide identifying training required in addition to Station
Systems.
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SELECTION 12 M O N T H S

NUCLEAR GENERAL (12 WEEKS)

- SC I E N C E FUNDAMENTALS
- EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
- 75Z CLASSROOM
- 25Z SELF STUDY
- WRITTEN CHECKOUTS

AECB
EXAM

CONVENTIONAL GENERAL (13 WEEKS)
- SCIENCE FUNDAMENTALS
- EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS
- 75X CLASSROOM
- 25Z SELF STUDY
- WRITTEN CHECKOUTS

ON SHIFT
- WORK

ASSIGNMENTS
AECB
EXAM

FIG. 5. Shift supervisor training program.

24 MONTHS

STATION SYSTEM (13 WEEKS)I STATION
I STANDARI

ON SHIFT (6 WEEKS)
STANDARD OPERATION

SYSTEM TRAINING
STARTUP/SHUTDOWN
TESTING
50Z CLASSROOM
25X SIMULATOR
25Z SELF STUDY
WRITTEN/SIMULATOR CHECKOUTS

- FIELD CHECKOUTS

STATION SYSTEM (16 WEEKS)
INTEGRATED PLANT OPERATION
- SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

- UNIT UPSETS AECB

- EMERGENCY PLANT EXAMS

PROCEDURES (NUCLEAR

- Wl CLASSROOM AND

- 30X SIMULATOR CONV)

- 30X SELF STUDY

- W R I T T E N / S I M U L A T O R CHECKOUTS

FIG. 6. Shift supervisor training program.

ON SHIFT RADIATION PROGRAM (8 WEEKS)
WORK - SEMINARS

ASSIGNMENT - FIELD SKILLS

- EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

- CLASSROOM TRAINING

- WRITTEN/FIELD CHECKOUTS

PRE-CO-PILOTING(12 WEEKS)
SAFETY REPORT
REVIEW
A D M I N I S T R A T I V E
PROCEDURES
FIELD CHECKOUTS

AECB EXAM

36 MONTHS

C O - P I L O T

A U T H O R I Z A T I O N

FIG. 7. Shift supervisor training program.
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During the pré co-piloting phase, the Shift Supervisor will
complete this training and then will be assessed by the crew
Shift Supervisor while completing field checkouts.

Due to excessive program duration, a job analysis has been
initiated and the program will be modified accordingly. We do
not expect a significant change in training requirement but the
supporting documents, delivery and assessment stragegy may be
modified.

Training Program Design Process

The need for a Unit First Operator job analysis was a result of
excessive training program duration and overall low success. The
project involved the following major activities.

1. Produce a comprehensive task listing. This was assembled
using the plant operating and administrative procedures
related to the Unit First Operator position. A total of over
4,700 tasks were identified of which only one-third involved
the Unit First Operator directly or indirectly.

2. Classify each task by independently reviewing each task with
at least 5 Unit First Operators and assessing the urgency,
the difficulty and frequency of each task.

3. Based on the classification, determine the tasks which
require training, testing and refresher. The results of the
classification are shown in Fig. 8.
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C L A S S I F I C A T I O N

PERFORM 178

PERFORM î SUPERVISE 354

SUPERVISE ONLY Ü1

TOTAL 693

D I S P O S I T I O N

TEST 693

T R A I N t79

REFRESH 205

FIG. 8. Classification and disposition of high priority items.

4. Review the existing training program and redesign to
accommodate the changes. The program discussed earlier is
the result of this work.

5. Develop the supporting documentation (training manuals,
checkouts, lesson plans ...) for each module of the program.

This Station Specific portion of the program was delivered for
the first time from August, 1985 to April 1986 with excellent
results and good feedback. This new program had the following
impact on the use of the simulator.

1. With the increased number of tasks to be done on the
simulator, we found that certain tasks could not be carried
out due to limited modelling. To some extent the simulator
capability determined the content of the program as opposed
to vice versa.
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2. The number of simulator checkouts for each candidate
increased significantly and the performance requirements had
to be more clearly defined.

Simulator Training Techniques
in Use at Ontario Hydro________

The simulators at Ontario Hydro are used primarily to train and
develop Unit First Operators and Shift Supervisors for existing
plant as well as deliver refresher training for the existing
authorized staff (Shift Supervisors, Shift Operating Supervisors
and Unit First Operators). The simulator is used in support of 3
programs, standard plant operation, integrated plant training,
and refresher training. The techniques used for training
delivery and assessment in each case are- discussed.

Station System Standard Operation
Training Delivery Strategy

A group of 6 candidates, Unit First Operator and Shift Supervisor
candidates participate first in a classroom session at the
beginning of each day where an instructor will discuss the
following :

- brief overall system review.
- function of specific panel equipment and associated logic.

- operating constraints and hazards
- system lineup during operation, shutdown, and startup.

The group is then divided into smaller groups, generally one
candidate acting as Unit First Operator, one candidate acting as
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panel assistant and the SS candidate acting as SS. This
represents normal control room staffing.

Each candidate will perform the routine procedures (testing,
monitoring, startup, shutdown. . .) associated with the system in
question. The instructor through discussion and questioning will
ensure that the candidate satisfy the objectives of this program.
For Shift Supervisor candidates, this is an opportunity to become
familiar with the panel layout.

During these exercises, the instructor will make appropriate use
of the freeze and playback features on the simulator to maximize
the learning process.

Assessment Strategy - Unit First Operators

Our strategy consists of written, field, and simulator checkouts.

Written checkouts are used mostly to verify a trainee's knowlege
in the following areas:

- purpose of the system.
- rationale behind operating procedures.
- system control logic and associated control loops.

Simulator checkouts are used to determine a trainee's ability in
the following areas :

- monitor the operation of each system under normal conditions.
- start up and shut down each system.
- communicate with supervision field operators, system dispatcher.
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- monitor the response of a system to specific operator actions.
- direct control room and field activities.

Where simulator checkouts cannot be done, field checkouts are
substituted.

During simulator checkouts, the environment established at the
beginning of the exercise closely resembles the actual plant.
More specifically:

- The UFO undergoing examination is assisted by a trainee in the
simulator. The instructor is located in the instructor
facility and responds to calls for field operations (eg,
opening valves, taking samples and doing chemical
analyses ...). A Shift Supervisor (usually a trainee) is
available for consultation and approval of specific activities
in accordance with the procedures.

- All normal control room procedures are available for
consultation.

- The current unit status is identified by the instructor through
a turnover procedure.

- The exercise is conducted in a continuous fashion and
discussions are only held at the end.

Appendix A contains an example of a simulator checkout record
form in use at the Eastern Nuclear Training Centre. The intent
of this form is not to reproduce the operating procedures but to:
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- identify the key areas which must be monitored and evaluated to
ensure that the evaluation standard for each candidate is
consistently applied by the instructors.

- maintain a record of the individual performance for later
review and possible audits by the AECB.

At the end of the exercise, the instructor will ask specific
questions related to operator actions and unit response again to
confirm that the candidate has a good understanding of the
procedure. A feedback session is then held and remedial training
identified if necessary.

Integrated Plant Operation

This portion of the program deals with overall unit control,
non-standard operation of individual systems, overall unit
upsets and emergency plant procedure training. In contrast with
standard operation, the operator would execute these procedures
only when a certain combination of alarms and indications
identify the need for action. Therefore, the emphasis during
this program is on diagnostics and emergency procedures.

Training Delivery Strategy

A group of 6 Unit First Operator and Shift Supervisor candidates
participate first in a classroom session at the beginning of each
day where an instructor will discuss the following :

- the alarms and indications used to positively identify the
event.
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- the consequences of taking no action.

- the operating procedure, the operator actions and the reasons
for them.

- the expected unit response.

- the role of the field operators and authorized staff during the
event.

NOTE : If the number of candidates is greater than 6, the program
duration is adjusted accordingly.

The group will then be divided into smaller groups generally one
candidate acting as Unit First Operator, one candidate acting as
panel assistant and the Shift Supervisor candidate acting as
Shift Supervisor in accordance with nornal control room
staffing. Each group will then participate in a simulator
exercise where the instructor using the approved operating
procedures will:

- initiate the malfunction to illustrate the alarms and
indications.

- demonstrate the control room actions and identify the field
actions required.

- identify the key parameters to be monitored to ensure the unit
is responding as required.

- identify the communication required both in the control room
and in the field during execution of this procedure.
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- identify the need for logging, records ...

Depending on the difficulty and urgency of this task as
identified in the job analysis, each UFO candidate may be
required to perform this exercise. Only approved operating
documents are used during the exercises. At the end a review

session is held with the instructor asking appropriate questions
to ensure the candidates clearly understand the procedure and
their role.

Assessment Strategy - Unit First Operators

Our assessment strategy includes both written tests and simulator
checkouts.

Written checkouts are used mostly to verify a trainee's
understanding of the intent of specific actions in operating
procedures and the potential consequences of not taking any
actions.

Simulator checkouts are used to determine a trainee's ability in
the following areas:
- diagnostic skills
- operating skills
- communication skills
- ability to assess and monitor overall unit status
- ability to direct control room and field activities
- overall knowledge of operating procedures.

As in the standard operator portion of the program, the simulator
environment closely resembles the plant during these exercises.
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Appendix B contains an example of a simulator checkout record
form in use at the Eastern Nuclear Training Centre. During the
exercise, it is possible for the instructor to introduce certain
malfunctions to increase complexity and thereby diversify the
exercise. These additional complications/additions are
identified in the checkout.

At the end of a checkout, the instructor will ask specific
questions related to diagnostics and unit response again to
confirm that the candidate has a good understanding of the
procedure. A feedback session is then held and remedial training
identified as required.

Assessment Strategy - Shift Supervisors

The strategy for SS candidates differs from that of the UFO
because he is not expected to carry out panel operation in the
plant. Written checkouts are used to test knowledge and
understanding of procedures. Simulator checkouts are also used
but the assessment is limited to the following areas:

- ability to diagnose an event. This is achieved by initiating a
malfunction and with no operator intervention and freezing the
simulator once the SS candidate completes his diagnostic. He
will then identify to the instructor -

a) the operating manual procedure to be followed;

b) the initial steps or actions which must be taken by the UFO
with rationale for these;
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c) the expected unit behavior in response to automatic and
operator actions;

d) the rationale used to reach these conclusions based on the
alarms and indications.

- ability to monitor overall unit response and trend critical
safety parameters. This is achieved by asking questions during
an exercise.

No specific simulator checkout record has been developed but a
log of the candidate's performance is maintained in the above
areas. We believe that the simulator could be effectively used
to assess the performance of SS candidates in other areas. For
example :

- ability to properly review specific activities and approve
specific steps (eg, reset a reactor trip, block emergency
coolant injection system operation. . .).

- ability to review proposed deviation from operating procedures
and within the limit of his authority as defined in operating
policies and principles approve the deviation.

- ability to review and approve maintenance activities required
in support of operation.

At this time, further development in this area is awaiting the
results of the job analysis for this position. Currently
training and assessment in this area is conducted on shift. The
crew Shift Supervisor conducts the assessment by completing a
series of field checkouts.
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Refresher Training

The history of excellent performance of the C Aas'D U units results
in the fact that operating staff are not called upon to respond

to major upsets or maneuvers frequently. It is, however,
essential that when they are required to, they do it quickly and
competently in accordance with procedures.

Full-scope simulators have proven to be a valuable tool for
maintaining this expertise. The program in place since 1973 for
multi unit stations has the following features :

- two one-week sessions for each crew every year.

- mandatory attendance for the key operating staff (Shift
Supervisor, Shift Operating Supervisor, Unit First Operator).

- review of a defined list of ma]or upsets and maneuvers as
listed in Table 6.

NOTE : Refresher training is not a regulatory requirement in
Canada.

This program is conducted with a group of 2 to 3 operators and
the Shift Supervisor present. It is an opportunity for the
existing staff to review the procedures, practice the diagnostic
skills and respond to these major malfunctions as a team.
Overall performance is assessed by the Shift Supervisor assisted
by the instructors. Any need for remedial training is identified

to station management.

The job analysis reenforced the need for periodic refresher.
Considering the high performance of the CAWDU system, this is not
surprising.
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Table 6

Refresher Training Exercises

Unit startup and shutdown.
Reactor trip.
Turbine trip.
Loss of Class IV power.
Loss ,of Low Pressure Servicewater.
Loss of Feedwater.
Loss of Coolant.
Loss of Regulation.
Dual Loss of Computer.
Main Steam Line Break.
Heat Transport Relief Valve Open Spuriously.
Boiler Tube Leak

Development work for the refresher program for Unit First
Operators has only recently started. The improvements being
considered include the following:

1. A larger number of operating procedures including standard
operation should be performed.

2. Periodic review of certain policies, operating constraints,
administrative procedures, guidelines and rational behind
procedures should be carried out.

3. The refresher training should be expanded to involve field
activities and Control Room activities in the plant.
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Use of Full-Scope Simulators for Operating Procedure Validation

Up to a few years ago, we discouraged the use of full-scope
simulator for the purpose of verifying and validating operating
procedures.

In the simulator, certain station systems are modelled using
simplified equations which still give a proper representation cf
the actual system behaviour for the existing operating procedures
but does not guarantee accurate response if the procedure is
changed drastically. Since the accuracy of these models is not
as good as the design and safety analysis models, we wanted to
avoid engineers relying on the simulator behaviour for the
production of procedures. On the other hand, if during training,
a specific procedure was found deficient and the simulator logic
or process model appeared correct, then the engineer responsible
for this procedure was asked to investigate. With the
introduction of refresher training and emergency operating
procedures at each plant, we also found that some of these
procedures, although technically correct could only be executed
with a great deal of difficulty. The problems ranged from
inadequate prioritizing of activities at the beginning of an
upset, (eg. too many minor actions and checks resulting in the
operator loosing sight of overall unit behaviour), to
insufficient detail so that operator actions for complex
activities were not available. This resulted in feedback to the
individual plant who remedied the problems.

Clearly the simulator is an extremely useful tool in validating
emergency procedures but the actual procedure content must first
be determined by the technical staff based on safety analyses.
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The operating staff using the simulator can then verify that -

1. Indicators and controls identified in the procedure are
available and can be operated as indicated.

2. The sequencing and prioritizing of activities is such that
the operator can always maintain an overview of the unit
status.

3. Sufficient staff both in the Control Room and in the field
are always available to carry out the procedures as written.

4. the actions and checks required including the decision points
are clear and can be reliably executed by the operating staff
without error due to misunderstanding.

5. The roles and responsibilities of the staff, (eg. Unit First
Operator, Shift Supervisor), are clearly identified.

6. The procedure identifies all the necessary actions and checks
to take the unit to a safe stable state where further
operations are then carried out in accordance with the normal
procedures.

The station operating staff are now responsible for the review
and will use the full-scope simulator to assist them.
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SUMMARY

From the information presented above, it can be seen that Ontario

Hydro is committed to the use of full-scope simulators for
operator training. The continued reliability of CANDU units with
low forced outage rate attributable to operating errors is an
indication of a good simulator program. But over and above
economic reasons, the simulator program contributes to the safe
operation of our plant. This was demonstrated in 1983 on Unit 2
at Pickering MGS-A. The unit was successfully shutdown and
cooled following a pressure tube rupture without the need for
automatic safety system action in accordance with a procedure
normally executed on the simulator as part of refresher
training.

Nevertheless, we continue to monitor the performance of our staff
on the job and look for improvements for the simulator program.
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APPENDIX A
PICKERING MGS-A

CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT (SIMULATOR CHECKOUTS!

Level 2 - Part A
Candidats : Data:
Objective: To start-up Live Steam Reheat System
Refaranca: CM -il 130-^. 2 SCO: Rer.eat - T!
Star-ing
Refarancs: Heat Transport System is raacy to be //armed up.

Actions

1 . Pre-checks

2. Procedure

Details of
Action Requirad

Insure Reheat System is
ready (fiald operations)*
- !^2 blanketing isolated
- Air warming shutdown
- Manual Valve positions

correct
- support system available

- Isolating valves of R/H
bundle(s) open

- Selact R/H drains level
control CV

- open main isolating valves

- Check vent valve(s) open *
- Select R/H drains pumps to

operate correctly
- Check quenching flow *

- Check for correct
operation of R/H drains
level control CV *

M Questions

[What decides
the number of
bundles valved
in? Why?]
[What is
normally
done?]
[How is the
procedure
different if
HTS is "hot"?]

[At what point
MV208 opens?]

Action
Comoletac

'Items ^[Monitoring/Inspection] may be verified
feedback interview.

by observation or during

FEEDBACK/ASSESSMENT :

INSTRUCTOR:
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APPENDIX B

EASTERN WCLZAR TRAINING CENTRE

SIMULATOR CHECKOUT - LEVEL 2 SYSTEMS - OPERATORS
PNGS- 'A ' - INTEGRATED SYSTEMS OPERATION

Turbine Boilers and Auxiliary Systems

Reheat 41130

Candida te ' s Name

Ins t ruc tor ' s Name

Date of Checkout

Initial Unit Conditions: Unit at Full Power steady state (Anvil page 22, line 1)

Mature of Upset/Malfunction: Reheat 4113-TX1 high level (AN302)

Fault Input by Instructor

Reheat 4113-CV405, 406 fail closed (Anvil page 432, line 34)

Yes N£
Were approved additional malfunctions used? ,—. ,—
(See Appendix A to this Simulator checkout) I—1 I—!
Performance Objectives
Upon input of fault and energizing of AN302 alarm condition, the candidate will
be expected to,

Recognize receipt of AN302

Identify the cause of AN302 by referencing the appropriate operating
manual

Identify the appropriate procedure to be followed in response to the
cause

- perform the identified procedure
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Applicable Operating Manual Procedures
* OM 41130-6 - Operator action upon receipt of AN302
* OM 41130-5.1.1 - Isolate flooded reheat system on power

OM 41130-5.2 - Turbine operating restrictions vith partial or total loss of
reheat

* indicates a mandatory test item

Prepared by:
M. Bonner
Training Supervisor
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre

Approved by:
R. Dymotid
Training Superintendent (Acting)
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre
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Yes N£
1.0 Diagnos t ics ( re f OM 4113-6)

- Did ehe candidate ( p r o m p t l y ) r a c o g n i z a r a c a i o t 3f —; ,—_
A N 3 0 2 ? ' — '_:

- Did :he cand ida t s co r rac t ly i d e n t i f y the cause — ——
of A1I302 and , (as a minimum) —! '—

V e r i f y oocn reheat drains pumps running — —.
( s t a t u s l ights, aotor .Yaps; '— —

- V e r i f v z a r o reheat i rains f l o w _o '^oilers — _,
(d i so la^ rompue-2 r A/ ' I 1103^ — \—

~ V e r i f y boiler levels reduc ing — ;—.
( G / M level aeters, recorders) —i !—1

Was correct diagnosis of cause completed in a tinieiy — ,—.
manner? 1—1 —!

Ins t ruc to r Comments

NOTE : See Appendix 3 for d iagnost ics re la ted quest ions :o be asked
fo l lowing exercise complet ion ( r e f Appendix 3 i tem 1 . 0 )

2.0 Opera tor Act ions (OM 4113-5.1.1)

MOTE ; OM specifically states in preamble t h a t , wi th r ega rds 10 tnis
u p s e t , ( ie , r e h e a t e r f l o o d i n g ) O p e r a t o r ac t ion mus t begin a t
s tep 4 of the procedure .

Did the candidate,

Select/check, handswitch selected for b o t h CV ' s ? I—: '—

- Shutdown running reheater drains pumps — —,
(to close MV2Q8 anc mnimize r e h e a t s r f l o o d i n g / ? '— '—

- Close r e h e a t a r isolat ing valves MV1/7 (as per s t e p 4)? '—1 I—1

- Ad 'us t boiler level con t ro l le r s , to main ta in nortnal — _
level? _ ! '

Reques t jumper t o ensure M V 9 8 / 9 9 b o t h o p e n ?
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Yes No

Request jumper to open s taan drain bypass valves — |—.
' ^<V 7 " 0 ' ~ IT " q ^ ° 1 '__ —•^..i ' , - J i - - j J- J > --i <- - y

- deduce Rx power (via 3.C3/RÄS) by 3% of 7?? L-J —

acnitor turbine operation for operational treads — —,
vhich rnay limit continued high power operation? '— '—

- vas applicable OH procedure correctly referenced :— —
in a timely aanner'1 —. '—

Instr-jctor Commencs

NOTE : See Appendix 3 item 2.0 for Operator action related questions to
be asked following exercise completion.

3.0 Overall Unit Monitoring

Did the candidate effectively monitor overall unit conditions during
exercise?

i—i nMonitor for correct reactor power reduction !—1 i—

- Monitor generator output reduction '—! L

- Monitor unit annunciations (both printers and (—. p
D CCI WAND) _J L_

Instructor Comments

.0 Notifications

Did tne candidate effectively and in a timely fashion
notify,

snift supervision?

system supervision

Instructor Comments
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.'es No

5.0 Use of Resource ?3r3onnel

Did candidate nocif7 and effective!/ use/instruct
and request :aedbac:< from,

Shift Maintenance personnel regarding,

Jumper for opening of 4 i13-MV98/99 ana — —
bypass MV's?' — '—
Jieia Operators regarding,

Confirmation :hat (7/̂ 05/̂ 06 closed? —! '—'

Control Room panel assistants regarding

G |—:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ ___ !—!

Instructor Comments _______________________________

6 .0 Candidate Performance Grading
n r~<- were checkout objectives successfully acnievea? '—1 i—

Comments

Instructor's Signature

Candidate's Signature
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APPENDIX A TO SIMULATOR. CHECKOUT

The following additional malfunctions have been approved for use as an
Instructor option to give added scope to this checkout.

ïes Mp_
1) 4LL3-MV1 fails as is. (Anvil page ^32, line L4)

If used, ehe fol lowing additional O p e r a t o r response
is to be notsd,

i ;
- did Opera to r recognise MVL f a i l u r e ? —1 '—:

- did Opera tor a f f ec t i ve ly use Cont ro l Mtca /F te ld —. .—,
Operators to close MVL? '—i '—'.

2) 4LL3-PM1 trip and no start (Anvil page 432, line 15)

If- used, the following additional Ope ra to r response is
to be noted,

- did Operator recognize PI fai lure? I—1 I—I

- did Operator clear associated alarsi indicators in a .—. —.
timely manner? ' I—! I—!

- did Operator effectively use Control Mtce/Field
Opera tors to restore PI availability D D
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APPENDIX 3 TO SIMULATOR CHECKOUT

Questions Co be ask.ed following completion of exercise.

I.0 Diagnostics related questions

Was candidate able to adequately describe,'explain,

a) Coincident receipt of AN30<^? 'standby raheat nump

Yes No

b; The f a - l owing addit ional ind ica tors of rehea t
f lood ing

- rehea t t empera tu re change?

governor valve pos i t ion change?

f e e d w a t a r f low change?

feedwa te r CV signal?

c) The reason why boiler levels were noted to be
reducing.

2.0 Operator action related questions

Was candidate able to adequately describe/explain

the reason for shutting down the
running reheater drains pumps?

wny both of MV98/99 are required
to open?

reason why reactor power reduction
is required?

restrictions wnicn have potential
:o limit continued high power
o Deration?

n GG G
D
D
D

D
G

D
G

D
n

G G
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TRAINING SIMULATOR FOR PWR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT IN JAPAN

Y. MASUDA, S. WAKABAYASHI, K. SASAKI
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation,
Kobe, Japan

Abstract

Tho configuration of training simulators for PWR nuclear power plant
operators is presented, consisting of a full replica simulator and a basic
principle compact simulator. Their outline and characteristics are givc-n in
detail. Tho paper then describes the primary system model which is actually
divided in two parts: the dynamic and the control models. Through the dynamic
models 11 systems are simulated which are operated in the central control
room. Tho training and retraining of staff is carried out at a Nuclear
Training Conter arid includes beginners as well as senior staff.

1. Introduction

It is well known that the training by simulator has been adopted

since a long ago and the effect is larger.

In Japan, as the commercial operation of PWR, BWR started, the

training by simulator began in 1974. Especially since the TMI

incident, the importance of the simulator training has been

recognized, and the simulator has been necessary not only for the

normal operation but also for the abnormal or accident conditions.

So, we have provided the replica simulator and the basic principle

compact simulator for operators training since 1984 in the nuclear

field.

This paper describes the model characteristics, how to use these

simulators for training and also the approach to an advanced

simulator.
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2. Outline of Training Simulators

Outline and characteristics of the replica and compact simulator are

described as follows.

Recently, we provided the replica simulator modeled the Takahama

Unit No.3 plant of Kansai Electric Power Company.

It simulates the whole systems necessary for training, has same

control boards and other control cabinets as of the real plant, and

also has such a function as the reduction of brightness in the

control room according to the plant status. It is used not only for

operator's training but also for the qualification test of nuclear

power plant operators.

This simulator consists of three computers, the instructor console
and various control cabinets such as the reactor control board, the

turbine-generator control board, the nuclear instrumentation cabinet
and so on.

The computers are used for the model programs, for the panel

interface and interlock programs, and for CRT display, respectively.

In the CRT display computer, also the functions of the plant

computer system are simulated and plant monitoring functions are
enhanced. Initial conditions of the simulator are the cold shut

down, the hot shut down, the post-trip and so on for BOL, MOL and

EOL, respectively. So, we can start the training from almost

necessary plant conditions. About abnormal or accident conditions,

approximately 150 malfunctions are provided. They include equipment

failures such as the pressurizer press detector abnormality to LOCA,

SGTR. Troubled point or size and sequential combinations of same

malfunctions can be predetermined by request.

As mentioned above, this simulator can be used for wider training.
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On the other hand, the compact simulator is used for the supplement
of the replica on the training. It simulates the main systems

necessary to understand the plant performance principle, and then

makes understanding of the whole plant and simulator operation

easier than the replica. So, it is used for education of beginners

unfamiliar with the nuclear power plant and also for the preparation

and the review of the replica training.
Basic configuration of the compact is same as of the replica, and it

consists of computers, an instructor console and a control board.

The control board is the compact of 2.5 meters wide from the view

point of understanding of the whole plant and the operability. On

the board provided are switches, control stations, indicators, CRTs

instead of recorders. The compact is nearly equal to the replica

regarding the initial conditions or malfunctions. So, it enables

the simulation of accidents such as LOCA or SGTR.

3. Simulation model & estimation

Plant dynamics of the replica as well as the compact is composed of

Physical-mathematic model in principle. In this paper the primary

system model, which shows the typical characteristics of a nuclear

power plant simulator, is described.

The primary system model is divided into two models : the dynamic

models and the control models. The dynamic models calculate the

plant parameters such as temperatures, pressures, flows etc., and

includes :

Reactor core
- Primary coolant system

- Safety injection system

Residual heat removal system
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Chemical volume control system

- Containment spray system

Component cooling water system

Sea water system

- Containment vessel system

etc.

Altogether 11 systems are simulated, which are operated in the

central control room. The control model is not described here

because it simulates the logic sequence of the reference plant which

is the same as that of power plants in general.

The primary system model is further subdivided according to their

functions as shown in Fig.l. At each subdivided block, various

parameters are calculated to be sent to other blocks. In this way

the simulation makes the whole plant phenomena look as if it were

real.

^3) Pressuf i ier l e v e l conlrol syslem
IRod conlrol syslem

Pressuhief p r e s s u r e conlrol syslem

FeedMQler cont ro l sys lem
(|)5leom dump conlrol s y s l e m
(6) Turbine conlrol s y s l e m ~

Amiliojy comoj?nenl cont ro l s
Sa fe l y p ro tec t i on syi iem
Moin component segue nee logic
Auxi l ia ry component sequence logic

High pressure
lurbln e

rf0fT\

Low
1

1

Low p r e s s u r e
tu f bine

Reac to r core k inet ic*

Xenon

•

Decoy

Neul
kin«

Boron thermal
regenera t ion
s y s t e m

Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of Replica Simulator Model (PWR)
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(1) Reactor Core Model

The three main functions of the reactor core model are to
calculate neutron flux distribution, thermal transfer from

source to coolant and parameters of nuclear instrumentation.

In neutron flux distribution calculation, following two nuclear

dynamic characteristic equations which include delayed neutrons

are calculated by dividing the core axially and also by taking

account of the control rod position, moderator temperature,

fuel pin temperature and the reaction rate change caused by
poisons such as xenon, etc.

- • -r- * = f (l-ß)-v-I,ii-£v d t k . t a + I A.-c. - v-J + S (1)j_ i

In heat calculation, total heat is calculated in such a way
i

that generated heat per a nuclear fission is multiplied by the

number of nuclear fissions which are calculated form total

neutron flux in the core.

Qn = F.Vc-k-Ef*n (3)
The decay heat is also simulated.

(2) Reactor Coolant System Model
The main functions of the reactor coolant system model are to

calculate the circulation flow determined by the reactor
coolant pump characteristic and also to calculate temperatures

of various parts of the system by heat transfer. It is assumed
that the reactor coolants are always in subcool state.
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The circulation flow in the normal condition or in the

naturally circulated condition is calculated from pump head and

tube pressure loss.

In the temperature calculation, each loop is divided into six

blocks and the reactor container into four blocks. In this way

temperature distribution is calculated in detail.
Heat radiation from various parts and heat generation by the

reactor coolant pump are also considered.

Thus, the reactor coolant enthalpy is obtained by solving the
energy balance equation (A). Using the enthalpy obtained, the

pressurized water temperature is obtained from the steam table.

£ (HRCS'MRCS) = W I 'H I - wo'HRCs + QIN - QOUT <*)

(3) Pressurizer System Model
;

The main function of the pressurizer system model is to

calculate the temperature, pressure, and water level in the

pressurizer.
The model also simulates the surge flow caused by volume change

of the reactor coolant. The flashing and condensating effects

of the heater, spray, relief valve and safety valve are also
simulated, and the transient behabiour between the vapour-phase

and liquid-phase is simulated.

il (HPR-MpR) = QPR + fflPR1.MPRI + y .V-PpR (5)

The pressure is solved as a satulated pressure corresponding to
the specific volume of the steam. In this way, the transient
pressure caused by abrupt water level change can also be

calculated.
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(4) Steam Generator System Model

The main functions of the steam generator model is to calculate

the heat transfer between the reactor coolant and the secondary

feedwater and main steam, and the pressure and water level in the

vessel. The heat transfer is obtained by multiplying

logarithmic mean temperature difference between the primary

side and the secondary side by the heat transfer coefficient

and transfer area. The heat transfer coefficient is a function

of the mean temperature difference and the transfer area is a

function of water level.

So the two quantities accurately express the heat transfer

change in output change and water level change respectively.

QSG = f!(AT)-f2(LSG)-AT (6)
where

f. : function of heat-transfer coefficient

f : function of heat-transfer area
The pressure inside the vessel is solved by using the energy

and mass balance equations which are used to calculate pressure

under satulate conditions.
The water level inverse response when the steam flow changes is

also simulated.

(5) Simulation Performance and its Estimation
The accuracies of these simulation modes under the static

condition and the dynamic condition were confirmed to be meet

the standard "ANSI/ANS-3.5" by following test items,

(i) Static Test

Main Parameters in the simulator are compared with the

design data in the following static conditions :
1) Rated load condition
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2) 50% load condition

3) Critical condition

A) Hot shut down condition

5) Cold shut down condition
etc.

(ii) Dynamic test

The simulator is operated according to the operation

procedure from the cold shutdown state to the rated and back

to the cold shutdown, manual trip and cut off the load.

During the operation, transient phenomena are adjusted so

that they act smoothly and they show the same data as in the

static condition when they move on to the static condition.

Fig.2 shows the parameter characteristics in transient from
100% rated load condition to 50% instantly.

Each parameter characteristics of simulated result behave as

experimental data from a real plant.
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(iii) Malfunction test
The simulator performance at the time of malfunctions is

compared to the analyzed data of the same accidents solved

by non-homogeneous, non-equilibrium model. The plant

parameters are checked and adjusted so that they show the

same performance as in the analyzed data. For example, in

the vapor phase partion rapture of the pressurizer, the

extent of rupture can be selected arbitrarily and in its

extreme case, the loop is saturated.

This case is similar to the TMI-2 incident in the behavior

of the pressurizer, displaying the rise of water level in

the pressurizer. In case the temperatures of various parts

of the loop approaches the saturate temperature

corresponding to the pressurizer pressure, the void effect

is considered and simulated. Owing to the void effect the

primary coolant volume in the loop increases.

This causes the surge flow to the pressurizer. Finally the

pressurizer water level rises until the pressurizer is full.

Fig.3 shows the parameter characteristics in malfunction

"Pressurizer vapor phase rapture similar to the TMI-2 case.
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In this case, too, each parameter characteristics of

simulated result behave as data of TMI-2 incident.

Operator Training

In Japan, these are 2 types of the nuclear power plant, PWR and BWR.

So, operators training is performed in the Nuclear Training Center
(for PWR) and the BWR Training Center, respectively. We provided

the simulators for the Nuclear Training Center (NTC).

The training at NTC covers from beginners to seniors as shown on the

Table 1.
Table 1. Training course of replica simulator

C O U R S E P E R I O D C O N T E N T S

BEGINNER'S COURSE 22W NORMAL START-UP/SHUT-DOWN
BASK OPERATION TO ABNORMAL

GENERAL CLASS 10 DAYS NORMAL i ABNORMAL OPERATION FOR
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS

SENIOR CLASS 5 DAYS BE SUILLED FOR ABNORMAL OR
EMERGENCY OPERATION

MANAGER'S COURSE 5 DAYS OPERATION DECISION IN ABNORMAL
STATE

FAMILY TRAINING 1 DAY MAKE A COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
MEMBERS OF A CREW

The beginner's course in the full course including lecture of the

basic performance principle of PWR and a simulator training. The

term is about 22 weeks. At the simulator training, 3 operators
consist of a crew (One of them is a supervisor, the remaining 2

operators are for the primary system and for the secondary system,

respectively), and the term is 8 weeks.
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The re-training course is performed for operators having experiences

at real plants, and makes them experience some abnormal or emergency

plant conditions, which they seldom meet at real plants, to maintain

their skill at the highest level.

The general and the senior are short-termed courses, on which

operators can learn operation methods at abnormal or emergency

conditions and also some of the reactor theory or plant dynamics.

The manager's course makes him lean some decision - making skill at

abnormal or emergency conditions. Moreover, there is a family

training course, which enhances a team-work of a crew, especially at

abnormal conditions. Accordingly, for inexperienced or unskilled

operators, training points are based on learning of predetermines

operation procedures, which are skill-based or rule-based. On the

other hand for supervisors, training points are based on enhancement

of ability of decision-making by themselves against

double-malfunctions or pre-set sequential malfunctions.

5. Model Improvement
We described the model properties of this simulator above. After

this, the physical model can deal with two phase flow will need to

be developed. An off-scenario training such as the compound

malfunctions or the misoperation can be carried out, when the two

phase condition occur in the reactor coolant system. Therefore we

have been developing a simulation code of PWR plant, NUPAC-I

(Nuclear Plant Analyzer Code-1). This code consists of a reactor

coolant system model, steam generator model and reactor thermal

model. The fast-running methods are adopted in this code,

considering real time capability as a simulator. Main features of

this code as follows.
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(1) The hydrodynamic model is basically formulated on the condition

of homogeneous equilibrium mixture model. In the pressurizer

and the dome of steam generator, a nonequilibrium model is

adopted.

(2) Node-junction method is applied, so we can designate nuclear

power plant by the input data. We show noding diagram of RCS

in Fig.4 as a example.

STtAM GENERATOR

J22

PRESSURIZE* STEAM CENCRATOH

Rv , .SPRAT ,.

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of reactor coolant system model

(3) The basic simulation model consists of mass, energy and

momentum conservations in each node-junction. Semi-implicit

method is adopted to solve time evaluation.i
(4) A leak flow model uses the ZALOUDECK's correlation at the

subcooled condition, the MOODY1s correlation at the two phase

condition.

(5) Simultaneous equations are solved with the skyline method which

is effectively used for fast computation.
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(6) Time step At is controlled by the material transport COURANT

limit and the mass error criterion, between the density

obtained from a steam table and that linearized as function of

pressure and enthalpy.

(7) The thermodynamic states of the fluid are approximated with the

table-fitting method of which data are elaborated by use of

analytical state equations in RELAP-5.

It is an important thing to educate the trainee effective as well as

to improve the models.
Then we are improving a simulate which applied A/I software.

The advanced simulator will have following functions.

(1) It will be able to answer some questions from operators such as

a question related to a dynamic behavior after an accident.i
(2) It will make it easier to change a simulation model to enable

operators to understand it more.

Using this simulator, the operator or trainee can make or grow up a

mental model in his mind, then he will be able to do the

knowledge-based behavior when he encount an accident or abnormal

state of the plant.

6. Conclusion

The configuration of a training simulator for PWR nuclear power
plant operators have been introduced.

We firmly believe that the simulator will contribute to the safety

operation of nuclear power plants and further we will produce the

more effective and useful training simulator to the operators.
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UPGRADING SIMULATOR SOFTWARE TO IMPROVE
RESPONSE FOR EMERGENCY TRAINING

D. SAPHIER
Soreq Nuclear Research Center,
Israel Atomic Energy Commission,
Yavne, Israel

Abstract

The l imitat ions of some of the older s imulators used to-day for operator

training are presented. The requirements for an advanced simulator for

operator emergency t r a i n i n g are o u t l i n e d . A method to u p g r a d e and test

the simulator software is presented. This method uses a special purpose

s i m u l a t i o n language by w h i c h both the s imu la to r and the p l a n t can be

simulated, ver i f ied and upgraded.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many of the national nuclear regulatory agencies today require the use of

nuclear power p lant s imula to rs in the t r a i n i n g program of power p l an t

operators. In v i e w of the lessons learned f r o m some of the more severe

reactor accidents in the past, and the response of the operators d u r i n g

these events, these requirements were stiffened. Most of the regulatory

agencies now also requ i re pe r iod ica l refresher t r a i n ing courses u s i n g

appropr ia te s imulators . Good examples are the U.S. 10 CFR, par t 50 and

the many additions (i.e. § ij 50.200-50.23^ and others) and a revised

Regulatory Guide LI '49, "Nuclear Power Plant Simulation Faci l i t ies for Use

in Operator License Examina t ions . " These enhancements , r e v i s i o n s and

a d d i t i o n s have a common goal , to i m p r o v e operator response d u r i n g

emergency condit ions by repea ted ly exerc i s ing emergency cond i t i ons on

simulators.
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H o w e v e r , m a n y of the s i m u l a t o r s ope ra t ing today, e i ther in t r a i n i n g

centers or on-site at the power plants, are machines bui l t 10 to 20 years

ago, and do not h a v e s u f f i c i e n t c a p a b i l i t y for s i m u l a t i n g m a n y of the

emergency conditions included in today's advanced training requirements.

2. SOME OF THE SIMULATOR LIMITATIONS

The cost of an a d v a n c e d s imula to r can be up to $20 m i l l i o n w h i c h may be

p r o h i b i t i v e for m a n y of the u t i l i t i e s . Therefore in order to meet the

demand for emergency training many of the simulators in use today have to

be modified and upgraded. However companies that produce simulators are

not very eager to upgrade their old machines. Quite often the personnel

that developed the original software is not available and the necessary

modification can become a time consuming and expensive process. The major

l imi ta t ions of some of the existing older simulators are as follows:

1. L i m i t e d n u m b e r of emergency cond i t ions and accidents tha t can be

simulated.

2. The neutronic, thermohydraulic, control and logical models bui l t into

the s i m u l a t o r were in tended m a i n l y for opera t ional t rans ients and

cannot a d e q u a t e l y represent the p l an t response under a v a r i e t y of

emergency conditions.

3. The computer associated with the simulator does not have suf f ic ient

capac i ty and speed to s i m u l a t e some of the emergency condi t ions in

real time.

JJ. Many of the real time simulat ion programs are written in some specific

machine or assembly language to increase execution eff iciency and are

often very d i f f i c u l t or impossible to modify.
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5. Existing mathematical models in the simulator were not verified Tor
the wide range of transients existing under some emergency conditions.

6. After several years of operation the simulator often does not reflect
all the changes that were introduced into the physical plant. It is
-also very difficult to verify that the changes introduced reflect the
actual changed mode in the plant. These changes might include changes
in the physical plant, changes in the plant control system, changes in
the plant logic and changes in operational procedures.

3. OBJECTIVES OF AN ADVANCED SIMULATOR FOR EMERGENCY TRAINING

Simulators can be built for a wide range of applications such as plant
dynamic analysis, evaluation of operating procedures, plant design and
modification, and operator training. In this paper only the requirements
and adequacy of the simulators for operator training are evaluated.

A training simulator is usually made of two major parts: the control
display panels which should resemble the actual power plant control room
as closely as possible, and the computer and the associated software
simulating the power plant operation. In addition there is an interface
connecting the computer to the various display instruments and indicators.
Each simulator training center also includes an instructor station through
which a partricular training exercise is set up, and the responses of the
operator being trained or examined are evaluated.

In order for the simulator to become an effective training tool it should
cover a wide range of the following operating conditions.

1 . Normal operating procedures
2. Abnormal operating conditions
3. Transient operating conditions
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H. Accidents
5. -Severe accident conditions.

Most of the simulators have built-in procedures for conditions 1 to 3 and
some accident sequences, but very few can handle severe accidents.

The simulator should be capable of operating at normal real time operating
speed. It should be able to freeze the status of the plant condition, so
that the operator can study and understand all plant indicators as they
exist at a particular time in a transient. It should be able to operate
in slow motion to enhance operator understanding of the plant behavior.
It should be able to retrace, i.e. to replay, an executed procedure
including the operator response in order to analyze and evaluate the
trainee responses to a particular set of conditions. The instructor
should be able to initiate any faulty, abnormal and emergency conditions.
To achieve the above requirements the simulation software package should
optimally have the following features:
1 - A versatile standard simulation program

a » to describe the plant dynamics (neutronics, thermodynamics,
hydraulics, and control)

b - to describe the plant logic (alarm, warning, status, and control
functions)
This software should be as close to reality as possible.

2 - An easyr-to^use software package having a modular structure for ease of
modification and replacement.

3 - The capability of setting up different plant configurations
4 - The capability of setting up different control systems and control

strategies
5 - Capability of modeling operator response
6 - Verified models for all the operating conditions listed above, and if

necessary, different models for different operating conditions.
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There still remain several unanswered questions with regard to operator

t r a in ing procedures. It is not clear, for example , whether one s h o u l d

stress memorizing operation procedures or enhancing the understanding of

the dynamic processes that might lead to accidents. How closely should

the simulator represent the actual plant and in what respect? How should

one e v a l u a t e the per formance of the operator <- are there any o b j e c t i v e

cr i ter ia? How to deal w i t h m a n y minor accidents , h a v i n g many rea l and

fa lse a l a rms that migh t lead to a major accident? These and other

quest ions can be answered on ly w i t h more experience and w i t h the

avai labi l i ty of advanced training simulators.

JJ. A METHODOLOGY FOR IMPROVING AND UPGRADING SIMULATOR SOFTWARE

To cure some of the s imu la to r problems presented in Sect ion 2 and to

a c h i e v e the ob jec t ives presented in Section 3 a n o v e l approach to

simulator software development and upgrading is proposed. The basic idea

is the use of a special purpose simulat ion language^1 ) which is capable of

both simulating the actual power plant at a high level of sophistication

and " s i m u l a t i n g the s i m u l a t o r " , as d e f i n e d by the s i m u l a t i o n s o f t w a r e

produced by the simulator vendor.

By e x e c u t i n g both s i m u l a t i o n s in p a r a l l e l , in part icular for emergency

cond i t ions , areas of d i screpancy can be i d e n t i f i e d . The s i m u l a t o r

software can then be appropriately upgraded using the simulat ion language

so f tware package. This u p g r a d i n g process is s imp le since the proposed

s i m u l a t i o n language, - the D S N P ( 2 ~ 3 ) is a b l o c k - o r i e n t e d m o d u l a r

simulation package by which a large variety of power plants at d i f ferent

levels of sophistication can be simulated. An addi t ional feature of the

DSNP - namely its language translation capabili ty ^ can then be used to

generate the necessary new or upgraded software for the specific computer

employed in the s i m u l a t o r . To a c h i e v e th is t r ans l a t i on process i t is
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necessary to def ine a set of t ranslat ion rules between the DSNP language

and the specific language used by the s imula tor computer. This task can

be performed using the specif ic DSNP features.

The f l o w c h a r t of the proposed process is p resen ted in f i g . 1. The

DSNP s imu la t i on language has by now been used to s imula te a large va r ie ty

of nuclear power p l an t s (^~5) and has an extens ive l ibrary of modules of

Define transients
accidents and emergency

conditions to be simulated

Develop a DSNP
simulation of the

slmula tor

Upgrade SIMULATOR
models, logic

etc .

Define DSNP
to SIMULATOR

translation rules

Check new
SIMULATOR software
on the SIMULATOR
and final time
if necessary

Develop an advanced
DSNP simulation
pro^ran for the

nuclear power plant

Verif> simulation
against knou-n

data and results of
best-estimate t odes

Fig. 1, Flowchart to generate upgraded SIMULATOR software for emergency
training using the DSNP simulation language.
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power plant components. The proposed methodology however, is only in its

in i t ia l phases of development and further investments are needed to f u l l y

d e v e l o p the concept and to test i t for a s p e c i f i c s i m u l a t o r u p g r a d e

project.
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Abstract

The full-scope training simulator (l.OKS) for the Loviisa nuclear power
plant was taken into operation 1st October, 1980, and has since then been
used for the training of the control room operators of the two unit power
plant (VVER-440, PWR). According to a co-operation agreement between the
owner of the simulator, Imatran Voima Co (IVO), and the Technical Research
Centre of Finland (VTT), the simulator is used for research purposes, and
VTT also takes part to the development of the models to improve the
simulator capabilities.
The simulator training is divided into two basically different entities;
occasionally given initial training for the new operator candidates and
continuous annual retraining for the existing operating crews. Retraining
is given to each of the twelve crews for a total of two weeks per year. In
the initial training the main emphasis is on the familiarization with the
plant basic dynamics, different subsystems and normal plant operation but
also malfunction situations. In the retraining most of the attention is
devoted to the mastering of the disturbance and emergency situations. Some
of these training sessions may include rather severe accident situations.
To make the true and accurate enough simulation of the emergency and
accident situations possible the simulator capabilities have markedly been
improved during the recent years. The most important improvement has been
the implementation of the two-phase thermohydraulic simulation code SMABRE
to the simulator. This makes it possible to simulate the two-phase
phenomena in the primary circuit during a small break loss-of-coolant
accident until the starting of the core meltdown. Also the containment
model of the simulator will in a near future be replaced with a more
advanced model, which allows a more detailed calculation of the containment
behaviour during LOCA accidents. These improvements have also made the
simulator a proper tool for certain plant disturbance and accident analyses
and e.g. for emergency operating procedure testing and validation etc.
The use of the simulator for research purposes has mainly focused on the
human engineering and man-machine interface aspects of the training and
plant operation. The display and handling of alarms have been studied by
using simulated transients, and the research has given impulses to concrete
improvements in the control room. Another large research project has
concerned the decision support during transients threatening plant safety.
As a part of a comprehensive research plan on "Enhancing the mastery of
work in process operation" statistics about operator errors during
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retraining has been collected and operators intervued to reveal their
internal process images, error mechanisms and sources. Results are then
feeded back t.n the planning of simulator training sessions and other
training methods.

l THE L1JV11SA TRAINING SIMULATOR
The Loviisa nuclear p .wer plant is a two unit, 440 MW pressurized water
reactor plant based nn the Soviet VVFR-440 design. First unit started
commercial operation in 1977 and the second one in 1980. The Loviisa
training simulator (LOKS) was constructed as a joint project between
I;natr-n Voima (IVO) as a buyer, Nokia Electronics as a supplier aid the
Technical Research Centre of Finland as a •••rnyultant. The on-site
simulator is a full-scope plant specific system which has been in use
since October 1980. The control room of the simulator duplicates that of
Loviisa 1 except some panel instruments of minor importance.
The model programs are divided between two PDP-11/70's which execute the
models in parallel. A third computer, a PDP-11/34, is driving output
signals to the control room. A multipirt memory is connected to all three
computers. It contains all the variables (common data base) needed to
communicate between the three computers. The plant computer is also
duplicated al the simulator. The majority of the simulation software is
written in FORTRAN complemented with a FLECS precompiler. The logic of
the itlant automatics is written in macro assembler.
The modelling of the piping networks is accomplished using a software
package called THLF (thermal Hydraulic Load Flow) from Power Technolgy
Inc., USA. Rased on predefined network specification, THLF first
rearranges the network according to the particular situation and then
solves the flows, temperatures, pressures and conductivities inside the
network.
A DBMS (Data Base Management Systyem) package is utilized to facilitate
the use and modification of the communn varables. A special purpose
executive is used both as a debugging tool and as a simulation executive.
It provides an interface between the application programs and the host
computer's operating system (RSX-11M).

2 OPERATOR TRAINING
Both plant units have their own operations staff of six crews. Fach crew
includes three licensed control room operators i.e. shift Supervisor,
reactor operator, and turbine operator. Their operating license is
renewed every two years. Training of the control room operators is
divided into two basically different entities; the initial training of new
operator candidates and continuous annual retrainig for the existing
operating crews.

2.1 Initial training
Because of the low turnover of the staff, only ten new operators have been
trained since the simulator was started in 1980. Operators under initial
training phase spend approximately eight weeks at the simulator, the total
basic training lasting about two years (appendix 1).
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The main emphasis in the initial training lies on the famil iari/.af. ion with
the basic plant dynamics, subsystems, normal plant operations and st'irt jp
and shut down operations but also on disturbance situations. Trainees
also study the emergency instructions and accident analyses.
Disturbance training takes place during the last two-three weeks -jf the
simulator training course when operators are skilled enough. Many of Mv?
disturbances belong to emergency conditions, that means leakages in bol"h
primary and secondary circuits. Especially situations for which ("hero ,ire
written instructions at the actual power plant are included. This kind of
situations are:
* rupture of primary circuit,
* stuck open safety valve of the pressurizer,
* tube rupture in a sheam generator,

* steam pipe rupture and
* loss of feedwatfr.

2.1.1 Characteristics of the in i t i a l training
At the simulator the trainees do not operate completely independently.
Before execises the instructor gives a general lesson about the le.ikages
in primary and secondary circuits and their influence on the plant
behaviour and parameters and how to recognise them, also reforri.ig to the
accident analyses. This is carried out in the simulator control rnun.
Simulator runs are demonstrations in which the trainees participate with
the guidance of the instructor. After a simulator run graphical printout
of twenty preselected process parameters with a five seconds or less time
resolution can be taken and analysed. Almost any of the data base
variables can be selected and one hundred goups prepared in advance. Also
the normal reports of the instructor and process computer reporting system
are available. When using the two-phase flow model an extra report in
table format is available, which gives the states of all the 26 (61) nodes
in the primary circuit. This includes such details as pressures,
temperatures, enthalpies, flows to and from the nodes in liquid and gas
phases, liquid volumes, steam volumes, températures of fuel and cladding
and the water level in the reactor.
In the beginning of the initial training, the trainees are told about the
occurence of large disturbances in advance. The instructor describes the
transient and plant condition to make the follow up easier. In the last
phase the operator candidates must manage by themselves. In these
emergency condition exercises the core meltdown has not been reached.
This means that safety systems has worked sufficiently, or circumstances
have stayed on design bases. This approach has so far been considered to
be complex enough.

2.2 Retrainig
Retraining of the control room staff consists of conducted training and
also selfstudy (appendix 2). Each crew spends yearly two weeks at the
simulator. 80 - 90 % of the simulator training is currently malfunction
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execises, one tenth belongs to subsystem stydy and for the last two years
some special lessons have been included in the program, such as the TMI-2
accident, and theory of natural circulation. Other important PWR-incident
descriptions have been considered into future programs.
A typical one day program is given in fig. 1. In average, five days out
of ten are devoted for emergency condition training. Most of the 30 - 40
malfunctions in the program are of minor severity. The daily program
starts with minor broblems, for instance a trip of the reactor coolant
pump or some instrumentation failure may occur. All malfunctions form a
continuous run, disturbance following each other. Emergency situations
represent main exercises, which get a lot of the simulator time.

TRIP OF 1HO SEAWATER
COOLING PUMPS

ERRONEUOUS POSITION
INDICATION OF THE
STEAM RELIEF VALVE

FAULT OF THE
QUENCH TANK
LEVEL CONTROL

SPURIOUS DROP
OF A CONTROL
HOD CROUP

STEAM PIPE
RUPTURE IN
CONTAINMENT

SUMMARY

10 11 12 13 U 15 16

Tig. 1. EXAMPLE OF SIMULATOR RETRAINING DAILY PROGRAM

2.2.1 Planning of retraining sessions
Several factors must be taken into account when selecting emergency
execises:
* scope of simulation models,
* latest knowledge about the PWR emergency behaviour,
* authority requirements and results of new analyses and
* situations found out to be difficult to master.

Other important factors which are considered in planning emergency
conditions:
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time;
in the night time the control room staff must manage about an hour
without any support organization such as operating engineers, safety
engineer and electrical and instrumentation specialists. This means
independent decision making and actions in the first phase of the
incident. In general the goal is to create as difficult situations as
realistic and demonstrate all likely-difficulties which the shift crew
would have to deal at the actual power plant,
season;
cooling water temperature changes have on influence on the
effectiveness of the heat transfer and for example in winter time
danger of subcooling (below 0 C) exists and
state of the other plant unit;
in emergency situations the state of the other unit must be
considered. In black-out circumstances there is no hope of getting
auxiliary supply from the other unit if it is shut down.

2.2.2 Practical arrangements of the sessions
At the simulator one instructor takes care of the whole training session.
He stays in the instructor's cabin behind mirror glasses the operators
being alone in the control room. After simulator run the instructor
evaluates the performance of the trainees in the session summary. It
means that during the session all human errors are allowed without
correction and interference by the instructor. This philosophy makes it
possible to get visible a lot of human errors and their probably negative
consequences in the process.
Emegency operation procedures require the shift supervisor to call for his
collaque from the other unit to help him in difficult situations. This
feature has been trained also at the simulator. It is quite often
possible because the simulator exists on site and mostly some shift
supervisors are in day shift. The extra shift supevisor's duty after
arriving to the simulator is to activate emergency preparedness
organization and give a warning or alarm to the municipal authorities and
also help the crew in process supervision. So the shift crew in charge
may completely devote to the process supervision and control.
An emergency exercise may last from one to four hours. If the leakage can
be separated the process can be stabilized quite soon, but if not the aim
is to cool down the reactor and it takes many hours.

2.3 Special emergency situation exercises
In addition to leakages fire accidents have been trained at the simulator.
In this case the fire started in the turbine hall leading to the complete
loss of feedwater. The latest special execise was to shut down the unit
using the emergency control room and local operations because of the
damage of the main control room. This training session took the whole day
and included reactor and turbine trips, boration and a part of the cooling
phase. The exercise was executed outside the simulator control room. At
the plant the emergency control room is located in the control room of the
other unit. At the simulator the trainees were in the computer operation
room, where a CRT-monitor had been installed especially for this exercise.
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On the screen the operators had the same measurements as they have in the
real emergency control room. The instructor played his role in his cabin
and in the simulator control room being any plant operator and other
support person. Trainees communicated with those "persons" by telephone
receiving information about the plant status by local measurements and
visual observations. The instructor performed emergency control room and
local operations when they were asked for and operations were possible.
This exercise revealed efficiently how difficult power plant operation is
without normal control room and process computer information.
The simulator has also been used for the emergency preparedness exercises,
which are mainly meant for the plant management, the health physics group,
the radiochemlcal laboratory but also for control room personnel /1/. In
order to avoid confusion the exercise accident sequence must be kept on
the preplanned schedule. This has led to the frustration of control room
operators whose endeavours have been prevented, by the trainer, when
needed. In 1983 the operators acted as instructors giving preplanned
control room data from the simulator to the Emergency Operations Facility
personnel. This was the first time when the two phase flow model was used
in this kind of exercise to calculate the loss of coolant accident.
During the emergency preparedness exercise in 1984 this allowed the
accident simulation to be made in the simulator. However, even on this
occasion the operators were not allowed to change the manuscript of the
instructors; the original accident sequence had been stored in the memory
of the simulator as initial conditions. This ensured that the exercise
could be kept on the preplanned scenario.
At this time the SMABRE with 61 nodes was applied. It enabled the
simulation of damage of fuel cladding which was seen in the control room
as high core exit temperatures, over 1200 deg. Celsius, the negative
subcooling margin and radiactivity release.
Simulator is a very practical tool to test and prepare detailed exercise
accident scenarios. Furhermore, it has been shown to be enlightening to
demonstrate the first part of the accident to inspectors just before the
exercise.
The use of the simulator as an emergency preparedness exercise control
room has been debated; the separate location and the lack of special
communication facilities may cause confusion and keeping to the preplanned
accident scenario limits process operation possibilities.
There has been an intention to include significant incidents in training
programs. Because of differences between plant types the reproduction is
mostly not possible. Remarkable accidents as TMI-2 and Ginna has been
simulated in applicable degree.
In the proper simulator exercises the core damage has not occured, whereas
loss of coolant inventory and subcooling margin has taken place. It means
that sofar the safety system has finally been sufficienty operable.

3 SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT
To make a true and accurate enough simulation of the emergency and
accident situations possible high requirements are set for the simulation
models. Tab. 1 gives the essential physical features required in the
simulation of different type of events in nuclear power plants. The
original scope of simulation was insufficient in many respects. The
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Tab. 1. Essential physical features in the simulation
of different type of events.
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• TWO-PHASE FLOW
DYNAMICS

• ENERGY TRANSPORT WITH
TWO-PHASE FLUID

• SLOWDOWN PRESSURE
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* HEAT TRANSFER IN RAPID
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' DYNAMICS OF PRIMARY TO
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• LONG TERM COOLING
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design philosophy only made possibile to simulate the beginning (20 - 30
minutes) of the more severe incidents. After that period the status of
the process very often became so complicated that the continuing of the
simulation was not realistic. In the original design the main emphasis
was layed on recognition of transients. Soon it was realized that a very
important factor was to make long term operation possible. To make the
Loviisa simulator suitable for emergency situation training numerous
improvements have been made since the original start of the training in
1980. The most important improvements so far have been the development of
more effective solution methods for pipe network simulation and the
installation of the two-phase small break LOCA model SMA8RE. In the near
future an improved containment model will also be implemented. Simulator
hardware will also be greatly improved by replacing the simulation
computers with more powerfull ones during next year.
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3.1 Simulation of pipe networks
The simulation of the pipe networks using the THLF code took a
considerable part of computing time and capacity of the simulation
computers. Especially in transient situations this lead the simulator to
be left behind of the real time, and also made difficult the further
development of simulation capabilities. Therefore a new solution method
for flow equations was developed by VTT. This was based on a new
linearization method of the equations and the use of sparse matrix
techniques. The solution time of the network equations could be speeded
up about 30 - 40 % and computing time for other model improvements be
freed. This e.g. made the implementation of the two-phase model SMABRE
possible.

3.2 Two-phase thermohydraulic model SMABRE
The Loviisa training simulator was extended afterwards with a two-phase
model called SMABRE. The physical modelling of SMABRE is based on the
conservation equations for vapour and liquid mass, mixture momentum and
vapour and liquid energy having in this way a model based on five
conservation equations. The phase separation is calculated with a drift
flux model. The main simplifications when compared to the models of large
simulation codes are the use of mixture momentum equation in an integrated
form and the use of the averaged pressure for material properties of
steam. /2/
Originally the code in the simulator was aimed for the calculation of the
blowdown period during a small break LOCA (SBLOCA) accident. The SBLOCA
is considered here as an accident having a break size of 0 - 1 0 %. Later
on the model has been used as a general primary model in many other
abnormal and emergency conditions as well as an alternative model for
normal process situations. Until now the code in the simulator has been
used in the analyses of following type of events:
* 0 - 10 ?o small break LOCA by assuming a limited amount of water

injection available and its possible risk for core heatup,
* 0 - 10 % small break LOCA by assuming a maximum amount of water

injection available and its possible risk for reactor vessel over-
cooling (pressurized thermal shock, PTS ),

* medium and large size steam line breaks in the secondary side leading
to overcooling of the reactor pressure vessel (PTS),

* total loss of secondary feedwater causing finally the core heatup,
* training of plant personnel in a postulated emergency condition, when

a partial core melt-down cannot be prevented and
* real plant transients encountered in the Loviisa plant, in which the

wrong operator actions had caused safety problems but which remained
quite mild due to proper operator actions.

If a severe accident is understood as an event leading at least to a
partial core rupture, the simulator capability in this kind of tran-
sients should be considered separately in two periods:
1. simulation of the period before the core rupture and
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2. simulation of the period after the core rupture.
The experiences from Loviisa training simulator (LOKS) have shown that a
simplified LOCA model of the simulator may be quite practical for the
simulation of the first period. If the LOCA model is able to calculate
the core heatup until 1200 deg. Celsius, due to the core uncovery, it can
be used for the simulation of quite long periods of severe transients.
The core heatup as a consequence of total loss of secondary feedwater may
last five hours and as a consequence of a small break LOCA more than half
an hour. For operator training and for evaluation of emergency procedures
this first period already is quite significant. The LOKS models are
capable for the simulation of this first period at present.
The simulation of the second period requires much more resources from the
training simulator. At first the core is damaged due to the cladding
oxidation, which finally weakens the rod structure and disassembles the
fuel geometry. More deformations take place, if the core heatup
continues. The first ruptures of the cladding cause a radioactivity
release, which especially in the case of a LOCA are detected with several
measuring instruments. For the simulation of the second period the
following improvements are quite easily included into a simulator having a
LOCA model like in the LOKS:
* water - zirconium reaction model with heat generation and
* radioactivity release after partial oxidation of the cladding and

spreading of radioactivity in primary loop, secondary loop and
containment.

The model development for the disassembled core can not any more be based
on a thermohydraulic model. For this purpose the simulator should be
expanded with a simplified version of severe accident code like MAAP. The
physical processes in this case are so complicated that the primary
thermohydraulic model must be very simple and main emphasis should be
concentrated on following physical descriptions:
* core cooldown via multidimensional gas circulations,
* effects of geometrical deformations on flow channel resistances and

cooling paths,
* meltdown process of the pressure vessel,
* core-concrete interactions in the containment and
* the effect of melted core on the containment energy and mass balances.

The simulator including these features may be quite well possible in the
future.

3.3 Improvement of the containment model
When the original specifications of the Loviisa training simulator were
defined, the role of the containment model was not considered important.
However, many plant protection actions are dependent on the pressure
behaviour of the containment. In addition, the operator can receive much
valuable information from the containment measure- ments during loss of
coolant accidents.
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The original containment model calculates satisfactorily the overall
pressure and temperature in the lower and upper volumes of the con-
tainment, but it was not suitable for the further development. There-
fore, a new containment model was decided to develope.
The model is based on the pressure - flow iteration method /3/, where the
mass flows between the compartments and the pressures in the compartments
are iterated using the mass and momentum conservation equations. For the
solution of the temperatures the energy equations of gas (air and steam)
and of liquid are applied. The gas density is calculated using the ideal
gas equation. The solution method is implicit enough to allow the use of
the same time step as applied in the simulator. In the developed model
the containment has been divided into four subcompartments - lower
containment, dead-end volume around primary coolant pumps, ice-condenser
compartment and upper containment, see fig. 2. For the further
development the containment can, if desired, easily be divided into more
subvolumes.

Fig. 2. Containment of the Loviisa plant,
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For the time being the model is tested separately and it will he
implemented to the simulator in the near future. Later on, the
containment model is intended to be supplemented with models for
simulating the spreading of radioactivity in the containment and for
calculating the temperatures in the case of a very small leakage, where
the relative humidity in the containment is less than 100 ?o.

3.4 Simulation computers
The capacity of the simulation computers has since a couple of years been
exhausted and no major improvements are any more possible. Therefore a
project with an aim to change the computers to more powerful ones has just
been started, and in one years time from now on the possibilities for
furteher improvements of simulation extent and fidelity will be granted.

3.5 Other simulator improvements
Many other minor improvements have been made during recent years to extend
the scope and fidelity of disturbance simulation. Examples of these are:
* loss of natural circulation (0 - 100 %),
* sticking of block valves in current position,
* possibility to startany pump against trip protection signal,
* sticking of control valves to any position,
* prevention of any protection signal,
* instructor's capability to operate any block valve to any position,
* manipulation of binary instrumewntation signal (1300 signals),
* addition of flow measurement errors corresponding the actual plant,
* addition of the emergency deaeration pipeline of the reactor pressure

vessel,
* additon of the plant protection panel arid extension of the simulation

degree and malfunctions of the plant protection system,
* instructor's possibility to operate many important electrical switches

and
* leakages of control valves corresponding the actual plant.

4 MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE RESEARCH
A full-scope training simulator is also a very efficient tool for various
man-machine interaction studies and operator support system tests and
evaluations. A very essential feature here is the availability of
experienced real plant operators as test objects and also evaluators of
the tested systems. VTT has the right to use some 15 % of the simulator
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time for these kind of studies. These studies have been realized during
recent years in close and fruitfull co-operation with the power company
IVO.

4.1 Alarm reduction
Conventional alarm systems tend to overburden the operators during plant
transient situations with a very large amount of single alarms. Many of
these alarms do not give essential information about the plant state but
only make it more difficult to detect the significant ones. Various kinds
of alarm suppression logic built in the computerized alarm system were
tested at the simulator. The results showed that a major part of the
unnecessary alrms can be suppressed. Results of this study has been
applied in the real plant. A/

4.2 Validation of a safety parameter disply system
A safety parameter display system manufactured by Combustion Engineering
Inc. (CE), called Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS) was tested
and validated on the Loviisa simulator in 1982. This study was a
co-operation project between IVO, CE, VTT and the Halden Reactor Project.
The CFMS-system was connected to the simulator and two complicated plant
transients with several combined malfunctions were prepared as test cases
and included in the normal retraining programme. Extensive data
collection was performed via computers, video and audio recorders,
questionaires and interviews. Each of the twelve crews went through the
two transients, one without the CFMS-system and another with it available,
and their performance results were collected and analysed. /5/

4.3 Human error study
In connection of the simulator retraining a study of typical human errors
has been organized in 1984 and -85. In this project, which was a
co-operation project between IVO and VTT, the instructor selected one
difficult incident in both training programs. A list of human error
classes was prepared by the instructor, haed of the operating group and a
psychologist of VTT. In the first experiment a list of 24 human errors
was utilized and in the second case there were three more classes. The
crews under training did not know that an experiment will take place, so
typical simulator behaviour could be granted. The experiment was a part
of the normal retraining program. During the experiment the instructor
made notes of human errors and after the exercise comparison with model
performance was done and human errors found were considered and classified
togeteher. The study covered in 1984 eight and -85 all twelve shifts,
respectively 71 and 155 human errors were found. Final goals were to find
a method for human error classification, to improve operator training with
deeper analysis and to improve and correct emergency operating procedures
of the plant.
From the instructor's point of view the method has some problems. It is
often difficult to select the most representative error class, because
many of the human errors are mixtures of several origins. Furthermore the
trainees mostly are unexperienced to analyse their own performance.
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The results of the study increase the knowledge about human errors,
especially such classes were found as "deficient communication", "lack of
operation strategy", "forgetting dependence of subsystems", on which
attention shall be paid in simulator training. "Deficient instructions"
collected most of the errors, 16 - 19 %. Recognition of the incident was
found to be easy (5 % of the errors), which was slightly surprising. In
decision making (41 % of the errors) and action phases (37 %) most of the
human errors were noticed. Observation and feed-back produced 8 and 9 %
of all errors. /6/

5 CONCLUSIONS
Training simulator is an efficient tool for emergency conditons training
as far the as the modelling scope and fidelity are sufficient. The
development of more extensive models in this respect remains to be a
continuing challenge for the simulation community. Increasing power/cost
ratio of computer systems opens new possibilities for the use of more
elaborate models in training simulators.
Training of serious accidents is ambivalent because their occurence is
unlikely and presumes several simultaneous failures or exceeding of the
design bases. It is quite difficult to motivate the operators for very
unlikely multifailures. Operators are more interested in disturbances in
which they are able to operate the power plant and likelihood of the
disturbances is higher.
Training simulator is also a rather efficient tool for various man-process
communication and operator support system studies. Still further a
training simulator with advanced two-phase simulation models etc. can
rather efficiently be used for many kinds of plant accident analyses,
especially when the taking into account of the operator actions are
important for the outcomes of the analyses.
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Appendix 1

BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM OF SHIFT SUPERVISORS

1. BASES
1. Bases of nuclear physics
2. Main plant systems on common level
3. Main components
4. Plant lay-out

2. STUDY OF THE SUBSYSTEMS
3. SPECIAL COURSES

(About 30 courses)
For instance main control circuits,
reactor protection, plant protection,
water chemistry, health physics,
fire protection

4. OPERATION TECHNIQUES
1. Normal operationof the power plant
2. Normal operation in abnormal conditions

5. SIMULATOR TRAINING
6. WRITTEN LICENSING TEST
7. TRAINING IN ACTUAL CONTROL ROOM
8. SIMULATOR TRAINING
9. ORAL LICENSING TEST

(2 moths)
(1 month)
(1 month)
(1 month)

(5 months)
(3 months)

(2 months)

(1.5 months)

(5 months)
(0.5 months)
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Appendix 2

ANNUAL RETRAINING PROGRAM OF CONTROL ROOM STAFF

1. BASES OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS (2 days)
2. CONDUCTED SPECIAL COURSES (5 days)
3. SIMULATOR TRAINING (10 days)
4. ANALYSES OF OPERATION HISTORY (During shift

work)
5. REPETITION OF PROCEDURES FOR (3 days)

EMERGENCY AND ABNORMAL CONDITIONS
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THE OKG OPERATOR STRATEGY
AT SEVERE ACCIDENTS

U. JONSSON
Technical Department for Safety Analysis,
OKB AB,
Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

In this paper the principle applied to develop and implement counter

mecisures against severe accidents, taken by the OKG, is d iscussed. This

strategy involves several areas: additional hardware installations such as a

containment pressure relief sys tem and filtered containment vent arid

independent containment spray system; an analysis of accident sequences; and

overall accident management including emergency planning, improved education

of personnel and well structured emergency operating procedures.

1. Introduction

The Swedish Government have in a letter formulated requirements concerning

mitigation of consequences following a core melt accident.This letter was given to

the nuclear industry in February this year, and the counter measures are to be

completed before the end of 1988.

In this paper I would like to briefly describe the principle of the counter measures

for severe accidents taken by OKG. In particular I will talk about the operator

strategy wich includes, among other things, emergency operator procedures.

2. Severe Accidents Counter Measures

The OKG strategy for dealing with severe accidents is divided into three parts,

namely:

1. Hardware installations

2. Analysis for plant response

3. Accident Management
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2.1 Hardware installations

OKG is going to install the following new systems in our three plants:

a) Containment pressure relief system

b) Independent containment spray system

c) Filtered containment vent

There will also be improvements of the containment structure for Oskarshamn 1

and 3.

2.1.1 Containment pressure relief system

Purpose of the system

In case of a pipebreak inside the containment combined with a leak between

drywell and wetwell a fraction of the outflowing steam will pass directly to the

wetwell gasspace without passing the suppression pool. This means that the

pressure suppression function of the containment is impaired. For certain

combinations of pipebreak size and leak area the containment integrity is

threatend.

In order to avoid an overpressurization of the containment a pressure relief system

will be installed. This system consists principally of a rupture disc and a short pipe

directly to the atmosphere.

The maximum containment pressure has been calculated with a few different sizes

of the relief system for each of the three plants in Oskarshamn.

The designing event is a large pipe break in combination with a degraded

pressure suppression function. Release of steam directly to the atmosphere is

acceptable since the core is intact and the radioactive release is limited.

After the steam discharge it is assumed that almost all the nitrogen has been

blown out and the atmosphere in the containment is mostly steam. In order to

avoid vacuum in the containment as a result of steam condensation air could

be sucked back into the containment before closing the containment relief

system.
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The major purpose of the system is to keep the containment integrity intact

during a pipe break accident in order to avoid that the accident will progress

into a core melt sequence due to uncontrolled overpressurization of

containment.

Assuming that the relief system works as planned a core melt does not have to

be considered in the progression of this accident.

2.1.2 Filtered containment vent and independent containment spray system

Purpose of the system

One of the requirements in the government letter concerning mitigation of

severe accidents is as follows:

"In order to protect the containment from overpressurization damages during

core melt accidents and to increase the possibilities to achieve stable final

conditions after a core melt accident, a controlled venting of the containment

should be possible to use."

During venting of the containment the maximum amount of radioactive

material released to the environment should be less than 0.1 % of the

radioactive cere inventory corresponding to a 1800 MVV core. The noble gase

are excepted.

The aim with the accident mitigation concept is to establish a situation where

the containment is intact and at low pressure with the core covered with

water and cooled.

These requirements will lead to a strategy which involves both filtered

containment vent and independent containment spray system.

The purpose of the venting is to prevent the containment to break uncontrolled

with a high degree of radioctive release as a consequence, during a core melt

accident.
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The purposes of the independent containment spray system are:

decrease pressure in the containment

wash out radioactivity from the contaiment atmosphere

provide additional heat sink

fill upp the containment

2.2 Analysis

OKG has participated in the development of the MAAP- (Modular Accident

Analysis Program) code. This code has been adapted to our three BWR's and

implemented in our computer. To verify the accuracy of the sequences analysed

MAAP has been compaired with COPTA- (Containment Pressure and Temperature

Analysis) and GOBLIN calculations.

To investigate how human interactions, or the absence of these, affects the

progression of an accident sequence the SHARP-(Systematic Human Action

Reliability Procedure) and HCR-(Human Cognitive Reliability) models have been

used.

The sequences have been chosen from the PSA studies for Oskarshamn 1 and 3. For

Oskarshamn 2 the PSA study made for the sister plant in Barsebäck have been used.

All three studies are best estimate studies level one.

2.3 Accident Management

The accident management can also be divided into three different parts:

a) Emergency Planning

b) Education of personnel

c) Procedures

2.3.1 Emergency Planning

Both government bodies and OKG have defined different situations where there is a

need to give information, to make a report or to alert the emergency organization.

Depending on how grave the accident is different levels of the organization will be

alerted or put on stand-by.
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The emergency planning procedures gives all the details about who to contact, on

what telephon number etc.

This procedure has of course existed from the very start of the first plant at the

OKG site. It is however "a living thing" and will so be even in the future. After the

TMI accident in 1979 the procedures was throughly looked through and some

changes was necessary to do.There will also be changes after that the procedure

library in the control room has been coordinated with the emergency operating

procedures.

2.3.2 Education of personnel

Education of personnel is a very importent part of accident management strategy.

The reason is very simple; if an operator understands the plant process, is well

trained, and is aware of the importence of his work, the more probable it is that he

will be able to handle a potentional accident situation. It can also be put in an

other way; it is less probable that the operator will make a misstake if his

cognizance of the nuclear process is high.

The whole staff in the control room will every year go through a compulsory

education program, including both theoretical studies and practical training on

emergency sequences at the full scale simulator center at Studsvik near Nyköping.

Now, when Emergeny Operating Procedures will be introduced the control room

crew will have a special education on these. They will learn the action paths on the

flow cheets and the reasons for them. They will also be tought how the EOP's

interact with existing procedures . The simulator centre will design special

sequences where the EOP's will be used. All education related with plant safety is

repeated on an annually basis.

2.3.3 Procedures

There are three different kinds of procedures in the control room:

a) Procedures for normal operation

b) Incident Procedures

c) Emergency Operating Procedures
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2.3.3.1 Procedures for normal operation

These procedures contains the starting up and shuting of procedure for the plant.

They also regulate how to proceed in the case of system alteration and how to start

or shut off a single system or component.

2.3.3.2 Incident Procedures

The Incident Procedures regulates wich actions is necessary to take following an

incident where a system or group of systems fails to fullfill its task or tasks. The

situation is charactized by the fact that the incident level is still within design and

the control room crew can identify wich component or system that has failed. The

incident procedures also gives instructions of what to do after that a scram signal

has shut of the reactor.

2.3.3.3 Emergency Operating Procedures

The Emergency Operating Procedures are dealing with situations beyond design. We

have had the following principles designing the EOP's:

The should be symptom oriented

They must be easy to read

No computer aid

Every interaction should directly put the NPP in a more secure state

The only information that is available is the information in the control room

The interactions can of course go beyond design but must be practicable

In the short perspective must all the interactions be manoeuvrable from the

control room

In the following I would like to describe in more detail our format for Emergency

Operating Procedures.

3. The NPP's four parts

The EOP's dévides the nuclear power plant into four separate parts. Each part is

defined by its own parameters in the following way:

1. Reactor vessel - water level, pressure, reactivity
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2. Containment building - pressure, drywell - wetwel temperature,
water level in wetwell, radiation

3. Reactor building - temperature, radiation, water level in
specific rooms

4. Radiation levels - dose rate, source terms

Take for example part 1 - the reactor vessel. The integrity of the reactor

vessel is described by the three parameters water level, pressure and

reactivity. Based upon these parameters EOP's for the three symptoms "low

level in reactor vessel", "high pressure in the reactor vessel" and "no scram

function on demand" have been worked out.

4. Flow chart structure

4.1 The Notation System

The EOP's are presented on flow charts, one set of pages for each symptom.

To make the flow charts easy to read, wich of course is vital, a coordinate

system is used. See figure 1. Each position is notated with a letter-figure

combination Al, A2, 81, C4 etc. A similar system is used for numbering the

pages; R for Reactivity, L for Level and P for Pressure. Pages originating

from page R are called RI, R2 etc. Pages stemming from these two are called

Rll, R12 or R21, R22 etc. See figure 2. Combining a page number, R21, with a

position on that page, C3, gives you a unique notation for that position,

R21.C3. See figure 3.

This notation system has shown very helful when drawing flow charts, because

you do not have to draw an action path more then once. A transfer symbol

points out what position to continue from.
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KEYPARAMETER/POSITION:

FIGURE 3.

4.2 Symbols

Five differently chaped symbols are used in the flow chart. The text inside the

symbols describes what kind of action the operator should take, and the shape

itself also indicates the nature of the action:

Xvater level
[ < 1.6 m in
\reactor vessel

Symbol indicating starting position for a

symptom.

Initiate
system

Symbol describing a manual interaction

that needs no written instruction.
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water
level
increasing"?

In i t i a te system
323. Instruc-
tion I-D 6.2

Water level
> 1.6 m

P.2D

Question symbol that unequivocally can be

answered with YES (alwavs to the right) or

NO (always downward)

Symbol describing manual interaction that

needs written instruction.

Transfer symbol. Leads to another position

on the same page or on a new page.

4.3 Key parameter

The OKG format for EOP's also uses what is called a KEY PARAMETER. A

key parameter is used in situations like when you know you are going to reach

a certain position on a page, e.g. water level < 0.75 m, but you are not yet

there, and there is nothing more you can do that you have not already tried.

You have in a way "time to spare". In a situation like this the EOP's transfers

you to a page where you try to find out what has gone wrong and wy and, if

possible, how to fix it. You can do this faultfinding as long as you dont reach

"water level < 0.75 m". If you do reach this level you immediately have to go

to indicated position. See figure 4.

If a page is overruled by a key parameter it is indicated in the heading of the

page.

Example:

KEYPARAMETER/POSITION: water level < 0.75 m / L1.C2.
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5. Conclusions and remarks

I have in this paper very shortly described the OKG policy for dealing with

severe accidents. Though the main issue was to talk about the OKG format for

emergency operating procedures and how we educate and intends to educate

our control room personnel, I believed it was necessary to give the whole

picture.

The Swedish gowernment requirements was that the nuclear power plants in

Sweden had to take measures against radioactive release given a severe

accident. The counter measures are to be installed before the end of 1988.
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OKG have decided upon a strategy and a timeshedule wich I have presented

here that will deal with such accidents. One part of the strategy is accident

management. Included in accident management is the introduction of

emergency operating procedures and the education of control room personnel.

The OKG format for EOP's is symptom oriented, it is very easy to read and it

is not depending on any computer aid. The control room personnel have become

very positive with this solution, wich, I would like to stress, is very important

for the function of accident management strategies. The education program
will start in the autumn of 1987.
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BWR OPERATOR TRAINING FOR EMERGENCY
CONDITIONS USING SIMULATOR IN JAPAN

A. KOBAYASHI
BWR Operator Training Center Corporation,
Fukushima-ken

T. MORIOKA
Toshiba Corporation,
Tokyo

T. SATOH
Hitachi Ltd,
Tokyo

Japan

Abstract

B_WR Operator Training Center Corporation (ETC) is the only training
organization for all Japanese BWR utilities.

BWR operator training program is constructed to maintain and upgrade
the ability of the individual operator and the operation crews. The
training course for the individual operator is focused on the operator's
positions, from that of the main operator to the licensed shift supervisor.
The target of the training for operation crews, which is called the family
training, is to upgrade the team performance including shift supervisor.
The training programs are combined to improve and upgrade the operator per-
formance using simulator.

BWR training simulator has been designed to demonstrate many kinds of
malfunction, modeling a single failure and multiple failure, including loss
of coolant accident. It has also the alteration and scheduling function
to simulate the abnormal and accident situation. These functions are uti-
lized to easily simulate the accident scenario and enlarge the operator's
knowledge in case of the abnormal condition.

This paper describes the BWR operator training for emergency con-
ditions using simulator and the advanced control board simulator perfor-
mance including the abnormal situation functions.

1 . Int roduc t ion

To ensure the reliability and safety of nuclear power plants, it is
indispensable not only to improve hardware reliability, but also to improve
manpower q u a l i t y , including the control room operators and maintenance
engineers. Currently, phenomenal progress has been made in upgrading the
reliability of nuclear power plants in Japan, with a significant decrease
in accidental plant shutdowns.

This is a highly desirable trend in that nuclear power plants are per-
forming their normal functions. However, allowing for the potential effect
of a gradual decrease in experience in operation of actual plants on main-
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taming the skill of operators, it became more important to improve conven-
tional operator training methods for emergencies.

The BWR Operator Training
training required for the safe
upgrade operators' performance
team training programs.

Center (ETC), committed to providing
and reliable plant operation, is trying to
by systematic combination of individual and

Such an approach has been taken because it is considered extremely
important to systematically coordinate the upkeep and improvement of indi-
vidual operators' skill with the integrated judgement of overall plant
operations by application of close team work.

In this sense, it is advantageous to provide the control room opera-
tors with training which simulates not only single but also multiple
malfunctions created by se r ia11v-combined and multiparallel failures.

The BWR Operator Training Center has been accumulating scenarios for
training using past experienced malfunctions and accidents of actual
plants as reference, and carrying out successful emergency training
programs by improving the performance of simulators and using the advanced
functions of the advanced simulators.

It is necessary to reflect the lessons learned from accidents at TMI
and Chernobyl and to develop the new training methods for improving the
knowledge and skill of operators to prevent recurrence of similar accidents
and unforeseen emergencies. This paper presents our experience with
simulator training for emergency conditions of the BWR operating training
program including simulator functions.

2. Overview of BTC Training Course

BWR Operator Training Center has been implementing training courses
shown in Table 1 in response to specific requests and opinions of customers
(mostly, BWR utilities and reactor plant manufacturers) since it started
operator training in 1974.

Table 1 BWR Operator Training Course

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Training course

Standard training course
Intensive training course
Retraining course
Advanced class training course
Family training course
Basic lectures training course
Special training course

Period

12 weeks
3 weeks
9 days
5 days
1 day
2 weeks

-

Trainees
/class

8
4
4
4
-
12
-
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These training courses have been expanded to supplement the operator
training programs requested by utilities.

The Standard Training Course, a 12-week course for the control room
operators, having fundamental knowledge about nuclear power plant and
experience in working in nuclear or thermal power plant. The course is
consisted of lectures, plant observation, and simulator-based operation
t ra ining.

The Intensive Training Course, a 3-week course trains auxiliaries
operators as control room operators and is centered more on simulator-based
training, than on on-the-desk training compared with the Standard Course.

The Retraining Course, a 9-day course provides experienced operators
with training to ensure that they may take proper remedial actions in the
event of emergencies, malfunctions, accidents, etc. they are less likely to
face in the course of actual plant operation.

The Advanced Operator Training Course, established in 1983, trains
operation supervisors or advanced operators to enable them to keep up and
improve abilities to make correct judgement in the event of abnormal or
emergency situations and to supervise their crew operators.

The objective of the training for operation crews, which is called
family training, is to upgrade the team performance, including that of the
shift supervisor. The training programs are combined to improve and
upgrade the operator performance using simulators.

The Family Training Course is designed to improve the skill of a team
performance and to reinforce teamwork through a one day training with the
attendance of all members of a shift.

The Basic Lecture Course, established in 1983, is aimed at assisting
operators in reinforcing elementary knowledge on nuclear physics, thermal,
and hydraulics and basic theory required for power generation through
classroom lessons. This training course constitutes preliminaries to the
standard training course or the intensive training course.

The Special Training Course is provided in response to the specific
requests of customers, for instances enrolls junior operators for an intro-
ductory course or advanced operators for a shift supervisor qualification
course.

Since the TMI accident, a qualification system has been institutiona-
lized for supervisory nuclear power plant operators in Japan. The re-
training, advanced and special training course have been utilized by
applicants for state-licensed operators.

3. Features of BTC Training Simulator

Two full-scope simulators have been used for training at our center. The
one originally installed is equipped with conventional control board. The
other, which simulates the operation of advanced control board, was in-
stalled in response to an increasing demand for training and construction
of the large scale nuclear power plants. This simulator was manufactured
by Toshiba and Hitachi in response to electric utilities' requests and opi-
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nions and through reflection of experiences in operation training at ETC on
the latest simulator technology. The training using this simulator has
been implemented since 1983. This chapter briefly describes on the fea-
tures of the advanced simulator which plays a successful role in operator
t ra ining.

A function to simulate abnormal conditions due to failure and acci-
dents is called a "malfunction." This malfunction has been upgraded over
conventional ones. Compared to a conventional pushbutton malfunction, this
innovative simulation system using a CRT and a keyboard can diversify the
characteristics of each malfunction by changing input conditions
(command/data, etc.). This simulator also incorporates a presetting func-
tion (functions capable of producing malfunctions with a specified time lag
and alteration of conditions) which enables generation of failures or
malfunctions without entry of command/data by an instructor on each occa-
sion, thereby making training more effective.

With the aid of the "alteration function" which can flexibly specify
the operating conditions of each plant component, the simulator can simu-
late local malfunctions and auxiliary equipment operations.

The scheduling function helps an instructor to simulate the emergency
conditions by programming his training scenario with combination of many
malfunctions and alterations. With this feature, it is possible to produce
realistic training scenarios, together with improved accuracy of elementary
simulation. Also, using this feature, it is possible to schedule the cases
of failure, malfunction and accident that occurred both at home and abroad
so as to enrich the stock of training materials in the event of malfunc-
tions and accidents. The simulator is also capable of recording, as
desired, key parameters in the event of failure, malfucntion, or accident
in a trend recorder. This is useful for off-line study of plant response
and behavior.

Besides those useful functions for emergency training, there is a
variety of functions which enable efficient simulator training.

4. Approaches to Emergency Training

The aim and content of each emergency training session varies with the
purpose of each training course. They are classifiable as three different
approaches in a hierarchical breakdown, depending on the extent of duties
and responsibilities, knowledge, and skill of the trainees.

These approaches can be suitably applied to each training
course, depending on the purpose and extent of progress in training.

Training approaches for emergency conditions are shown in Table 2.

The first approach to emergency training is to provide basic training
for plant operation during emergencies (single malfunction). This is pri-
marily used for the standard and intensive training courses. It involves
training for (1) mastery of basic emergency procedures to shutdown the
plant in a safe and reliable manner in the event of emergencies (i.e.,
reactor scram, turbine and generator trip, etc.), (2) identification of the
consequences of single failure of a component on the system and plants, and
(3) fostering of basic abilities to cope with these malfunctions.
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Table 2 Training Approaches for Emergency Conditions

^̂ -̂ ^ Training Course
~̂\̂ ^̂  Hierarchy

Training ~̂̂ \̂ ^
Method *̂~~--̂ ^

No. 1 Approach.
Training for abnormal
and accident situation

tion

No. 2 Approach.
Training for the
above with multiple
malfunction

No. 3 Approach.
Training for cognition
to complicated situa-
tion and judging how
to respond.
Command and supervisor
ability

Sub Operator
Training for
Main Operator

[I

i
L -.

Main
Operator
Retraining

Advanced
Operator
Training

In this training, major emphasis has been laid on the operators' atti-
tudes which are essential to prevent "human error" as well as proper opera-
tional skill in accordance with emergency operating procedures, including
multiparallel monitoring of equipment operations, coordination of relevant
parameters, exchange of technical information between the operators' dif-
ferent positions, and upkeep of teamwork.

It is also important to provide operators with information on actual
plant behavior in the event of typical accidents, such as loss of
coolants.

The second approach to emergency training, based on instructor's
training scenarios, provides training for extensive and diverse emergencies
(i.e., plant system failures, accidents, etc.) simulated by combinations of
single or multiparallel malfunctions. This training, offered to the
retraining or higher level courses, helps trainees to determine the plant
status during emergency conditions and improves capabilities to ensure safe
plant operations. The advanced BTC simulator has a scheduling function
which enables accumulation of the simulations for emergencies. This system
provides an extensive variety of doing this type of training.

After the first approach has been mastered in the standard or the
intensive training course, part of the second approach is challenged to
make trainees experience the importance of the operator's attitudes. Here,
simple multifailures malfunctions are created corresponding to basic opera-
tion items to be confirmed so as to make trainees experience the aggrava-
tion of plant conditions that may arise where such confirmation is delayed.

The third approach to emergency training is primarily intended to
maintain and improve trainees' capabilities to assess the severity of plant
conditions relative to complex plant failures and accidents which is bound
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co threaten the safety of nuclear reactors. This training is mainly
offered to shift supervisors and upper class operators who are enrolled in
the advanced or special operator training course. Trainees in this course
will assume the position of a shift supervisor during the emergency
training and supervise and monitor each operator's action in how he deals
with emergencies. Simulation is halted at times to enable the trainee to
precisely assess the consequences of plant conditions. Trainees should be
requested to monitor panel conditions, identify the progress of events and
formulate their idea on steps to be followed to ensure nuclear reactor
sa fe ty .

Also, instructors and trainees should discuss the necessary or alter-
nate procedure to deal with complicated plant conditions based on extensive
mutual experience, using video tape recorders and the results of the
training, including reflection of what should have been done for better
ou tcome.

Such an approach is intended to make it possible for trainees to take
the initiative in precisely judging plant conditions and devising ways for
troubleshooting required to maintain reactor safety.

With the improvement of individual operator's competence and perfor-
mance on each hierarchy as a requirement, efforts have been made to main-
tain and upgrade the overall team performance of plant crew through "family
training" and on-the-job training.

5. Emergency Training Experience and Its Advantages

This chapter describes the experience in carrying out the emergency
training effectively using multiple failures malfunctions with scheduling
functions and the advantages of thp training.

Though the effectiveness of the emergency training cannot yet be quan-
titatively determined, it can be summarized as follows based on instruc-
tors' common views and comments and trainees' reflective opinions as
derived from the past training experience.

Basic operational skill for such emergency plant shutdown, as reactor
scram and turbine or generator trip, can be steadily acquired by repeating
of the training.

The attitude of operator such as redundant monitoring, identification
of applicable key parameters correlations, exchanging of information among
operators and coordination of activities by effective teamwork is very
important to prevent human errors. It is effective for trainee to acquire
the above attitude with some multiple failures malfunctions using the
second approach, subsequent to completion of basic emergency training using
the first approach.

For instance, turbine trip initiated with one malfunction causes tur-
bine bypass valve to open, where reactor scram lowers reactor pressure and
causes another malfunction of the bypass valve stuck open, rendering valve
closure difficult. In this instance, if relations between reactor
pressure, turbine inlet pressure and bypass valve openings are correlati-
vely determined beforehand, bypass valve failure can be detected and
remedied in time.
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Trainees who have experienced the abnormal event become used to moni-
tor correlative parameters and determine correlative relations between tur-
bine bypass valve openings and turbine inlet pressure more precisely.

The next example of emergency training is the application of the
second approach to a case where, in the event of plant shutdown due to tur-
bine trip, reactor scram, etc., a backup motor-driven feed pump is automa-
tically started when the main turbine driven feed pump is manually stopped.
In this case, creation of another malfunction of the flow control valve of
a motor-driven feed pump at a heavy work condition immediately after reac-
tor scram would necessitate parallel supervision of feed-water pump opera-
tion and flow control status. This simulation is useful for training which
assures the integrity of a feed-water system.

As described in Chapter 3, the alteration function can simulate the
malfunctions of any desired system components for training. The second
approach using scheduled multiple malfunctions, designed for the retraining
or higher level courses contributes to improving the ability of operators
to ensure safety during complex plant failures or accidents.

It requires selecting optimal malfunctions according to trainees'
career and experience to do effective training with combined malfunctions.
Combining so many malfunctions considered not to occur in actual plants
would disturb the training effectiveness. The following malfunctions be
useful for emergency training presents the scheduling of multiple failures
and accidents at a BWR training. It was designed for improving the abili-
ties of trainees to determine how accidents can threaten reactor safety and
how such risks can be avoided or mitigated.

Step 1: Loss of feed water due to condensate system failure

Step 2: Scram due to reactor low water level, primary containment
isolation valve fails to close

Step 3: High-pressure ECCS fails to operate
(reactor pressure increase as a result of reactor isolation)

Step 4: Reactor relief/safety valve stuck open
(reactor pressure decrease)

After occurrence of a step 3 malfunction, the trainee will check the
high-pressure ECCS system for normal operation and consider a potential
risk that a reactor core may be exposed. To reduce the risk, they manually
operate the automatic depressurizing system to reduce reactor pressure, and
restore reactor water level by manual operation of the low pressure water
injection system. Next, they check the containment isolation valve posi-
tion and close the valve manually if it is open. A series of these actions
can help prevent the potential risk of radioactivity release into the con-
ta inment vesse1.

6. Conclusion

This paper has described the experience of emergency training imple-
mented for the BWR operators in Japan, especially in respect of features
and results of the training.
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We have achieved tangible outcome by optimal selection of the most
appropriate approaches to emergency training as required for the specific
purpose of each training course. As an effective means of training, we
employed flexible failure/accident simulation techniques incorporating the
scheduling function and, thereby, experienced the definite effectiveness of
these approaches in every training course.

In the future, we shall endeavor to improve the accuracy of these
simulation and to expand simulation libraries. We are planning to assess
the effectiveness of the training with an objective technique as much as
possible so we may be able to establish standard assemblies adapted to each
training approach.

Through a series of these measures, we shall try our best to develop
nuclear plant operators so they can deal precisely with emergencies
occurring in actual plants and thereby contribute toward enhancing nuclear
plant safety and reliability.
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Abstract

Operator training on simulators is carried out f i r s t on basic-principle

s imula to r s , fol lowed by training on ful l -scope reference plant s imulators .
Retra ining makes m a i n l y use of the full-scope f a c i l i t y . On~site , part-task
s imula to r s or analyzers are avai lable providing a convenient way of exorc i s ing

operations which are not f requent in practice or permit rehearsal of d i f f i c u l t
or u n u s u a l operations before applying them in practice. The m a l f u n c t i o n s
covered during training should pr imar i ly be chosen for their t ra in ing va lue ,

i . e . their o f f o c t i v c n e s s in developing diagnostic ab i l i t i es . Further-more tho

advantages arid disadvantages of training centres versus site spec i f i c

s imula tors arc d i scussed . F ina l l y , the importance of proper assessment of

operator 's performance and of adequate capabil i t ies of ins t ructors is s t ressed .

1. In t roduct ion

W h e n the Kemeny C o m m i s s i o n analysed the accident which occurred
in March 1979 at uni t 2 of the Three Mile Island Station, an
event w h i c h is general ly aknowledged as a landmark in the deve-
lopmemt of the nuclear power industry , it expressed cr i t ic ism of
operator preparedness at all levels.

It stated that the operators' t raining programme had been weak
and u n d e r t a k e n by the manufacturer with little involvement of the
plant m a n a g e m e n t , though it also recognized that the s imulator
used was not adequate to reproduce the phenomena which had taken
place < n .

The C o m m i s s i o n f u r t he r made important recommendations on s imu-
l a to rs , n a m e l y :
- that each u t i l i t y should have ready access to a control room

s i m u l a t o r ,
- tha t opera tors and supervisors should be required to t rain

r e g u l a r l y on the s i m u l a t o r ,
- tha t the h o l d i n g of operator licences shold be cont ingent on

p e r f o r m a n c e on the s imula tor l".

(1) Comi i s s ion F i n d i n g P . S . b s tated: Tie s i tuJa to r at fl 1 V vas a lej tool ie the training of
o p e r a t o r s . Siaulator t r a i n i n g did not i n c l u d e p répara t ion of t ie operators for • u l t i p l e - f a i lu re accidents.
Indeed the B i » siiulator VAS not (prior to the accident) prograiied to reproduce tie conditions that
confronted the ope r a to r s during the accident. It vas unab le to siidate increasing pressuriier level at
tnp saae t i ie thit tie r eac to r c o o l a n t pressure uns dropping.

(2 ) R e c o n e n d a t i o n C .4 added : Research and deveJopient s iould be carried ou t on i ip rov in f
initiation systems: (aj to establish and sustain a higher level of realist in the training of operators,
including dealing uith t r a n s i e n t s ; and (b) to iiprove tht diagnostic and general knowledge of nuclear

p J a n t sjsteis.
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These recommendations have had a serious influence on the
i n d u s t r y and nowadays the t ra ining and retraining of station
s t a f f on s imu la to r s , though nowhere compulsory, is general .

2. The use of var ious types of simulators and the case for plant-
reference ones

The pat tern of s imula t ion t r a in ing seems to be now well establi-
shed .

Contempora ry and complementary to sc ien t i f i c educat ion, use is
made of bas ic-pr inciple s imulators f requent ly l imi ted in scope to
the nuclear part of the plant .

F u r t h e r use of basic-pr inciple s imulators , but of larger scope,
is made for the f i r s t part of the t raining whereas , for the last
part of the t r a in ing it is now considered that use should be made
of a ful l -scope reference-plant s imula tor though there is much
a r g u m e n t on how far the duplication of the control room should
go, and how complete the representation of the plant should be.

To th i s pat tern of simulator t ra in ing fol lows a pattern of
r e t r a i n i n g w h i c h takes place on the same full-scope s imu la to r ,
gene ra l ly once a year , and which may be complemented by regular
r e t r a i n i n g on the s i t e of the stat ion.

The f a c i l i t i e s provided on the site of the station may be part-
task s imulators or analyzers , and their importance is increasing
because they not on ly provide a convenient way of exercising wi th
opera t ions w h i c h are not f requent in practice, but they also
p e r m i t r ehea r s ing d i f f i c u l t or unusual operations before actually
u n d e r t a k i n g t h e m 1 1 1 .

This pat tern gives evidence to the importance of smaller "com-
pact" s imula tors wh ich can be used for practically all the phases
of educa t ion and t ra ining except the f inal one and also of analy-
sers. The cost of a basic principle simulator may range from 1/5
down to 1/20 of a ful l -scope one and that of analysers may be
even smal le r t ak ing into account that they may make use of time-
shared c o m p u t a t i o n f a c i l i t i e s .

H o w e v e r , when it comes to the f inal t ra in ing , as already said,
it appears that the opinion favouring the use of full-scope
p l a n t - r e f e r e n c e s imula to rs is unanimous " ' .

C e r t a i n l y the cost of a ful l -scope simulator may cause objec-
t ions and on the complete physical duplication of all details
there is ground for compromise. It has been remarked l" that
reproducing 90 % of the plant funct ions permits already near to
100 % of the t r a in ing ef fec t iveness at a cost which is only about
60 % of what would be necessary to obtain a complete duplication
( f i g u r e 1 ) .

(1 | In t h i s c o n n e c t i o n i t w o u l d be i n t e r e s t i n g to l ea rn w h e t h e r the p e r s o n n e l of u n i t ^ of the
C h e r n o b ; ! E t a t i o n had access to t s i i u l a t o r and w h e t h e r they had rehearsed the coipler operat ion which led
to the acc ident to tha t u n i t in A p r i l 1986.

(M See e . g . the r e s u l t s of an operator feedback w o r k s h o p conducted in 1983 for the U . S . Na t iona l
R e g u l a t o r ; Coinssion w h e n the pa r t i c ipan t s agreed unani ious ly tha t th is was "the o n l y way to go1. The
fac t tha t in tha t w o r k s h o p o n l y h a l f o f the t h i r t y - t w o part ic ipants were opera tors and the other h a l f «ere
i n s t r u c t o r s does not de t rac t f ro i the i iportance of the o p i n i o n .

(5) B R A N D et al : E r f a h r u n g e n l i t der A u s b i l d u n g ai ersten Vorkonvoi-Si idator , Atonvirttchtft,
Die 1985 , f r o i w h i c h the f i g u r e i s t a k e n , based on exper ience w i th the N u c l e b r a s s i iu la tor of the A n g r a
s t a t i o n l a n u f a c t u r e d b y T h o i s o n - C S P .
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Notwithstanding the cost even utilities with a single unit now
accept the idea that a full-scope reference-plant simulator is a
necessary complement to include in the contract for the procure-
ment of the plant. Economic studies confirm that using the plant
itself for training and retraining would be a more expensive
solution even if the hazards, always connected with that sort of
use for the plant, were not taken into account ">.

Nuclebras \ /-j ö
Simulator

Full scope simulator
new generation

IOOX

Simulation level

FIG 1 Cost/benefit as a function of simulation (taken from reference [5])

_ Cost
Benefit

3. Arguments
simulation

on the number of malfunctions and fidelity of

The only standard existing for simulators is the American
National Standard for Nuclear Power Plant Simulators for Use in
Operator Training "'. It prescribes limits for the accuracy of
values of critical and non critical parameters computed by the
simulator within 2 and 10 % respectively and it requires that the
simulator be capable of simulating in real time a minimum of 75
abnormal and emergency conditions resulting from malfunctions.

Simulator manufacturers claim that their products can exceed
these requirements and in particular that the number of mal-
functions, by combining different sets of sequences, is practi-
cally infinite.

It may be argued that a continuous extension of the number of
malfunctions is useless since the number which a trainee can see
during his training period is limited. He cannot be expected to
remember them all, and anyhow he may be confronted in actual
practice with a new one.

An operator should rather be trained with a necessarily limited
number of malfunctions, carefully selected to be representative
of the widest spectrum of occurrences. These malfunctions should
primarily be chosen for their training value i.e. for their
effectiveness in developing diagnostic abilities.

(6) An additional but not mnor consideration for an utility lanajeient to accept the expenditure
is that, froi a legal point of »lew, to bave lade available to the staff a plant-reference siiulator lakes
its position »ore defensible in the event of an accident.

(7| The standard ANSI/ANS-3.5-1985 is prepared bj the Aierican Nuclear Society and is approved
by the Aaerican National Standard Institute. The current one is the third edition.
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4. The case for t ra ining centres versus one simulator per site

For the relevance which it may have on the training for emer-
gency c o n d i t i o n s , it is interesting to examine certain di f feren-
ces in the pract ice used in the various countries.

In most wes tern and northern European countries, where the
l i t e r a t u r e on the subject is abundant "> , it appears that the
t r a i n i n g of operators is concentrated in large training centres
w h i c h are operated ei ther by the national utilities <" or by
cooperative organizat ions of util i t ies < " ' .

The same pattern exists in Japan "" .
In the Uni ted States, after a first period when, for the trai-

ning of the i r personnel, the uti l i t ies relied on the training
centres of the fou r nuclear steam supply systems manufacturers
( l l ) , it has now become the practice for each uti l i ty to operate
a fu l l - scope plant- reference simulator of their own, generally on

(8 | For the e a s t e r n E u r o p e a n c o u n t r i e s the l i t e r a tu re on snul&tors is ve r j l inted. a pwr snu-
l a t o r i s l e n t i o n e d in the U S S R , one in the Gerian Deiocratic Republic and one in Chechos lovak ia but with
scarce d e t a i l s H u n g a r y i s in the phase of p r o c u r a i e n t of a fu l l -scope spec i f i c one .

(9) In P rance the E l e c t r i c i t é de France , w i th over SO pwr units in operation and under con-
s t r u c t i o n , opera tes t h r e e t r a i n i n g cen t res a t Le Bugejr ( A m ) , Paluel and Caen. The f i r s t owns three f u l l -
scope and t h r e e p a r t - t a s k s i i u l a t o r s , the second three fu l l -scope and two part-task ones, the th i rd two
f u l l - s c o p e ones In a d d i t i o n tost s i t e s own a pa r t - t a sk s i iula tor For the 2 I t fb r un i t s basic-pr inciples
3 nul a lors enst at the l a b o r a t o r i e s of the Comissariat a l ' E n e r g i e Atonque at Cadarache and,
for the l a r g e r u n i t t h e r e ex i s t s a l so an ana lyse r a t the site of the station connected to the s i iulator at
tHe l a b o r a t o r i e s For the o l d e r «agnor u n i t s a ba s i c -p r inc ip l e s s i iulator operates a t the Centre d 'Etudes
N u c l é a i r e s o f G r e n o b l e

In G r e a t B r i t a i n the C e n t r a l E l e c t r i c i t y G e n e r a t i n g Board w i t h 9 lagnoi uni t s and 10 agr un i t s in
o p e r a t i o n or u n d e r c o n s t r u c t i o n , operates a N a t i o n a l Kuc lea r Power T ra in ing Centre a t Oldbury-on-Severn
n e a r B r i s t o l , w i t h o n e g e n e r i c nagno i s i i u l a t o r , three a g r q u a s i - f u l l - s c o p e spec i f i c snulators , o n e a g r
f u l l scope s p e c i f i c s m u l a t o r u n d e r c o n s t r u c t i o n a n d o n e lagnoi f u l l - s c o p e l u l t i p l e - r e f e rence s i iulator i n
d e s i g n The S o u t h of S c o t l a n d E l e c t r i c i t y B o a r d w i t h 4 agr s tat ions in operat ion or under construct ion
o p e r a t e s a t r a i n i n g c e n t r e a t G l a s g o w w i t h two f u l l - s c o p e p l a n t - r e f e r e n c e s imula tors .

In I t a l y the Ente N a t i o n a l e per l ' B n e r g i a Blet tnca wi th one bwr u n i t in operat ion and one under
c o n s t r u c t i o n ope ra t e s a C e n t r o di For iauone at Placenta w i t h one f u l l scope siiulator.

( 1 0 ) In the F e d e r a l R e p u b l i c o f G e r i a n y the va r ious u t i l i t i e s wh ich opera te o r have under cons t ruc t ion 14
pwr and ? bwr u n i t s operate j o i n t l y the K r a f t w e r k s s c h u l e eV at Basen w h i c h , in two prenses, owns three
p w r a n d o n e b w r f u l l - s c o p e snu la to r s .

In Spain where the un i t s in operation or under construction are 10 pwr and 4 bwr the utilities operate
j o i n t l y the C e n t r o de A d i e s t r a i e n t o de Tecnatoi SA in Hadr id w i t h one pwr and one bwr fu l l - scope suula-
tors

In S w e d e n the B a r n k r a f t u t b i l d n i n g AB at S t u d s v i k , near N y k o p i n g , i s owned by a c o n s o r t i u m of u t i l i t i es
and ope ra te s two bwr and one pwr f u l l - s c o p e snulators serv ing the personnel of the 3 pwr and 9 bwr uni t s
in o p e r a t i o n i n t he c o u n t r y I n a d d i t i o n t o these cen t ra l i zed t r a i n i n g ce r t a in sites a r e provided w i t h
h u t e d - s c o p e s n u l a t o r s w h i c h aay or lay not be f u l l y re ferenced to the p lan t uni t s .

( 1 1 ) In J a p a n , fo r the IB pwr and 21 bwr u n i t s in opera t ion o r under cons t ruct ion there enst two
^ o p e r a t i v e o r g a n i z a t i o n s the BYR Opera to r T r a i n i n g Center Corpora t ion located a t Ot totawa in the Prefec-
t u r e o f F u k u s h i i a a n d t h e J a p a n N u c l e a r P o w e r T r a i n i n g Cen t r e i n Tsuruga both operat ing t w o fu l l - s cope
s n u l a t o r s , bwr t he f o r i e r and pwr t he la t ter

( 1 2 ) The G e n e r a l E l e c t r i c Co ipany opera tes two centres , one a t Horns. I l l i n o i s , wi th one
'ml -scope s i i u l a t o r and one at TuUa , Ok laho ia w i t h two, Babcock i Vilcoi operates th rough an a f f i l i a t e
c o i p a n y one cen t re i n L y n c h b u r g , V i r g i n i a w i t h one pwr s i iula tor , Hes t inghouse Elec t r ic Corporat ion
o p e r a t e s two c e n t r e s a t Z i o n , I l l i n o i s and a t P i t t s b u r g h , both w i t h two snulators , the Coibust ion
E n g i n e e r i n g C o i p a n y ope ra t e s a t V i n d s o r , C o n n e c t i c u t a centre with one ful l-scope and three bas ic -pr inc i -
p l e s s n u l a t o r s
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the site of the stations "". Since most of the utilities own
only a single or a few nuclear units, the organisation of a
training centre is an important commitment for them, and they
generally contract its operation to specialised companies of
which there are many in the country.
This information is interesting in view of the question which

generally arises as to the relative merits of training in large
as opposed to small training centres. We are of the opinion that
the fist solution presents definite advantages because a large
centre is a more suitable place to combine scientific education
with practical training and the former is as much if not more
important than the latter in emergency conditions. Though the
most expensive single facility, the simulator is only one of the
many facilities required for a satisfactory education and
training: these are expensive in cost and maintenance and require
specialised instructors; all this is difficult to be provided for
for in a small centre.

5. The problem of assessment of operators' performance
Training with simulators for nuclear power plant operators has

been the object of behavioral research for many years and, though
this has not been as extensive as that for flight simulators, it
has confirmed the difficulty of the subject "".

There is no doubt that a simulator may allow the collection of
statistical data on the reliability of an operator which it would
be otherwise impossible to collect.

There is also no doubt that a scoring system may be of help to
instructors the more so taking into account the increasing number
of trainees and the extension of training time.

However when it comes to the basic issues which are the root of
any educational assessment, namely how to establish an acceptable
performance criterion, how to measure the effectiveness of
simulator training and how fidelity of simulation and
effectiveness of training are related, all these questions remain
largely unsolved.

(13 1 There exist soie 80 pwr and 40 bwr units in operation or under construction in the country
belonging to soie 60 different u t i l i t i e s one half of which own a single unit. The nuiber of full-scope
snulalors operated by or under construction for these utilities lay be reckoned to be over 70.

(H) EPEI Report NP-783, 1978, also US NRC Reports NURBG/C8-3725 and 3726, 1984, the second of which in-
clu d i n g a coiprehensm bibliography on relations between siiulator fidelity and training effectiveness.
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6. The importance of instructors' ability
The simulator, it should never be forgotten, is a facility the

operation of which should first be understood on the basis of
technical knowledge, then practiced on the basis of technical
proficiency. Its biggest advantage over the use of the plant
itself, more important that the economic one, is to facilitate,
by permitting the execution of complex evolutions not possible on
the plant, the acquisition of a diagnostic capacity.

This is the capacity an operator will need in emergency condi-
tions. For these the simulator, even if fast running, may prove
to be useless; the operator is left with what he knows and his
resources lay on his scientific knowledge, his intelligence, his
initiative, in one word to all the good qualities an operator
should have been educated and trained to possess. What help he
may be provided with in the form of external advice comes after
this .

The importance of the scientific knowledge and pedagogical
ability of the instructor appear consequently of the utmost
consequence: not all skilled and experienced senior operators can
be considered as good intructors nor is it necessary for a a good
instructor to be a skilled operator.

7. Conclusions

In an actual emergency condition it is highly inprobable that
the operator may have studied it on the simulator and, even in
that case, is is unlikely that he may remember the remedial
operations recommended in that circunstances.

The operator will have to diagnose the occurrence and act on
the basis of his scientific knowledge. One is brought to conclude
that, apart from certain qualities in character for which the
trainees should be screened, of paramount importance are the
soundness of the education and training received by the operator
and his continuing studies and retraining, for which the provi-
sion of a panoplia of simulators is certainly a quasi-necessity •
but is not sufficient.
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